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Whether I,* Will Pay Off
by Daniel Mansergh
The explosive rise of podcasting from
experimental technology to mainstream distribution platform in less than two years has
made broadcasters take notice, if for no other reason than to see what the fuss is about.
Equal parts convenience and content,
with a fair measure of hype, podcasting
gives listeners the ability to access a
global cache of portable, relevant content
that can be used whenever and wherever
they want it.
It is this balance of simplicity, choice
and control that gives podcasting its
appeal to listeners, experts believe; and
these attributes mark the arrival of what
many see as the first truly widespread ondemand distribution model, a disruptive
technology that has the potential to
reshape the business of broadcasting.
Recognizing both the competitive challenges and service opportunities represented
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OPINION

We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio From A Solid Foundation
Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forgec from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. Were
bringing abreath of fresh air and are-energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris
Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest and most comprehensive range of products, servies
and people dedicated to advancing radio. Al working together in perfect harmony and focused on the
success of your business.
From our innovative products to our forward-looking services,
management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and
growth. So whether you're audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the
air with the resources you need to succeed.
To learn more about the new Hank Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at
www.broadcast.harris.com.

V Kent Kosellce, Dave Brown, D.S.
Tacker, Robert J. Polhamus, Jack
Mindy, Vernon Stanfill and more.
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Would 'Flag' Chill
HD Radio?
by Leslie Stimson

WASHINGTON
Music labels are
holding up acaution flag over digital content. Some observers feel the debate could
introduce alevel of uncertainty into radio's
digital rollout.
Of three draft bills before asubcommittee
of the House Judiciary Committee regarding
digital content protection, one, circulated
before arecent meeting, is specific to HD
Radio. The subcommittee governs laws relating to the courts, Internet and intellectual
property. The measure would give the FCC
authority to adopt rules "to control unautho-

rized copying and redistribution of digital
audio content" and relate the language to the
FCC's final LBOC authorization.
The recording industry is concerned
about devices being developed for satellite
radio and HD Radio that would give the
consumer the ability to find songs, store
them and play them back — potentially
avoiding apurchase.
'Not paranoia'
"Our concern is not paranoia," said
RIAA CEO Mitch Bainwol, who said physical music sales have dropped for six years
due to file sharing. The sale of recorded
audio was about $ 14.6 billion in 1999 and is
"under $ 12 billion" now, according to
Bainwol, who said the music labels are
predicating their growth on the sale of digital music that exceeds the losses on the sale
of physical music.

December 7, 2005

Copyright protection laws for radio
"assumed apassive listening experience.
We did not anticipate downloads, but that's
what's happening, and it will amount to billions of dollars by the end of this decade.
We are for cool devices, not for clever ways
to bypass compensation for creators."
Bainwol testified in favor of abroadcast flag
for digital radio at the hearing in November,
though he said the association does not want
to delay the HD Radio rollout.
A "flag" is amethod of marking the signal to limit copying, uploading and other
redistribution of digital content.
All forms of digital radio — whether
delivered over the air or via satellite, cable
or the Internet — are the same in one
respect, he said. "What we are talking about
here is not casual recording by listeners. We
are talking about technologies that allow
broadcast programs to be automatically cap-
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twed and then disaggregated, song-by-song,
into amassive library of Think, neatly filed
rii• efigital jaël!edeUroltdterlerby artist,
song title, genie arid any other classification
imaginable'
While the,RIAA sees that as distribution
and seeks either regulation or compensation
for such activities,, the group is not trying to
change the radio experience,, Bainwol said.
"Listeners can still hit arecord button when
they hear asong they like, and can engage
in time-shifting, and in TiVo-like recording
by time, program or channel. We merely
ask that the line be drawn at automatic
searching, copying and disaggregation features that exceed the experience they, and
Congress, expect from radio."
Public Knowledge says the measures go
too far. Gigi Sohn, president of the advocacy group, said the proposal "permits the
FCC to extinguish the long-protected consumer right, guaranteed by the Audio Home
Recording Act, to record transmissions for
personal use. Furthermore, because the draft
bill will impose limits on anew technology
— so-called HD Radio — that, unlike digital television, consumers need not adopt,
those limits may well kill this fledgling
technology."
Michael Petricone, vice president of government affairs at the Consumer
Electronics Association, testified on
behalf of CEA and the Home Recording
Rights Coalition. "The proposals for locking down terrestrial and satellite radio
broadcasts are harsh, intrusive and completely unacceptable, as is the notion of
impairing these services or making them
more expensive for consumers," he said.
Language affecting HD Radio, he said, is
aimed at stopping re-recording in the home.
The RIAA originally pushed an encryption requirement, at either the transmit or
receive end. That likely would have delayed
or stopped the digital rollout. Petricone and
Sohn strongly opposed this approach. Of
encryption, Petricone said, "This would

o

See PROTECTION, page 3
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THOUSANDS of bi-directional signals at ONCE in just 60
microseconds— all secure, virus- proof and in just 2 rackspacesi WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conventional stacked router or IP-based designs, interconnecting up to 48 studios ( each with its own independent
mix engines and I/O resources) using just one CAT- 5wire per studio, plus providing systemwide XYcontrol
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AdiCorp Redesigns EVSS Device
Company Hopes Second Time Is Charm in
Winning FCC OK for Emergency Signaling

power, the companies claim, typically
between 15 mW and 45 mW, for reception
at arange of up to 1,200 feet.
AdiCorp in 2003 petitioned the FCC to

by Randy J. Stine

One of the companies developing an Emergency Vehicle
Signaling Service believes it will soon have
new test data to convince critics the technology is viable.
Alert Devices International Corp. says it
has redesigned its EVSS system, which uses
the AM and FM bands to alert motorists of
approaching emergency vehicles, so that it
no longer overrides the entire spectrum with
audible warnings. The system still continuously monitors stations for EAS attention
signals and eliminates interference due to
multiple EVSS signals, according to the
company.
However the changes may not be enough
to convince opponents such as the NAB and
SBE, who believe EVSS is ajamming technology that will interfere with existing
broadcast signals.
AdiCorp and two other companies,
Safety Cast Corp. and AlertCast
Communications LLC, have argued that
EVSS systems would make roads safer by
alerting motorists when public safety vehicles are approaching. In filings with the
FCC, the companies have argued that louder
audio systems and auto soundproofing
advances have make it more likely drivers
will not hear the siren of an approaching
emergency vehicle.
VVO BUR N, Mass.

Protection
inued from page 2

make digital radio programs incompatible
with most of the existing stereo equipment
that is in almost every home today. Source
encryption would also make useless the
many models of digital radio receivers that
are today being sold to 'early adopters!"
Adopting an encryption standard would
take at least ayear, Petricone said, during
which time no radios could be manufactured and broadcasters will be forced to the
sidelines with their new digital transmitters.
During the hearing, Bainwol said encryption probably isn't the solution. "In terms of
the technology by which we would solve
this problem, we're agnostic. In aperfect
world ... you'd deal with this with encryption at the source. We understand that's
probably too late, so aflag approach or
some other approach is probably fine.
"What we're not fine with is for radio to
morph into an iTunes substitution where we
get no payment!'
If aflag were mandated for radio, the HD
Radio rollout wouldn't stop and the associated receivers would not be obsolete; the
IBOC receivers are backwards-compatible.
But still worrisome to some is that the
content protection debate may introduce
enough uncertainty about the technology
that some receiver makers would shy away
from introducing HD Radio across their
product lines. It's unclear if the legislation is
likely to succeed, and if so, how long it
would take broadcasters, record labels and
equipment makers to agree on specifics.
A flag would be less intrusive to consumers, but CEA does not hold aposition
on the flag because its members have differing opinions, Petricone said. He also point-

Correlation between public safety vehicle speed and transmission
power level of the AdiCorp Radio Alert Transmitter.

Trepare to yield'

EVSS imolves the installation of transmitters in police, ambulance and fire vehicles. The transmitter sends awarning signal
intended for reception by car radios in the
vicinity. A recorded message states:
"Emergency vehicle approaching. Prepare
to yield!' The signal is broadcast at very low
ed out the IBOC proceeding has been active
at the FCC for years but that RIAA had not
voiced an opinion on this issue until now.
"Once again, the record labels have
demonstrated no evidence of actual harm
that would justify such amassive government intrusion into consumers' private, noncommercial home recording practices, or
the right of entrepreneurs to build new products!' Petricone said.
NAB spokesman Dennis Wharton said,
"We've seen no evidence of need for a
broadcast flag for HD Radio, and it is curious to us why RIAA at this late stage would
raise this issue:'
Committee member Rep. Rick Boucher,
DVa., isn't sure the case has been made to
apply aflag to digital radio; he said someone who wants to copy material illegally is
more likely to copy aCD. The RIAA's proposal "would dramatically affect the ability
of aperson at home to record content,"
which he called "an assault on fair use!'
Ibiquity Digital is studying the issue and
reiterated that, to the extent an industry consensus on aflag exists, said it is willing to
cooperate to implement the solution.
Satellite radio could be affected by the
proposals. Petricone said, "These provisions
would not only outlaw products that are on
the verge of introduction, but also existing
products like the >CM MyFi ... Essentially,
all these products do is allow subscribers to
'place-shift,' so that they can listen to programming they have paid for outside the car
or the home, just like portable FM radios!'
The other proposals involve digital television. Subcommittee chair Rep. Lamar
Smith ( R-Texas) said the purpose of the
hearing was to learn about the proposals, the
level of support for them and their likely
effect on the marketplace, consumers and
copyright law. He did not say what the next
action would be..

amend Parts 2and 90 of the commission's
rules to allow emergency vehicle warnings
to be transmitted on both AM and FM fre-

quencies. It withdrew the petition in 2004
after NAB and SBE filed comments against
the proposed action.
Tom Macone, president of AdiCorp's
emergency alerting division, said that the
company has since redesigned its Radio
Alert Transmitter. It expects to test the
EVSS prototype by early 2006.
"We believe the past few years have
kind of shaken things out. We have
addressed the concerns of the NAB and
SBE. They had given us alist of concerns
and we chose to have it built right. They
had legitimate concerns," Macone said.
Officials at NAB and SBE told Radio
World they are willing to hear from the
company about the updates.
AdiCorp's EVSS prototype is now
motion- sensitive, Macone said, which
means it only transmits when apublic safety vehicle is moving.
"We have incorporated GPS into the
unit. The old design just threw signal out
everywhere and was hardwired to the
siren. Now it's speed- sensitive so that
when the vehicle is started the GPS
locates itself!' Macone said. "If the vehicle is stopped with the sirens running, the
unit does not transmit. Also, the faster
the emergency vehicle moves, the more
powerful the signal."
EAS transmission interference also has
been addressed, Macone said.
"Our unit now has areceiver built into
it so it can monitor the strongest broadcast signals in an area and go dormant on
See EVSS, page 12
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THE EDITOR

At AES, aMajor Celebration
by Paul McLane
The legacy of Major Edwin Howard
Armstrong, inventor of FM radio, was
recalled during a special session at the
Audio Engineering Society convention in
New York this fall. Radio World helped
coordinate the session.

of Radio World and Northeast Radio
Watch.
At a convention full of the latest
miniaturized high-tech gear, the
Armstrong breadboard and bulky tube
receivers from the 1930s and ' 40s drew
curious stares as they were carried into
the meeting room, from old-timers who

had worked with similar gear and
younger engineers for whom tubes were
largely ancient history. Several lined up

Jerry Minter, second from left, talks about the shutdown of Armstrong
station as Bob Brecht, Ren McMann and Gil Houck listen.
As part of acelebration of the 70th
anniversary of Armstrong's first FM
transmissions, the event offered an
expanded version of a discussion first
held at the Alpine, N.J., tower site in
June. Panelists included Armstrong's
great-nephew, Robert Carter Brecht, as
well as several Armstrong colleagues and
acquaintances.
Renville McMann, who worked for
Armstrong beginning at age 13, shared
memories of the atmosphere in Armstrong's
Columbia University laboratory and at the
Alpine tower site. Armstrong historian
Mike Katzdom presented adisplay of vintage equipment, including Armstrong's
1935 FM modulator breadboard.
The AES discussion was broadcast on
WA2XMN, the experimental station
operating from Alpine on Armstrong's
original 42.8 MHz frequency. Steve
Hemphill of Solid Electronics Labs, who
built the WA2XMN transmitter, also sat
on the panel, moderated by Scott Fybush

to be photographed with the vintage
equipment.
Among the audience at the event was
Leonard Kahn, the veteran inventor
whose career began while Armstrong
was alive. Kahn spoke up about
Armstrong's titanic patent battles,
warning that current provisions in the
patent law may put today's inventors in

Mike Katzdorn shows off Armstrong relics.
danger of having their ideas stolen.
Kahn, who called Armstrong one of
the greatest inventors of all time, said
concerns about privacy of patent submissions are amajor reason he's been reluctant to release details of his Cam-D digital transmission system for AM radio.
Numerous organizers and suppliers
provided support for the Armstrong
event. Among those contributing hardware or technical help for the broadcast
were Art Constantine of APT, Mary
Caesar of Aphex, Herb Squire and Joe
Giardina of DSI RF, Dave Strode of LPB
and Kevin Plumb of WPLJ, as well as
John Chester and Scharff Weisberg Inc.
Alpine site staff who took part included Charles Sackermann Jr., Dave
Amundsen and Randy Bleiweiss. Bob
Bartola operated the transmitter at Alpine
Tower. AES support came from Dave
Bialik, Michael McCoy, Jim Andersen,
Iry Joel, Harry Hirsch and Roger
Furness..

Leonard Kahn weighs in.

We Define Synergy
ERI can meet all of your broadcast needs, both RF and structural. Our
products, while diverse, come together to deliver more quality,
innovation, and value than the sum of their parts. The depth and
breadth of our antenna, filter and combiner, transmission line, and
broadcast tower products allow us to be Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions'.

syn•er•gy n. the working together of
two or more things, people, or
organizations, especially when the
result is greater than the sum of their
individual effects or capabilities.

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.
Your Single Source Jar Broadcast Solutions -
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APT Has Its Own Take on Surround
Enhanced apt-X Is Suitable for
Surround, Regardless of Format
by Jon McClintock

delivering two-channel content. To make a
significant step, the next generation of digital radio services needs to offer the surround
sound experience.
Several 5.1-for-radio pilot projects have
been completed and the war of standards is
raging for asuitable transmission protocol.
Although several parties are involved, the
two primary participants are Dolby and
Digital Theatre Systems, with Microsoft
starting to flex its powers.
The manufacturers of digital receivers
probably will take the smart, well-trodden
route of spinning-in both solutions. As such,
in principle, listeners will be able to get 5.1
content into their homes through set-top
boxes and cars.
Now comes the bigger challenge: How
does the broadcaster move live content from
remote locations such as music and sporting
venues, through to their studios and then out
to their transmitter sites?
One solution is to run linear. A 24-bit, 48
kHz sampled program requires adata rate
of almost 6 megabits per second. For most
broadcasters, such an option is cost-prohibitive and will kill any contribution and distribution projects at birth.
This brings us to our old friend compression and the balancing act between low-bitrate algorithms, using perceptual coders,
and higher bit rates, which use Adaptive
Differential Pulse Code Modulation principles, or ADPCM.
Perceptual coders certainly will reduce
the network costs but add substantial latency
and run the risk of destroying the phase relationship between the individual channels.

In recent years, 5.1 surround sound has
become the accepted mode for audio in the
film, television and music industries, as
opposed to the simple, two-channel stereo
approach. Consumer demand has largely
driven this increase in audio channels, with
most households now owning aDVD player
complete with a5.1 speaker configuration.
Add to this, the HDTV audience, cinema-goers and the young "garners" who
grew up with the surround sound experience, and we realize there is now alevel of
consumer expectation that has to be met by
content providers.
The simple fact is that the radio broadcast industry needs to provide 5.1 multichannel audio content. Radio broadcasters
are in ahighly pressured market, competing
against information and entertainment
mediums such as TV, Internet, DVD, MP3
players and iPods. An old two-channel program simply is not going to meet the
demands of their target audience.
It may be argued that astereo signal is
abnormal. Although we have two ears, the
brain has the ability to interpolate many signals simultaneously, which creates amultidimensional image. In comparison, atwochannel signal will be both flat and
unnatural.
Standards wars
Digital radio has made the incremental
step of improving quality by increasing
audio bandwidth and adding ancillary services, but this is primarily still focused on

APT delivered live discrete 5.1 plus stereo over awireless IP link between the
Empire State Building and the Javits Center at AES. The company demoed what it
says is its ability to transmit eight full-bandwidth, near-zero-delay audio channels
bi-directionally via wireless IP.
Vhrele,,
J...13 Cent. Eon..., State Bodo,

-Yr

Given the loss of stereo separation
caused by perceptual coders in stereo signals, this is probably agiven. It is also worth
noting that the final transmission algorithm,
whether DTS or Dolby, will be highly bitrate reduced, and all efforts toward conserving content should be made prior to the final
transmission.
5.1 pilot projects
An ADPCM-hased algorithm will offer a
much lower coding delay and will retain the
phasing between the channels.
Jonny McClintock
Enhanced apt-X from APT generally is
considered by users and third- party
licensees of the algorithm in the broadcast
mentally different techniques, but key to
and post-production industries to be nonboth was the use of Enhanced apt-X.
destructive in nature and offers end-to-end
ORF, under the guidance of Karl
system latency of fewer than 5milliseconds,
Petermichl (and closely observed by his
making it asuitable solution for 5.1 contrifellow EBU members), chose Enhanced
bution and distribution.
apt- X wrapped up in the WorldNet
Another option is Dolby E, which often
SkyLink. This unit is acodee with eight disis touted as asolution but suffers from afew
crete channels (5.1 and astereo pair) and it
fundamental problems including alatency
uses an Ethernet port to present the comof over 60 milliseconds, bit polling between
pressed data to the outside world.
channels, an inability to process individual
The WorldNet SkyLink units were
channels and limited word resolution.
used for projects that included "Night of
As previously stated there have been a the Long Radio" and ORF's New Year's
few pioneering broadcasters who have conEve broadcast. The discrete- channel
ducted on- air 5.1 pilot projects.
approach enabled ORF to process indiInterestingly, these projects are going on in
vidual channels and keep to a minimum
parallel on both sides of the Atlantic, i.e.
the amount of hardware used in the
ORF in Austria and NPR in the United
broadcast chain. Data capacity was proStates. Unsurprisingly, the Europeans and
vided by Austria Telecom, which supthe Americans have explored two fundaSee APT, page 6
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The source was a surround DVD player with six discrete audio outputs (Left
Front, Center Front, Right Front, Left Rear, Right Rear and Sub Woofer) in the
APT booth. The six channels were fed into the APT WorldNet Oslo Multichannel
Codec and beamed from arooftop antenna at Javits to areceiving point atop the
Empire State Building, where aWorldNet Oslo decoded the channels. That audio
was looped back into the second Oslo's inputs to be re-encoded and returned.
Listeners heard discrete surround after two encode/decode cycles and around trip
to Empire and back.
Also, WPLJ(FM) fed live broadcast audio from its transmitter site at Empire into
additional inputs on the Oslo and aRedline RemoteCaster system designed by APT
distributor DSI RF, Inc.

GOLDENEAGLE
HD Radio Monitors
www.audemat-aztec.com Miami FL USA - ussales@audemat-aztec.com
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Kevin Martin a3-2 GOP majority.
In 2003, Tate was appointed the
FCC's Federal- State Joint Conference
on Advanced Telecommunications
Services, according to the White
House.
As a member of the National
Utilities Association, which comprises
the
National
Electric
Light
Association, the American Gas
Association and the American Electric
Railway Association, she serves as
chairman of the Washington Action
Committee and is on the Consumer
Affairs and Gas Committees.
Tate also served as an assistant to
Tennessee Governor Don Sundquist

Tate Nominated
To FCC
WASHINGTON President Bush has
nominated Republican attorney
Deborah Tate as an FCC commissioner
and renominated Democrat Michael
Copps.
Tate is director of the Tennessee
Regulatory Authority, which oversees
the telecommunications industry in the
state. If confirmed by the Senate, she
would fill the remainder of former
Chairman Michael Powell's term until
2007. That would return the commission to full strength and give Chairman

and assistant legal counsel to Governor
Lamar Alexander as a senior mental
health and juvenile justice policy advisor. She founded Renewal House, a
recovery residence for women addicted
to crack cocaine and their children,
according to her bio on the TRA Web
site.
In a statement, Martin said Tate has
had adistinguished career. He also said
he respects the insight and thoughtfulness that Copps brings to the agency.
Copps was re- nominated for a fiveyear term, to expire in 2010.
Senate Commerce Committee
Chairman Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, was
said to be seeking candidates for

another Republican slot on the commission — that of Kathleen Abernathy,
who wants to leave the agency. Her
term expired a year ago but she can
stay until the end of this session of
Congress or until a replacement is
seated.

APT
Continued from page 5

plied a2Mbps ADSL circuit.
It is worth noting that German public
broadcasters Westdeutscher Rundfunk in
North Rhine-Westphalia and Bayerischer
Rundfunk in Bavaria also are using
Enhanced apt-X for 5.1 and are using an El
interface. For these projects the broadcasters
used the WorldNet Oslo. The actual transport medium, i.e. Synchronous or IP, would
appear to be adecision based on what service the local Telco provides.
In the United States, NPR and
KUVO(FM) have aired two pilot broadcasts. NPR and KUVO aired the "Toast of
the Nation" New Year's Eve event; KUVO
broadcast aDiane Reeves concert. KUVO
Chief Engineer Mike Pappas used afundamentally different approach for moving surround sound content.
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incidence of any
artifacts affecting
the down mix.

Stands up to Drive Time.
When your listenership is at its peak and your operators are going
full throttle, it's nice to know the Mosaic digital console from Logitek
will stand up to heavy use. The Mosaic was designed with extrarugged panels and frame, which lets you relax even if someone
starts getting alittle rambunctious with the board. Its sturdy design,
easy- to- use

controls and

advanced

features ensure the

versatility and operation you need for your facility.

Mosaic

Where art meets technology
The

Mosaic

is a scalable,

flexible control

surface for the Logitek Audio Engine, adigital router
that streamlines your installations and simplifies complex
audio tasks. For more information on Logitek's Console Router
Systems, visit our website or call us today.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com

1.800.231.5870
vvww.logitekaudio.com

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Logitek
Console Router Systems

At the Reeves concert site Pappas downmixed the 5.1 channels to two channels
using the Neural Audio 5225 system. He
then transported the two channels using
ISDN codecs. The codec, the WorldNet
Tokyo, bonds together 4 x ISDN lines to
create a 512 kbps data pipe and uses
Enhanced apt-X at 24-bit word resolution,
48 kHz sampling frequency.
As Enhanced apt-X is anon-destructive
compression algorithm, this removed the
incidence of any artifacts affecting the
downmix, something that an MPEG algorithm could not achieve. At the receiving
end, NPR reconstituted the two channels
back up to a5.1 mix.
The results of pilot projects undertaken
by these pioneering broadcasters are likely
to shape and influence the decisions taken
when large-scale deployment of 5.1 multichannel broadcasting begins in earnest.
While ORF and NPR adopted two fundamentally alternative approaches using different equipment and transport mediums
(and APT does not claim that one
approach is superior to another), the constant in both scenarios was the choice of
coding algorithm.
All parties agreed that the APT products,
and the Enhanced apt-X algorithm, provided the right balance of network efficiency,
latency and flawless audio quality.
McClintock is commercial director for
Audio Processing Technology Ltd, based in
Belfast, Northern Ireland
RW welcomes other points of view. ta
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Energy-Onix Demos
DRE 's FMeXtra
NASHVILLE, Tenn. The Digital
Radio Express FM digital subcanier system
is being tested by astation in Nashville.
Energy-Onix installed aDRE encoder at
WBUZ(FM), Nashville.
Energy-Onix President Bernie Wise, station Chief Engineer David Wilson and
Cromwell Radio Group President Bud
Walters completed the installation in the
100 kW ERP facility to demonstrate the
multicasting ability of the FMeXtra digital
subcarrier technology to International Idea
Bank members attending ameeting.
The DRE system digitizes FM subcarriers; the company says it enables an FM station to transmit up to 16 digital programs
using existing equipment. The transmitter
site was about 40 miles from the meeting
location.
Energy-Onix said in addition to the analog program, two digital stereo channels and
one RDS signal were transmitted and
received in an area noted for multipath
interference. The group used an existing
Moseley analog 5Th, Energy-Onix 25 kW
transmitter and analog studio equipment,
according to the supplier, which stated,
"The only addition was a3-foot jumper that
connected the DRE encoder to the SCA
input of the STL transmitter?'
The system was operational for the threeday meeting. The International Idea Bank is
anon-profit organization established to provide away for inventors to turn OP-As into
marketable products.
The supplier says production receivers
are slated for Q1 availability.
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Regulatory Affairs, briefed the board on
streaming copyright fees, pending FCC
action on streamlining FM allocations and
commission vacancies.
NAB is planning an event on March 1to
honor outgoing 23-year president and CEO
Eddie Fritts.

7

ning to launch an African-American talk network next year, the Boston Globe reported.
Radio One owns acontrolling interest in
Reach Media. The Rev. Al Sharpton would
host the main programming for the network,
which could be carried on up to 10 markets,
including Detroit, Baltimore, Washington,
Miami, Cleveland and others.

RADIO SALES UP: U.S. commercial
radio revenue was up 2 percent in
September compared to the same month last
year, according to the Radio Advertising
Bureau, which noted a4percent increase in
national dollars and 1percent in local revenue for the month.
For the first nine months of the year,
RAB's "grand total" radio revenue statistic
shows a1% increase for the industry.

CONTINENTAL
FINANCING:
Transmitter maker Continental Electronics
said it has partnered with National City
Media Finance to provide custom financing
for clients.
National City Media Finance is an equipment finance company and says it is one of
the largest bank-affiliated leasing companies
in the country.

TALK NET PLANNED: Radio One and
Reach Media, which owns and syndicates
"The Tom Joyner Morning Show," are plan-

NEINRADIO/WAITT: NRG Media
has closed the merger of NewRadio
Group and the radio assets of Waitt

Media, following FCC approval. The
deal had been announced about a
year ago.
The companies merged to form NRG
Media, an 88-station group operating in
seven Midwestern states that also
includes the Waitt Farm Network and
Waitt Radio Network. Based on number
of stations, NRG Media is the seventhlargest radio network in the country.
WLIXILPJ: Low- power FM station
WLIX in Ridge, N.Y. has expanded its
coverage area using FM translators.
The station, operated by Pine Barrens
Broadcasting, Inc., said "RadioX" can
now also be heard on translator stations
104.5 MHz in Farmingville, N.Y. and
94.9 MHz in Hauppauge, N.Y., giving the
station the potential to reach up to 1million people. The station went on the air in
August.

GOT CALIF RS?
STAC 1EM!
No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.

STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call-ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration. Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use — anyone can master it in seconds.

Calls for CPB Reform
After Tomlinson Exit

litaii•Ort

WASHINGTON Calls by Democrats
in Congress and public interest groups to
reform CPB have been renewed since
Ken Tomlinson's departure.
The former chairman resigned from
the board in November. He had stepped
down as chair earlier but had remained
on the board amid charges he was trying
to inject conservative politics into CPB.
The resignation came after the CPB
inspector general briefed the board on its
report about Tomlinson's activities.
In a statement, board members said
they didn't believe Tomlinson had acted
maliciously and understood he disputed
the findings.
At the request of Democrats in
Congress, Inspector General Kenneth
Konz looked into whether Tomlinson violated the Public Broadcasting Act by hiring aconsultant to analyze the politics in
PBS and NPR shows and by hiring two
ombudsmen without consulting the board.
In his report, Konz stated he found no
criminal violations but said Tomlinson did
violate his office's code of ethics.
The Association of Public Television
Stations called for reform at the top at CPB
and proposed legislative changes to reform
its governance.
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Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have acomputer, you've already got an the hardware and software
you need. Just log onto the intemet using astandard web browser — NO
SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL — go to your STAC IP address, and you
are there! STAC ' EM from home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

Cool features include:
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
Busy-All makes starting contests abreeze.
•
Auto -Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

News Roundup
DAVID REHR: Soon-to-be-head of
NAB David Rehr was briefed on challenges facing radio and TV, including their
digital transitions, as he sat in on NAB
board meetings.
Marsha MacBride, NAB EVP/Legal &

STAC

STUDIO TELEPHONE ACCESS CENTER

Got Calls? Put Comrex On The i.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Podcasts
Continued from page 1

by on-demand, public broadcasters have
been quick to begin experimenting with podcast distribution of their on-air programming.
Iconic Los Angeles public radio station
KCRW(FM), known among pubcasters for
its eclectic format, loyal listeners and independence, began podcasting asignificant
amount of its programming in February.
"We needed to do everything that was feasible to do," said General Manager Ruth
Seymour.
KCRW dives in
Since that early foray, KCRW has hardly
let up. Apple CEO Steve Jobs featured
KCRW's podcast of the station's pop culture interview show "The Treatment" when
he demonstrated the newly-added podcasting support of his company's iTunes software in June. "We had 100,000 downloads
in the first day after the announcement,"
Seymour recalls.
KCRW has continued to add podcasts,
now offering more than 20 programs.
"When we started streaming 10 years ago,
we had three streams, not just one,"
Seymour says. "We said, 'Let's do online
what we can't do on the air.' It's the same
with podcasting."
Program producer and network National
Public Radio in August launched apodcasting service in partnership with
WNYC(AM/FM), WGBH(FM), Boston;
KQED(FM), San Francisco; KUT(FM)
Austin, Texas and
WXPN(FM),

Philadelphia. Other partners include
Northwest Public Radio, Great Lakes
Radio Consortium, Public Radio
International and American Public Media.
The NPR Podcast Directory automatically gathers programs from anumber of public radio stations, networks and NPR itself,
which are combined with podcast-specific
underwriting and then distributed from
NPR's servers to end users for free via station and NPR Web sites, Mines and other
podcast directories.

vice. For stations that are already using
computer-based production and playout
systems, re-purposing an existing program
for podcasting adds little incremental cost to
production, according to those interviewed
for this article.
Stern attributes the success of the effort
in large part to the unique partnership. "This
really came from the stations," he said,
referring to asmall coalition of public radio
stations that approached NPR in July to propose ajoint project to explore the opportunities and challenges of on-demand distribution. "Ihope it becomes amodel for future
projects:'
Dennis Haarsager, associate vice president and general manager for EducationM
Telecommunications and Technology at
Washington State University, chairs the
Public Service Publisher Initiative working
group, agroup of broadcast and technology
industry professionals who are working to
establish adigital distribution service for
public service programming.
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Dennis Haarsager
grams, promote them, develop them."
Stations have been wary of NPR's
efforts to distribute content directly to listeners in the past, especially since the arrival of
satellite radio. NPR programs two channels
on Sirius Satellite Radio with amix of
NPR- and station-produced content.
Although most of the podcasting content
available from public radio producers is
culled from existing programs, Haarsager
believes producers will begin to realize that
"they need long-term archival value of their
created content," putting more resources
into productions that will have continuing
interest over along period of time.
Seymour also sees the realities of worldwide distribution changing the nature of
programming that was once only heard
locally. "The Internet and podcasting is
without geography and without time," she
observes, "and you may not realize how
local you are until you start sending your
programs out into the world:'

'On-demand decade'
As avocal advocate for the adoption of
Ken Stern
on-demand technologies by public broadcasters, Haarsager is gratified to see the rapid
"It's going spectacularly well?' says Ken
development of high-profile podcasting
Stern, executive vice president of NPR.
efforts from player like KCRW and NPR.
"We've served millions of podcasts since the
"There is agreater consensus than there
directory launched, we were able to bring in
was ayear ago that on-demand is an imporAcura as amajor sponsor, and we're managtant place to be investing," Haarsager said,
ing costs with asense of scale that hasn't
citing as one example arecent speech by
been seen (in public radio) before?'
British Broadcasting Corp. DirectorThe costs for developing and operating
General Mark Thompson, who declared,
the service have been borne by NPR, but
"This decade will be the decade of onhave not been published. Station partners
demand" and pledged significant resources
are responsible for covering production
costs for any podcasts they feed to the ser- to make all BBC content available online to
users in the U.K.
Similarly, Haarsager observes that U.S.
public broadcasters "may be able to be in a Organizing tools needed
Although she admits that it's achallenge,
leadership role here" in part because local
Seymour recognizes an opportunity in propublic stations produce hours of original
EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR AM TRAN
ducing for aworldwide market. "Public
programming each week, and they own the
radio tends to talk to itself alot," she notes.
rights (or can obtain them) for much of that
"I want public broadcasting to reach outside
content.
the traditional audience?'
But, he cautions, public broadcasters will
Stem sees asimilar advantage to playing
have to make some changes. "On-demand is
010000 ' KW AM TRAM3MITTER
on aglobal stage. "Ilike to tell people that
definitely adisruption to the aggregators,
NPR is now the world's largest podcaster.
both networks and local stations as retailers
This has taught us that there is enormous
of national content. We're definitely going
interest in our content." He also recognizes
to have to look at our business:'
that the online community is adistinct audiStern echoes this uncertainty, but
ence. "There's acommunity aspect of this;
believes that NPR and its member stations
listeners have new ways to get involved and
are positioned to take on the challenge.
get content, and we have new ways to get
"On-demand audio complements the live
feedback directly from the community."
broadcasts" of local stations, he said. "It
Haarsager believes that this unique style
allows people to use the content when and
of online collaboration and communication
where it works for them. The challenge now
will turn out to be one of the great strengths
is to build amodel that not only serves peoof on-demand technologies that use the
ple, but creates valuer
Internet as amedium, if properly impleSeymour agrees that on-air and onmented.
demand services are complementary, but
"It's essential to provide community
cautions that the options for building a
tools to self-organize the content," he said.
viable business model for public on-demand
"The more information you add, the more
will be constrained by the expectations of
value it has?' Otherwise, users will become
the
audience.
Armstrong Transmitter X-100013
overwhelmed by the volume of content
"The culture of online is free," Seymour
1KW HD Radio° ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
available, without any reasonable way to
said, saying that subscription-based services
sort through it.
on the Internet have not been less successmaintenance costs over an older transmitter
Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
In the on-demand future, Haarsager said,
ful. "There are other ways to make money;
...and as a bonus they get exceptional
RF modules capable of 150 0/o modulation,
reliability and that major market sound for
X- 1000B can bring that major market sound
"community-based organizing tool's are the
our strategy is to make everything available
to your radio station. Engineered with the
free.
'secret sauce' that makes it work."
to everyone:'
latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
Pundits acknowledge skeptics who
NPR's podcast directory (
www.
But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
our customers already on- the- air with the
believe podcasting, much like streaming
it is HD Radie ready.
nprorg/rss, and click on "NPR Podcasts")
X- 1000B. Call or email for a users list and
audio, could become dominated by aselect
offers selections from marquee programs
decide for yourself why owning this
Best of all, our customers tell us that
few players in three to four years — but
by
the
network
and
its
partners.
transmitter
is
a
no-brainer.
the money they save running the X- 1000B
pays for itself with savings in electricity and
believe the skeptics are not looking ahead to
However, Seymour recognizes that there
the on-demand feature.
should be limits to what content is available
Mansergh is director of engineering of
for podcasting. "Ilike what NPR has done
KQED Public Radio in San Francisco,
with their podcasts," offering genre-based
44, ARMSTRONG
which has been podcasting since April.
Ai& TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
digests of segments from multiple proFor more special coverage on the impact
grams, "but Idon't want to see NPR podTel 315-673-1269 / sales@arrnstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.com
of podcasting, see pages 31-32 of this
casting 'All Thing Considered' or 'Morning
HD Radio a aregistered trade mark of equity Digital Corporation.
issue. di
Edition.' We (stations) pay for those pro-
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"Some people don't like change.
Change doesn't much care."

WEGIL

"I guess being the very first station

"The jocks took to the new board

to use Ethernet for audio routing

like fish to water. Show Profiles are

has made WEGL a little famous!

their favorite part, since they can all

Someone's always on the phone:

have custom board setups. Some

'Tell me about your Axia

like

system. What's the real

levels

story?'

don't. Some like the mic

their

headphone

blasting,

some

on the left side, others
"The real story is that two

on the right. I've got one

years ago, when our our old analog

guy who brings in his vinyl records

consoles began to fall apart, we

every week for an oldies show;

put in an Axia IP-Audio network

he's the only one who uses the

and SmartSurface. And I've never

turntables but when he loads his

had a single reason to regret that

profile, they're ready to go.

decision.
"There were a few little
"Sure, I
was skeptical at first.
But

bugs, but we had the very

audio- over- Ethernet

first surface! Axia support

technology is compelling!

gave

us

new

software

Other companies just use CAT- 5

right away and our problems were

to carry audio using proprietary

solved. Two years later, I'm more

protocols.

impressed than ever. Irecommend

Axia

uses

standard

Ethernet to build a true network

Axia one- hundred percent.

with uncompressed digital streams
plus machine logic and

"Since the first studio was

program- associated data.

installed,

No one else does that!

a new production and

Iwas a little concerned

interview studio, and we

about dropouts and QoS

plan on building three

we've

added

problems, so we went to the Axia

more studios. It'll be all Axia — all

factory and assembled a network

the way to the transmitter."

ourselves. It was easy to do, and it
— Marc Johnson, Chief Engineer, WEGL-FM
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama

just worked. We were sold.
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www.AxiaAudio.com
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'The Stern Effect' on
XM Reviewed
Media analysts say trouble with
business partners and the possible
effect of Howard Stern going to Sirius
have depressed the stock price of XM
Satellite Radio and caused some analysts to say the satcaster needs to say
how it will weather these storms,
reported the Washington Post. Though
at 5 million, XM has more than twice
the subscribers of Sirius, Sirius has
reported faster subscriber sign-ups in
the last quarter and predicts more
acceleration after Stern arrives in
January.

One of XM's main receiver maker
partners, Delphi, recently filed abusiness
reorganization plan under Chapter 11 of
the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, raising concerns about possible supply disruptions.
In a downturn in the auto market, the
number of cars in which GM said it
would install the XM product has fallen
below some analysts' expectations,
according to the account.
"Management's still got explaining to
do," said CIBC World Markets Analyst
Jason Helfstein, but he said none of the
issues is a problem in the long term,
according to the report.
Another analyst, April Horace of
Hoefer & Arnett, told the Post while
Sirius will enjoy aboost in subscribers
from Stern, XM retains the advantage
because more U.S. automakers, 60 percent to 70 percent, offer its radios.
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Dice Integrates
Aftermarket HD-R
With In- Dash Units
LAKE TAHOE,
Nev.
Dice
Electronics has introduced a device to
allow customers to use its HD Radio
receiver with any brand of in- dash
headunit. Ibiquity says the launch represents a new product category for its
technology.
The product was shown at Ibiquity's
booth at the NAB Radio Show, as
reported here earlier; Dice Electronics
then unveiled it at a specialty equipment show for automakers in
November.
With the HD- Dice receiver, the
developer says aconsumer can keep an

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the

ORG
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XM 03 Losses
Increase Despite
Revenue Growth
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio
Holdings Inc. reported anet loss for the
third quarter of $ 131.9 million, compared to $ 118 million in the third quarter 2004. XM reported an EBITDA loss
of $73.8 million for Q3 compared to
$62.9 million for the same period a
year ago while its operating loss
widened from $ 100.6 million to $ 109.5
million.
The company's quarterly revenue
more than doubled, from $65.4 million
last year to $ 153.1 million, including
$140 million in subscription revenue
and $ 5.3 million in net advertising
sales.
Yet XM's operating costs also more
than doubled, from $48 million to $ 105
million, which included an increase in
programming costs from $ 8.6 million
to $28.4 million.
Marketing costs rose from $66.8 million to $99.2 million in the quarter.
Subscriber acquisition costs in the
quarter were $53, a decrease from the
$57. Cost per gross addition remained
at $ 89.
XM ended the quarter with
5,034,642 subscribers, with 617,152
added in Q3. The company believes it
will exceed 6million subscribers by the
end of 2005.
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existing car sound system yet receive
IBOC signals, including multicast stations. HD-Dice will be available in the
second quarter of 2006 and will be
compatible with Audi, GM, Nissan,
BMW, Honda, Toyota, Chrysler, Mazda
and Volkswagen vehicles.
Dice Electronics is anew audio company founded by Dension USA CEO
Alfred Barabas and President Laszlo
Barabas, who make hardwired
iPod/iNano car integration kits.
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Broadcast Automation Software
It's no lie - iMediaTouch is the original automation
system, introduced back in 1985! Our list of firsts' in
radio is unprecedented - from our broadcast automation
system, to our industry leading digital logger and our
award winning Internet streaming software. Our ¡ Media
product lines provide complete solutions for radio.
iMediaTouch is the choice for radio station clusters.
We make the most innovative and easy-to- use content
sharing software on the market!
Purchase iMediaTouch and we guarantee your station
will be prepared for the future of radio.

Delmarva Broadcasting Company

In 1992 we began asearch for an automation system
that would provide us with the reliability and flexibility at a
fair price By mid- year we had determined that only the
iMediaTouch System would do all the things we needed
with the many different formats and devices with which
we operate
Bob Mercer - Operations Manager
Delmarva Broadcasting Group - Wilmington, DL

iMediaTouch features:
-Non-proprietary hardware use any audio card any PC
-Supports MP2, MP3 PM VVMA APTx and Dolby'
-Live Assist Satellite or Full Automation
-Complete website integration with XML or HTML output
-On- Air Promo builder for on the fly promos
-CD Ripper and complete production tools for automation
-On- Air studio or Production studio Voicetracking
-On-Air Phone bit editor with full production capabilities
-Non- Stop Broadcasting features with the new Auto-Failoyer'
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The Original. The Standard. The Innovator.
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To find out more, call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com

NEW YORK Sirius reported revenue
of $66.8 million for the third quarter, a
250 percent increase over the $ 19.1 million reported for the period ayear ago.
But the satcaster had anet loss of $ 180.4
million, up from aloss of $ 169.4 million
ayear ago.
Programming and content expenses
went up by $4.8 million to $23.5 million.
The company cited license fees associated with content agreements; compensation-related costs; on-air talent costs as
the programming lineup expanded; and
broadcast royalties due to the increase in
subscribers. Average monthly churn for
the quarter and year-to-date were 1.8 percent and 1.5 percent, respectively.
The company reported subscriber
acquisition costs of $ 149 for Q3, a 35
percent improvement over $229 ayear
ago.
As of Sept. 30, Sirius had 2.17 million
subscribers. It added about 359,000 subscribers in the quarter, a 97 percent
increase over the year-ago figure. The
company says it is on track to reach 3
million by the end of the year.
— Leslie Stimson

eiDSL, Cable tri0
l
Satellite, WiFi
With more fexibility than any other codec on the
market, Tieline's latest develcpment delivers high
quality mono and stereo audio from remote locations
over the internet. This includes DSL, ADSL,
Wireless, cable and satellite ID networks.
Existing G3 customers can upgrade their software to
try Audio over IP tree for 30 days.
Make 2 remote connections at once! Connect one IP
remote and the second over POTS, ISDN, GSM or
IP at the same time.
Learn how to set up your studio for wired and
wireless IP remotes and lister to Tieline Audio
samples at www.tieline.comMp
Contact your favorite dealer today to organize afree
demo. Hurry, the demo schedule is filling fast!

800-750-7950

Tielinfirj
www.tieline.com

Tieline Commander G3
POTS, ISDN, GSM & IP Codec
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EVSS
Continued from page 3
any specific frequency that has an emergency alert tone going," Macone said.
Its receiver component gives the
device the capability to lock on only the
strongest broadcast signals in aspecific
area to avoid overriding the entire AM
and FM spectrum with audible warnings,
Macone said.
One issue that remains unresolved is
how to reach motorists in vehicles listening to recorded audio, HD Radio or satellite radio, Macone admits.
"At this point we will not be able to
reach everyone. We are strictly analog
AM and FM and not compatible with HD
Radio. We realize that the number of
people we can reach will shrink as these
new technologies become more prevalent," Macone said. "However, we feel
the analog market will represent a very
large portion of in-car listening for many
years to come."
No testing of the new prototype has
been scheduled, Macone said. " I've
become a patient man throughout all of
this. We want to do it as soon as possible."
Testing is expected to take place in
Canada, where similar technology has
already been approved, and in a test lab
in this country, said Macone. He declined
to provide more specific details.
AdiCorp's Radio Alert Transmitter is
expected to sell for approximately $ 1,000
if the company can gain FCC approval,
Macone said. The company has spent
nearly $ 250,000 perfecting the technolo-

gy.

Attempts to reach Safety Cast Corp.
officials for this story were unsuccessful.
The company's phone number at its
offices in Jacksonville, Fla., has been disconnected and the company's Web site
was down, leading to speculation by several sources that the company has ceased
operations.
Another
firm,
AlertCast
Communications LLC, has slowed its

development of EVSS based on conversations with the broadcast industry,
according to Vice President Howard
Closson.
"The biggest source of frustration has
been the NAB and their unwillingness to
join us to partner on this technology. We
are talking minimal interference at avery
short-range distance," Closson said.
"This is a public safety issue that
deserves our attention."
In two recent years, 1999 and 2003,
more police officers were killed on duty
in auto accidents than by gunfire, according to the National Law Enforcement
Officers Memorial Fund, which tracks
fatalities. The trend is increasing but
there is no single reason for the rise,
according to the group, although a
spokesman for the fund told the
Associated Press driver distraction is
partly to blame.
Closson said recent leadership changes
at the FCC could aid his company's
efforts to at least test the technology. "We
just haven't been able to get past the
FCC's regulations:' he said.
AdiCorp's two biggest detractors say
they are willing to discuss the redesigned
system.
NAB spokesman Dennis Wharton
said, "NAB staffers are willing to meet
again to consider any new information
that ( AdiCorp) might have."
An SBE spokesman said the group
would like to review the redesigned system if allowed to do so. "SBE looks forward to being contacted regarding the
new design to see if it adequately
addresses the many flaws in the original
system proposed by ADiCorp," the
spokesman said.
AdiCorp officials said they appreciate
the time the NAB has spent on the issue.
"I believe they will see the value in this
and what it can mean to public safety in
this country," Macone said.
The company will resubmit its Petition
for Rulemaking with the FCC seeking
approval for its Radio Alert Transmitter
once testing is complete, Macone said.
"We left the FCC with the promise that
we would come back:' he said. •
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FCC Considers
Low-Power AM
WASHINGTON Could low- power
proponents expand their service to AM?
The FCC is considering several proposals
to establish such aservice.
Five petitioners have put forth proposals, which include allowing LPAMs to air
commercials, exempting LPAMs from
license auctions and allowing individuals
to obtain a LPAM license. In contrast,
LPFM ownership is limited to non-profit
organizations.
The petitioners are Nick Leggett and
Don Schellhardt, two of the original
petitioners for LPFM; The Amherst
Alliance, the Michigan Music Is World
Class! Campaign and the LPAM
Network.
A key goal of the latest petition is
"achieving balance in low-power radio, by
making room in community-focused broadcasting for those individuals and small businesses that were left out of low power radio
on the FM side," stated Schellhardt.
The FCC has authorized more than
600 new LPFM stations since 2000.
Public comments on the issue were
due in November.

Arbitron Delays
Satellite, Internet
Diary Prompts
COLUMBIA, Md. Should Arbitron
diaries ask respondents to indicate which
delivery system is used?
The research company is delaying
plans to instruct diarykeepers to distinguish between terrestrial radio and satellite, Internet and HD Radio listening
when filling out diaries.
The audience research firm said it

made the decision after hearing the concerns of the NAB Committee on Local
Radio Audience Measurement and of the
Arbitron Radio Advisory Council.
Originally, it had planned to include the
change in instructions to diary-keepers
starting with the Winter 2006 survey.
Arbitron will test the diary language
change in 25 markets in February.
Implementation would follow a successful outcome, "but not sooner than summer 2006," according to Owen
Charlebois, president of U.S. Media
Services for Arbitron.
The current diary does not ask respondents to indicate adelivery technology.
Arbitron says younger people are telling
the audience research firm they've
expanded their definition of what radio
is, and the company wants to reflect that
in its methodology.

RadioScape Helps
Design Eureka- 147
Tunnel Alert System
LONDON Supplier RadioScape has
helped to develop away for Eureka- 147
DAB radios to receive signals in long
tunnels, called the RadioScape Tunnel
Alert. If activated in response to an incident in the tunnel, the system overrides
audio on these radios and replaces it with
alive emergency message.
While such systems exist for FM
radio, the company says its product is the
first for DAB.
The EU recently mandated that tunnels 1,650 feet and longer have an
emergency broadcast system to automatically change in-car entertainment
to an emergency channel.
Some 2,000 tunnels in Europe would
require the system, RadioScape believes.
It has partnered with Tyco Traffic &
Transportation for the product. Tyco provides emergency radio broadcasts systems for new and existing tunnels.
RadioScape created the DAB portion
of the system.
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NEW YORK The Rockefeller Center
Observation Deck has reopened after 20
years.
"Top of the Rock" is the trademarked
name of Rockefeller Center's renovated
observation deck ( and "multimedia visitor experience") in New York.
Rockefeller Center's radio connections
include its role as the long-time home of
RCA, owner of the NBC Radio
Network, and of radio broadcasts from
the Rainbow Room and Studio 8H
(where "Saturday Night Live" is now
produced).
The observation deck was opened to
the public in 1933 and originally
designed to evoke the upper decks of a
1930s grand ocean liner, outfitted with
deck chairs, gooseneck fixtures and large
air-conditioning vents intended to look
like the stacks on a ship's deck, according to budding officials.
The observation deck was closed to
the public in 1986.

Multicasting.
It's like trying to fit
well, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station ( s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTm restores the fullness
and

depth

that

bit-reduction

steals.

Our

DSP

gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who
introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,
they developed aunique suite of tools to pre- condition audio
for HD RadioTM multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and
reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look- ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit-reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.
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The "Omnia'' and "SENSUS" names and their logotypes are trademarks of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp. D 2005, TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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Decipher Tube Serial Numbers
wrong? We'll have the answer later in
the column.

by John Bisset
Cumulus Youngstown Market
Engineer Wes Boyd sends a note
regarding our picture of the Eimac
serial number in the Nov. 23 column.
Keeping track of the serial numbers
on high- power tubes can aid in warranty issues. But what does the code
stand for? Wes received an e-mail
from Jim Keen at WRMU, who forwarded a comment from engineer Joe
Mauk.
Joe spoke to "Mr. Tube," also known
as Reid Brandon, at Eimac. Reid
explained that the first letter in the serial number is ayear code. Eimac started with the letter "A" for 1985, and
continued through the alphabet. They
didn't use the letter I.
The other letters are a month code.
Then there's a numeric serial number.
Being able to figure out the year the
tube was manufactured should be helpful, especially in coding used or dud
tubes.
Reach
Wes
Boyd
at
wboyd@theradiocentercorn.
Speaking of old tubes, some transmitters will provide excellent tube life.
meaning years. Here's a case where
long tube life can bite you.
After more than seven years of tube
life, achief decides to buy anew final.
Creeping parameters, especially rising
screen voltage, mean the tube is nearing retirement.
The engineer gets the new tube and
installs it; but now he gets zero output
from the transmitter. Figuring the tube
is a dud, he orders a replacement.
Same problem. The old tube is put

* * *
Let's change horses here and take a
look at some AM site inspection applications.

Fig. I: An operating or common
point impedance bridge gives a
direct reading of impedance.
Shown, a Delta Electronics 01B-3.

Fig. 2: Allow thermocouple meters
time to warm up before reading them.

Transmitter

Monitor

\ I

•

Lie

Fig. 3: Keep a record o'
phasor dial controls

Fig. 4: Check for
illuminated overload lights.

back into the transmitter, and things
work fine.
These are brand-new tubes. What's

It goes without saying that the base
current ( for non-directional) or common point current ( for directional)

meter is measured. The direct power
formula is then used to determine the
operating power ( tant x Iant x
Resistance = Direct Power). The " R"
resistance is measured using an impedance bridge, similar to that in Fig. 1.
For a non- directional station, the
resistance is measured at the tower
base. In an AM directional, the resistance value is measured at the phasor
common point. These values are listed
on the station license. It makes sense
to measure this impedance value periodically. Consulting engineers and
many contract engineers have the
equipment to make this measurement.
Because the measurement directly
determines the output power, it's not a
bad idea to have this checked every
year or two.
For AM stations, the same " 5 percent above, 10 percent below power"
applies, but be careful. This is 5 percent above licensed power, not 5 percent above the antenna current indication.
Here's what Imean. If the station
measures 10A into 50 ohms, the direct
power is 10 x 10 x 50 = 5,000 watts.
(The direct power formula is power
equals current squared, times resistance.) So 5 percent above licensed
power is 5,250 W. If you do the math,
you will see that this is not 5 percent
of the licensed 10 amps.
By the way, the current measurement should be made without modulation. The indication measured on older
thermocouple meters, as seen in Fig. 2,
will increase with modulation. Newer
TCA toroid coupled ammeters, manufactured by Delta Electronics, will
show carrier shift — deflecting downward.
See NUMBERS, page 16

New! Dual Digital Distributioniw
Henry's new dual- mode Digital DA 2X8 can be either a 1X8, or a pair of 1X4s.
Distribute AES/EBU dgita audio to 8 locations, with transformer isolation of inputs and outputs.
Twc inputs, for use with one or two digital sources.
• Transformer isolated I/O
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"There is no way that Icould possibly have accompi shed the excellent results
of building my first digital radio station without the exceptional coordination and
teamwork of the folks at RCS."
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To find out what the current maxima
and minima are, you must calculate
backward. 5,250W is the licensed power plus 5 percent. Divide this by 50
(the resistance) and take the square
root of that number to get the current.
The square root of 105 is 10.25A.

A
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operation.
On an AM directional license, do
not use the "theoretical" values for this
purpose. These values were used by
the consultant to design the directional
array. Use the actual values for base
current, phase and loop ratios, as these
are the actual measured values when
the proof was conducted.
Do the measured values differ from
the actual licensed values? Don't
ignore this; report the findings to your

* **

tmy transmitter workshops, Itell a
story of an overzealous jock. While

straightening the transmitter room, he
turned all the phasor cranks so they
lined up perfectly.
If you inadvertently take 5percent of
the licensed current ( 10 amps), you get
an upper limit of 10.5A — this is
0.25A higher than the FCC authorizes.
Making this mistake will cause you to
be cited for overpower operation. The
same problem occurs when you miscalculate for the lower power ( 10 percent
low) value using the current instead of
the power. This is acommon error noted by inspectors; don't get caught!
Once again, if you have old calculations at the transmitter site, especially
that predate you, do the math and make
sure they are right. When you've done
this, tell the manager how you helped
the station avoid a hefty fine. In some
cases, with old impedance measurements that have changed, astation may
be actually be operating below licensed
power. Of course, the converse is also
true, and must be corrected.
You should have a copy of the station license at the transmitter site.
Include a listing of the pertinent
licensed parameters so that it's easy to
check these numbers. Check the numbers periodically to ensure proper

Depr)qabI

It cost the station a lot of money and
time to get the array back in tune.
Check the transmitter for any illuminated overload lights, as shown in Fig.
4. Identify them on the maintenance
log or contracting workorder, reset the
overload and see that the overload
doesn't return. Check all overload
lights and make sure none are burned
out. Usually there is a " lamp test"
switch for this purpose.

chief engineer or consultant. Again,
parameters at variance can lead to a
fine.
A few other documents that should
be at the site include acurrent copy of
the tower registration information, ST L
or RPU licenses, and acurrent copy of
the antenna or common point resistance sweep, plot and measurement.
As you become more familiar with
your site, look over the license, and if
any of the items differ from your
inspection, find out why. Whatever you
do, don't adjust the phasor controls
unless directly supervised by your
chief or consultant.
At my transmitter workshops Itell a
story of an overzealous jock. While
straightening the transmitter room, he
turned all the phasor cranks so they
lined up perfectly. It sure looked nice,
but it took days to get the pattern back.
The crank set- screws slipped, so
when acrank was turned one full revolution, the coil or variable capacitor
only turned halfway or a third. It was
impossible to tell where the phasor had
been set prior to the jock's alignment.

\
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So, any idea what's wrong with
those new tubes mentioned earlier?
Turns out there are differences in the
process of the new 4CX3500A that
have changed the input capacitance.
The manufacturer re-did the ceramic to
make it less likely to crack. However,
the change caused the tuning to be
very different.

7, 2005

In this particular case, the course
output tuning line had to change 1/4
inch. Add to that, the solid-state IPA
was folding back. The high voltage has
to be cycled or power removed from
the IPA to get the unit out of fold back.
After the tuning was readjusted, the
transmitter ran fine. Let's hope for
another seven years of tube life.
Thanks to Rick Levy of Broadcast
Signal Lab for sharing this experience.
Reach him at rlevy@broadcastsignallab.corn.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is northeast
regional sales manager for Broadcast
Electronics. Reach him at (571) 2179386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed
submissions can be sent to (603) 4724944.
Submissions for this column
are encouraged, and qualify for SBE
recertification credit.

e

2006 Tower Site Calendar Available
Radio tower buffs, and those looking for agift for one, can order next year's Tower
Site Calendar from Scott Fybush. This is his fifth annual calendar.
The calendar has monthly photos of broadcast transmitter sites, with pictures and
notes from Fybush, creator of "Tower Site of the Week" and "NorthEast Radio Watch."
He also contributes to Radio World. (We keep ' em on our walls here in the office.)

The Tower Site Calendar includes photos of KORT(FM)
Las Vegas, above, and Mount Wilson in Southern California.

Model 520 - $1750
THIS AM MOD-MONITOR FEATURES
A TUNABLE PRESELECTOR AND
AN EASY- TO-READ DISPLAY.
Take accurate modulation readings right off the
air with this compact, full- featured Mono- AM
monitor. Fixed and adjustable peak flashers
complement the peak- holding bargraph readout
for clear, interpretation- free results.
Audio- loss, carrier- loss and modulation
limit alarms may be remotely located, and
an RS- 232 port allows full computer/modem
control. An efficient outdoor active antenna
is optionally available for difficult reception
situations.
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Visit www.inovon.com
for full technical details

The pages include notable dates in radio and television history. Featured sites in the
coming year include two stations whose towers are located at shopping centers; the
rooftop tower at the Prudential Tower in Boston; WMCA(AM) in New York; hilltop
WKJV(AM) in Asheville, N.C.; KCMO(AM), which was formerly the site of WHB,
in Kansas City; and the rooftop AM tower of WEJL in Scranton.
The cost is $ 16 including shipping ( slightly more in New York). Visit
www.fybush.corn.
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RIAA Lobbies for IBOC Controls
The Music Industry Wants Mandatory
Content Protection Added to HD Radio
by Skip Pizzi
Last time we discussed how the FCC's
attempt to institute a backward-compatible content protection scheme for digital
television was rebuffed by the courts, and
how TV content providers have been
working ever since to have the system
reinstated.
As explained in that column, the venue
for this effort has shifted from the FCC to
the Congress, because the court ruling
that overturned the DTV content protection scheme hinged on the FCC's lack of
an adequate congressional mandate to
venture into this space.
Thus the TV content industry, led by
the Motion Picture Association of
America, has focused on getting an
explicit statement from Congress that
would permit the FCC to extend its regulation deeper into the consumer's home
media environment, as required by the
proposed content protection system.
Recall also that this system maintains
backward compatibility because it simply
adds aflag — not encryption — to existing DTV broadcasts, and sets rules for
how new consumer electronic equipment
must behave when it sees content so
marked. This "Broadcast Flag" approach
calls for nextgen consumer DTV equipment to apply the encryption after reception, and for all other new digital video
equipment to maintain this protection,
such that Internet redistribution of
flagged content is prohibited.
The Broadcast Flag system's necessary
incursion beyond the RF stage is what
drew the attention of the courts, since it
strays beyond the FCC's default jurisdictional boundaries. Such expansion of the
commission's powers requires additional
authority, which generally can only be
granted by congressional order. So MPAA
lobbyists and others have been working
toward this end since the court ruling in
May of this year. At this writing, they had
not been successful in this effort.
We also noted in the previous column
that record companies, as represented by
the Recording Industry Association of
America, have joined this endeavor, with
the hope that any regulatory mandate on
broadcast content protection could also
apply to digital radio services.
With this background, you can see
how the content industry's ongoing effort
to apply content protection to digital
broadcasting has engaged IBOC through
the back door. But the process of adding
radio to the mix is not at simple as it may
seem, for numerous reasons.
Why radio is different
First, if Congress eventually does provide specific authority to the FCC to
enforce its Broadcast Flag rules for digital television ( which many expect it will),
the commission will be enacting aregime
that has already passed through a thorough vetting process by the industry,
including content owners, broadcasters
and DTV equipment manufacturers.
These rules will also utilize a technical
delivery method that has been standardized by the Advanced Television Systems
Committee, the U.S. DTV standards
body.

In contrast, no such industry vetting or
standardization discussions have yet
occurred for content protection in digital
radio, so simply providing FCC authority
to extend the process to include content
protection for digital radio could be seen
as inappropriate or at least premature.
The best the FCC could do is to continue
the process started by its Notice of
Inquiry on the subject of content protection, comments to which nearly all have
been negative to date. ( You may recall
that the RIAA provided the only substan-

The Big Picture

tive comments to that NOI in support of
the need for content protection in digital
radio.)
Neither does the NRSC-5A standard
address the subject of content protection,
so the FCC has no technical recommendations to review or adopt on the subject.
So the process of developing any rules
regarding content protection in digital
radio would take some time — probably
multiple years, as the abovementioned
process for digital television required.
More-over, the RIAA is apparently
seeking abroader scope of protection for
audio content broadcast on digital radio
than the Broadcast Flag rules provide for

by Skip Pizzi

See RIAA. page 18

"AudioVAULT Version 9.0
is Ready To Go!"
With twenty years of engineering experience between them, Kim and Lon
know when software is ready for delivery. Heading up our AudioVAULT
test department, they put every aspect of Version 9.0 through the most
rigorous evaluation, so you're assured this version of AudioVAULT is as
reliable and robust as its predecessors. Among the more than three dozen
enhancements are dual network support for redundancy, server failover
without program interruption and more flexible station-wide play while
recording. And as is always the case with AudioVAULT, your pager is less
likely to go off at night—thanks to Kim and Lori.
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lite TV delivery environments. In addithe language of the congressional statute.
Consider also that the Broadcast Flag
tion, each broadcast television network is
rules only got as far as they did because
now allied with a Hollywood studio, so
they ultimately received widespread sup- policies are generally coordinated

RIAA
Continued from page 17

DTV content. Beyond the prevention of
indiscriminate, mass redistribution via
the Internet to which the DTV rules are
limited, the RIAA seems to be calling for
restrictions to individual consumer copying, home networking and search capabilities. (The last is intended to prevent
consumers from programming their
receiver equipment to automatically seek
out particular songs broadcast via digital
radio for permanent storage.)
So the inclusion of digital radio to any
grant of authority for the FCC could
bring with it an inherent escalation of
scope for content protection rules, unless
such grant were specifically limited by

l'whe RIAA's stance could put a kink in
the HD Radio rollout.

port from both the content and the broadcast industries, with the latter sector
motivated in this direction due to concern
that premium content would migrate
completely from over-the-air broadcasts
to the more secure digital cable and satel-

Atee,m,

between the TV content and broadcast
sectors.
Again, this is certainly not the case in
the radio environment, where no fear of
access loss to content exists among
broadcasters, and no corporate alliances
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The industry's only dedicated professional audio
equipment and software review resource can now be
delivered right to your desktop— no matter where
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between broadcasters and record labels
have been forged. (If anything, the recent
payola flap has heightened the need for
distance between these industry sectors.)
Therefore the music industry will likely be forced to drive this proposal unilaterally, without broadcaster support —
and perhaps even overt opposition from
some radio operators.
It is important to note in this context
that the digital radio industry has been
concurrently considering the voluntary
addition of some type of content protection technology on multicast channels, in
order to enable aterrestrial subscription
radio or similar service in the future.
Given this, it is unlikely that these quarters of the radio broadcast industry would
willingly accept amandatory framework
for overall content protection in digital
radio.
Another contextual element here is the
simultaneous dust-up between RIAA and
satellite radio over the new crop of storage-capable satellite receivers ( see our
column in the Oct. 26 issue). Again in
stark contrast to the TV world, this
implies that there is no content-industry
preference for satellite radio delivery,
despite its intrinsically more secure technology.
Incompatibility
Complicating matters further, some of
RIAA's recent actions on this issue
appeared to prefer an encrypt- at- thesource approach, rather than a
Broadcast-Flag type of system.
In other words, instead of simply
marking broadcast content for downstream protection as the flag system
does, RIAA suggested that all IBOC
broadcasts (or at least those that include
copyrighted music) be mandated to
include full-time encryption of the digital broadcast signal, and that these signals only be entitled for legitimate
decryption under circumstances of which
the RIAA approved.
While they were not saying so directly, what the RIAA was asking for in this
case could have stopped the HD Radio
rollout in its tracks.
To be clear, from a purely technical
perspective the encryption-at-the-source
method is asimpler and potentially more
effective content-protection system than
the Broadcast Flag approach, but at this
point it would have been impossible to
implement in the U.S. digital radio format without orphaning legacy equipment.
In other words, encrypted IBOC transmissions would not be backward compatible to the current generation of IBOC
transmission and reception equipment,
not to mention their non-compliance
with the interim FCC rules on digital
radio. The encrypt- at- the- source
approach therefore was unlikely to find
much favor from regulatory, broadcast or
CE sectors for application to terrestrial
digital radio broadcasting, given that the
HD Radio rollout was well underway.
The
Consumer
Electronics
Association quickly reacted to the
RIAA's proposal, expressing strong
opposition to the addition of content protection to digital radio. The CEA's comments cited the protection as unnecessary and intrusive to consumers'
well-established rights. CEA also took
particular offense to the encrypt at thesource provision, saying it was too late
to be implemented in the fashion RIAA
proposed due to the compatibility probSee RIAA, page 19
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Continued from page 18
lems noted above.
The NAB had not yet reacted publicly
on the matter as of November, but apparently had voiced private concerns to the
RIAA on this plan.
Next steps?
Following that proposal, the RIAA
soon learned what the rest of the radio
industry already knows: For the inclusion
of any technology in IBOC, all roads lead
through Ibiquity Digital.
Reportedly the RIAA was somewhat
taken aback when Ibiquity refused to add
an overall encryption solution to the HD
Radio system. This should have come as
no surprise, however, given the fact that
any inclusion of mandatory IBOC
encryption at this point would have
brought the HD Radio rollout to a
screeching halt, rendering existing HD
Radio equipment useless and causing a
hiatus in the deployment while asuitable
encryption system was developed, tested
and approved.
During such a pause, much of the
growing momentum toward HD Radio
conversion likely would evaporate, and
prospects for the format's success would
be severely curtailed. This is certainly not
something Ibiquity or any early-adopting
IBOC broadcasters and consumers would
willingly accept, nor would it serve the
American public, given HD Radio's
potential to improve the U.S. media environment.
So in its most recent actions, the
RIAA apparently has backed off from its
specific call for encryption at the source,
instead moving to amore general call for
some robust method of content protection.
This could still involve encryption at
the source, but it could also include a
more palatable (and backward-compatible) flag-based system. Given the incom-
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patibility issues discussed above, the latter approach is far more likely to be ultimately preferred.
Yet even this liberalized RIAA stance
could put akink in the HD Radio rollout.
Consider that even if the RIAA's proposal were accepted today, a mutually
agreeable technical solution would still
have to be developed ( most likely by
Ibiquity), which then would probably not
be implemented for a year or more.
Licensing issues for this new technology
might further lengthen this development
period, as might the development of rules
to enforce the regime throughout the digital consumer ecosystem, which are a
necessary part of such ascheme.
If the process followed the DTV regulatory model, HD Radio products could
still be deployed during this development
period without support for the protection

technology, but after a given date, all
subsequently sold product would have to
support the protection system. After that
point, legacy products would continue to
operate normally, but new devices would
observe the protection rules.
Yet it will not be known whether this
is indeed the process that will be followed for IBOC until the FCC rules on
the matter, which will likely take some
time. During this possibly lengthy period
of uncertainty, some broadcasters and CE
manufacturers might elect to remain on
the IBOC sidelines, particularly given the
already lukewarm interest in IBOC
expressed by some receiver manufacturers. This could hamper seriously the rate
of growth for HD Radio. Even the current discussion of the topic on Capitol
Hill could be causing such a chilling
effect, thus slowing the HD Radio roll-

out. An early resolution should therefore
be desirable to all parties.
Meanwhile, in the U.K., where DAB
has been malting great inroads and music
broadcasts over digital radio have been
popular, there have been no reports of
increased music piracy as a result of
DAB's penetration. Some observers have
viewed this as an indication that the
RIAA's concerns over digital radio
broadcast of copyrighted music may be
unwarranted.
In any case, the matter will not soon
subside, and it is pivotal to the success of
IBOC. The RIAA, the FCC, U.S. radio
broadcasters and receiver manufacturers
will face significant challenges in the
coming months as they attempt to resolve
It.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.

"Accountability
is indispensable to us

v% hen putting up anew tower. That's why we deal exclusively
Nvith Sabre for our broadcast towers. Their people have been in
the industry for years. and have abroad-based know ledge on all
types of towers. Their construction department handles turnkey
projects with ease, eliminating the need to hire subcontractors
and worry about who is taking responsibility. We choose Sabre
because we like the people. the product and the pricing'

Leonard Stevens
President
Tower Economics
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A Tribute to Norm Abramson
by Steve Lampen
Norman Abramson changed your
world, or soon will.
Never heard of him? He was the guy given the job in 1970 of setting up adata link
among the Hawaiian Islands by radio,
something he called AlohaNet. He set up
this link to send packets of data. If there was
acollision or packets got lost or dropped,
they would be resent automatically.
Problem was that the system was only
about 17 percent efficient. A student
from Harvard named Bob Metcalf was
helping. He had been reading about new
math theories that would increase the
efficiency of such asystem. He went off
to the Xerox Research Labs, where he
worked, and eventually got packet efficiency close to 90 percent.
The first packet Metcalf sent down a
wire was on May 23, 1973. Because it
was based on that Hawaiian system
where data was sent wirelessly through
the "ether:' he called it, you guessed it,
Ethernet.
In case you haven't noticed, a lot of
manufacturers of audio gear are taking a
good hard look at network protocols like
Ethernet. Some are doing more than that,
using Ethernet to run audio. Wandering
around trade shows like NAB and AES,
and collecting data from Web sites, I

compiled Table 1, some of the audio
firms now involved with Ethernet.
I'm sure there are other audio companies running Ethernet. Iwould love to
know about them.
Product

Company

Type

Channels

Top Specs

CobraNet

Peak Audio

100baseT

128

96 kHz/24-bit

EtherSound

Digigram

100baseT

64

48 kHz/24-bit

MaGIC

Gibson

100baseT/

32

48 kHz/24-bit

1000baseT

4(3 1

320

The Bridge

Wheatstone

I00baseT

64

48 kHz/24-bit

Ethernet Audio

360 Systems

100baseT

2

48 kHz/16-bit

IQ Net

Crown

100baseT

128

96 kHz/24-bit

Axia

Telos Systems

100baseT/ " 32,000"

48 kHz/24 bit

AudioScience

1000baseT
100baseT

48 kHz/24bit

ASI 2416

16

Table 1
The granddaddy of Ethernet audio is
Peak Audio, owned by Cirrus Logic,
which runs CobraNet. This popular system shows up alot in power amps. In an
auditorium, stadium or traveling large
speaker system, CobraNet allows one
network, one Cat-5 cable, to send multichannel audio to multiple amps. Each can
be configured any way you want it: vol-

lbilayes top imirJelf_11:1-sie
ftit
BOO

urne, EQ, delay and so on. Each amplifier
is really aNIC card on the network.
The number of channels in anetworkbased system is determined by several
factors. First is the data bandwidth of the

cable and components. For most of these
systems the designers chose 100baseT.
The second choice would be the sampling rate (quality) of the audio. The
higher the rate, and higher quality of
audio, the fewer channels you can carry.
The common maximum is 32 channels, although some offer 64 or even 128
at lower sampling rates.You would think
this would be enough channels; but afew
manufacturers offer gear that works at
Gigabit Ethernet ( 1000baseT) and supports 320 audio channels, such as
Gibson, the guitar people. Telos/Axia can
support multiple networks, up to "32,000
channels" of audio. Don't ask me where
you would use that many channels;

r

Harvey Honored
At White House
1_11.1/2
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Published six times a year. this " deep tech" version of Radio World is pure
technology, with articles written by engineers for engineers—edited by an
engineer active in the industry. White papers. in-depth engineering session
coverage, technical op-ed and analysis articles—if it's important to radio
engineers, you'll find it in Radio World Engineering Extra.

Sign up now for your
subscription at:
http://www.rwonline.cornieng-extra

Remarks by President Bush
about Paul Harvey, recipient of
the 2005 Presidential Medal of
Freedom:
"This morning, across the
United States, millions of
Americans started their day listening to Paul Harvey. People
everywhere feel like they know
the man, and his wife, Angel,
too. And for so many Americans,
no morning, Monday through
Saturday, is quite complete without ' Paul Harvey News and
Comment.'
"This tireless broadcaster is
up every day before the sun,
writing his own scripts and ad
copy for an audience tuning in
to more than 1,200 radio stations and the American Forces
Network.
"He first went on the air in
1933, and he's been heard
nationwide for 54 years.
Americans like the sound of his
voice. His friend, Danny
Thomas, once said to him,
'You'd better be right, because you sound
like God.' (Laughter.)
"And over the decades we have come to
recognize in that voice some of the finest
qualities of our country: the patriotism, the
good humor, the kindness and common

maybe when you have a hundred radio
stations using one networked facility.
One problem with Ethernet — aminor
issue for data, but notable in audio applications — is latency. Because this is
packet-based delivery, the bits have to be
put back together.
That re- assembly often is far from
instantaneous. If packets are lost or damaged and are re-sent, that can dramatically increase latency. For public address,
latency can be added into the desired
speaker reproduction delay. The stadium
announcer can't monitor himself off the
speakers; but then, delay in astadium or
auditorium is already so long, this is
rarely possible.
The users who have a real problem
with latency are broadcasters. They want
announcers and personalities to monitor
themselves off the air so they know what
they sound like. A delay of more than a
millisecond in the headphones makes listening to yourself difficult. But monitoring off the console means the talent
won't hear the way they sound on- air,
with all the audio processing.
One solution is offered by Axia, asubsidiary of Telos Systems. It uses multiple
networks, with one configured for low
latency audio only. All the other data,
control signals etc., have little problem
with latency. After all, we don't care if
we have to "wait" a few milliseconds
after pushing aStart button for the command to be carried out.
We'd like to hear from users and suppliers of Ethernet systems about how
they've incorporated the technology into
their broadcast products and systems. Email to radioworld@imaspub.com so we
can share the information with readers.
Steve Lampen 's book " The AudioVideo Cable Installer's Pocket Guide" is
published by McGraw-Hill. Reach him at
shlampen@aol.com.

•

sense of Americans. It's always apleasure
to listen to Paul Harvey, and it's areal joy
this afternoon to honor him, as well."
Harvey was honored at the White
House in November among a group that
included Vinton G. Cerf and Robert E.

Kahn, Andy Griffith, Frank Robinson,
Muhammad Ali, Carol Burnett, Robert
Conquest, Aretha Franklin, Alan
Greenspan, Sonny Montgomery, Gen.
Richard B. Myers, Jack Nicklaus and Paul
Rusesabagina.
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888 BSI-USA1 ( 888-274-8721) info@bsiusa.com

Professional Audio Skimming & Logging Software

SKIMMERPLUS
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SkimmerPlus is a hignly versitile tool for audio skimming
and / or long-form audio logging of multiple audio sources.
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e Simultaneously record compressed & ulcompressed files
• Capable of recording multiple sources with asingle Audio Science soundcard

AUDIOSCIENCE
• ASI aud ccards seamlessly integrate with SkimmerPlus
* Mary of the cards have on- board MP2 and MP3 playback,
in addition to supporting various audio file types through
softwa re COD ECs
e Digital or analog audio, even on the same card
* Pass through and record capabilities

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software is.

Test and try before you buy!
Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97401
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 ( 888-274-8721) info@bsiusa.com
Para el español, llamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) :368-6300 fchavez@ommedianet.com
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Serving Nashua and Beyond
New Hampshire Public Radio Expands
Coverage to Southern Tier With WEVS
by John C. Huntley
Some projects take years to mature.
WEVS is such aproject. In the midst of
construction it had aspects of "one of
those projects." Radio World asked me to
share details of the experience.
New Hampshire Public Radio grew
out of WEVO, which began broadcasting
in 1981. Now NHPR operates four trans-

e

application also did not require any modifications to prevent predicted interference to the Channel 6 out of Portland,
Maine. The Channel 6restrictions can, in
my opinion, be rather draconian. Also of
concern was adirectional AM located 1.9
km away. Another non-directional AM is
just over 1km distant.
St Joseph's Hospital has contracted
with an outside company to manage the

ket
à—

WEVS site, with added penthouse room, new tower
and Shively four-bay, half-wave-spaced antenna visible at left.

Unfortunately, it forced some Channel 6
restrictions onto the station. WEVS is 5
kW vertical and 3.5 kW horizontal.
Piggybacked
Physically, there was no room to
install a larger transmitter. There is
room for two deep Middle Atlantic
racks. The Broadcast Electronics
FMi201, FXi-250 exciter and FSi-10
HD generator, plus airflow spaces,
entirely fill one rack.
We had to add a bay to the antenna.
Even with this change, the transmitter

December 7, 2005

vantage was that construction to the point
of occupancy was delayed about 45 days.
In March we discovered that the nearby directional AM was off the air, having
fallen prey to "property values." So the
expense of AM measurements and apossible de-tuning of the WEVS tower could
be removed from the project budget.
The tower for this site is 60 feet of self
supporting PiRod. NHPR uses aC-Band
satellite channel for the primary Sit to
most of the stations throughout New
Hampshire. The dish is a3.8M Comtech
with an internal heater. The mounting for
the satellite dish and tower were designed
and approved by the structural engineer
for the hospital. Installation of the support pipe for the satellite dish went easily.
At the last minute, the mounting bolts
for the tower had to be moved about 13
feet to above adifferent support column.
Sixty days earlier, Ihad gone to the
architect with aconcern about one of the
mechanical drawings. Isaw that the
drawing could be viewed as requiring the
installation of the tower bolts in amirror
image of the headings we specified. Iwas
reassured it could not happen, yet it did.
As the contractor said, "We built it to
the drawing details. That is what we were
given!'
We resolved the situation by arranging
for the contractor to bolt a 1/2-inch steel
plate to the bolts that were installed.
Heading confirmed
Access to the roof is limited. A crane
with a 140-foot reach was used to place
the satellite dish onto the support pipe on
the roof. The crane would not quite reach
to the tower base plate. The tower sections
and gin-pole were moved to the roof. The
base 20-foot section of the tower was tilted up onto the base plate manually.
The FCC requires that the antenna
heading of adirectional FM antenna be
certified by a licensed surveyor to be
within 1degree of the specified heading.
We had arranged through the contractor

John Huntley, left, and SJT Systems' Scott
RF on its roof. The contractor
Tickler tightening support pipe bolts.
is alocal company and easy to
deal with. They first requested
a technically impractical,
ninth-order intermodulation interference
study involving the other tenants on the
roof. We negotiated them to apractical
fourth- order study. The advantage of
such a study is that you are forearmed
with the knowledge of possible interference.
In February of 2005 Ihad a final
equipment list and was checking tower
locations in preparation for a letter to
nearby AM stations. We hoped to obtain
waiver letters.
Idiscovered that the coordinates for
our new tower did not match those of the
hospital or the existing translator. The
discrepancy was nearly akilometer and
dated to the original application.
Icontacted our engineering consultant immediately. The response from
Kate Michler at V-Soft Communications
was "Don't mess with me on a Friday
afternoon!" When she realized Iwas
serious, she got right to working with
me on it.
Turn and burn
Tower base and plate, with alignment marks visible.
To shorten the story, after several days
The station was designed from the
A
welding
ground is attached to the bolt at bottom of picture.
of "turn and burn" the solution turned out
ground up for HD Radio operation; costs
to be a minor modification application
are covered in part by CPB digital coverfor a surveyor to pre-set marks on the
now is at nearly maximum output power.
and was submitted by John Crigler of
age and PTFP grants.
plate for placement of the tower on the
The hospital was (and is) in the throes
GSB Law within two weeks of when the
WEVS, a directional FM, is in the
of major construction. On their recomplate. When the tower was oriented to the
error was discovered.
crowded Northeast. The original applicamarks, it was welded to the plate per
mendation, we piggybacked construction
We went ahead with the equipment
tion specified using the location of an
specifications from the structural engiorder and construction. The modified CP
of the additional penthouse for our equipexisting translator that served the city,
neer. The contractor had certified welders
ment into their construction. One advanwas issued mid-June 2005.
poorly, with 17 watts ERP. Other sites
on site for the larger project.
tage is that the facility meets special
The modification was abit less minor
also were studied.
Several days after the tower was up,
from atechnical standpoint. It required a building codes for hospital construction.
This is the best location from acoverthe surveyor revisited the site to verify
Another is that the specialized tradesmen
age standpoint; but it's on the roof of a minor change to the directionality of the
See WEVS, page 24
are on site nearly all the time. A disadantenna.
The
ERP
increased.
five-story hospital building. The original

mitters and three translators; it can be
heard in almost every corner of the state,
and indeed part of the mandate of NHPR
is to cover all of New Hampshire.
The latest addition, WEVS, operates at
88.3 MHz in Nashua, the state's secondlargest city. A large number of people in
the coverage area were not in the primary
coverage area of any NCE station.
WEVS now provides a "clock radiograde" NHPR signal in the southern tier
of the state.
Its application was filed in 1996, nine
years ago and before Iwas even hired.
But amutually exclusive (MX) application existed for this frequency. The FCC
has no means to resolve those, so the
application sat for several years.
Eventually the other party neglected to
respond to an FCC query, and the license
was granted to NHPR. Iwill comment
here that if you have apending application that is MX'd, always answer any
queries from the commission.
The CP was granted in September of
2003, for 3kW ERP.

Neumann On-Air Mics
This System' Replicei Your Outdated Audio Wiiing/Control
In rastructure At Half The Price and 100x the Capabilities. It Rocks.
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BCM705 & BCM1 04

The BCM104 is alarge diaphragm condenser
mic. The BCM705 is Neumann's first large
diaphragm dynamic mic. The BIG question is:
What kind of voice do you have? If it's big and
powerful, you'll probably prefer the 705. If it's
rich and subtle, the 104 is probably for you. We've
got em both, and we'll ship 'em for free (if you order
on the web)!
BCM104 Condenser List $ 1,079.99
BCM705 Dynamic
List $ 799.99
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Let's face it - it's abrave new world with technologies going mainstream tat didn't even exist 13 minutes
ago. And you've gotta not just keep up with it
you've got to get in front of "
It. Axia is your foundation.
Lay down Axia and all your current and future bases are cavered
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Pro Co - Cough Drop Mic Mutes

It's that time of the year - you start to notice your vocal cords are alittle more congested than usual. Use Pro
Co to save your show! The Short Stop is apassive momentary mic-muting switch. If you have to cough or clear
your throat, you step on the Short Stops momentary switch. The Sign Off is apassive latching microphonemuting switch (press to mute, press again to unmute), rather than holding it down like the Short Stop. The
Commentator is awhole new animal, providing sportscasters with two unique functions. First it simulates a 'Panic
Button by allowing the sportscaster to talk to his producer/statistician doff aeduring alive broadcast through
Channel Band then resumes the live feed through Channel Aat the push of aswitch. Channel Bbecomes
the microphone mute, although the producer will hear the cough. Inputs with level controls are summed
into asingle headphone jack allowing the broadcaster to hear both signals.
CDSS
Stop
COSO Sign Off
COCO Commentator
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Neutrik Handheld ML1 Audio
Analyzer & MR1 Audio Generator

Henry StudioDrive
Broadcast Interface
Henry Engineering's StudioDrive is aprofessional stereo audio
system that can be installed in the drive bay of apersonal
computer to create acomplete ser-contioined studio that is ideal
for live broadcasting. It provides the control, mixing, monitoring,
and metering functions that are essential to any broadcast studio
or production suite. StudioDrive consists of the main controi unit
which interfaces with the PC sound card, and the Audio Interface
unit that contains the power supply and
I/O connections.
FEATURES:
•Audio interface/mixer for desktop computers
•Accepts 6audio sources via 4mixing channels
•XLR mic input with insert jack
•3stereo line inputs plus soundcard input
•Built-in telecoupler for recording from aphone line
•Two stereo outputs and mono'mix-minus"output
•Extensive monitoring with mic-on speaker mute
•LED metering and 100 dB dynamic range

LowestPrice

MR1

Accessories:
USB-ADAPTOR USB interface with soundcard $ 159w

8SW stoeics ahuge warehouse of products. If a tav€ ostock wilt ship it lie
same day kte.t order by 700 F../ Eastern Tine

Free Shipring on Most Web orders over $189
._.-

9get FREE groond senixe (Avery nthe colgious 48 states
Extludes heavy onoversized fteTIS

Neutri1( Minirator MR1 provides acomprehensive
set of audio signals for performance checking,
maintenance and repairs. The battery- powered
instrument features low distortior Sine Wave
20 Hz to 20 kHz, white/pink noise, square
wave, polarity test and more.
List $ 579.00

LowestPrice

only $649!

Same Day Shipping

The Neutrik Minilyzer ML1 continuously measures the audio signal
and displays the results on an illuminated hires
graphical LC-Display. Optional MiniLINK USB
interface and software (sold sepaiately) allows
data acquisition onto aPC. Measures: Level RMS,
relative; sauna pressure level; distortion analyzer
(THD-rN), k2 - k5 harmonics, VU & PPM meter;
speaker polarity test (for all speaker types); signal
balance error; 1/3rd octave spectrum RMS 8i SPL;
and Scope.

ML1

The optional USB MicroSounct Adaptor connects tne StudioDrive
mixer directly to any PC or lapiop computer via USB interface,
eliminating the need for aPC ,ound card. The integrated BurrBrown A-DID-Aconverters yields audio performarce that is
audibly superior to even 'high end' sound cards.
STUDIODR1VE List $675.00
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only $529!

Digidesign Mbox2
ProTools for All
Life gets better and better. One day there are cars getting 60 miles
agallon in bumper-to-bumper traffic, the next day Digidesign
upgrades its excellent Mbox.The Mbox2 is astate-of-the-art USBpowered hardware interface that will let you access the industrystandard Pro Tools Platform—at an astonishing low price! The
Mbox2 also comes with the award-winning Digidesign Pro Tools LE
software, AND the Pro Tools Ignition Pack, avirtual toolbox full of
plug-ins and other creative applications.
FEATURES
•Four simultaneous inputs with analog and digital I/O
•
Two analog inputs P(LR, 1/4 " line, and 1
4 "
/
Dl jacks] and two
analog outputs; MIDI in/out
•48V phantom power for condenser mics
•24-bit/48 kHz audio
•Pro Tools LE software & Pro Tools Ignition Pack
MBOX2 List
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Day Seguerra AM/FM
HD Radio Mod Monitor

Day Sequerra also has anew HD radio tuner, the M-4 with
built-in multicast capability. It delivers unsurpassed accurate
monitoring of analog and HD Radio AM
DaySequerra
and FM broadcast signals.
M-2 List $ 3,995.00
M-4 List $1,295.00
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New Product Alert #663*

LYoCre thirsty.AND eau want to listen to good
• music or talk. With the amazing Radiogre you
, can do both sr: once! Simply drink ungl wu hear
great radio in your lead! *not approved nPAADD
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From the visionaries at Day Sequerra comes the M-2 HD (AM and
FM) Radio Modulation Monitor. Its ultra- low noise RF front-end
with built-in pre-selector and double-balanced mixer provides
pinpoint sensitivity for FM broadcasts, and its over-sampling
DAC and class-Abiased audio outputs ensure the highest fidelity
demodulation of HD Radio programs. It features synthesized
pushbutton tuning [AM, FM, multicast, high level direct [-I-NpID] and antenna level RF inputs for AM and FM bands, bargraphi
metering of HD and analog programmirg, 10 preset stations
each for AM and FM bands and HD Radio digital-to-analog timealignment monitor
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Replace your ol analog tuner with the compact Rolls HR78. The
HR78 is aPLL synthesized digital AM/FM tuner in afeature- packed
half- rack chassis. Features include Autosearch, 18 presets, US or
international AM frequency centers, mono or stereo FM operation.
It comes with FM and AM antennas, and the le output has
plenty of juice to drive apair of headphones.
HR78 ust Szio.00
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only$149!

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
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The Wireless Giant of the Pacific
'Night of Nights' Morse Broadcast
Marks 100th Anniversary of KPH
vital marine communications system for
all concerned.
Shut down and left to the elements
with the cessation of commercial U.S.
Morse traffic, KPH has been since been
restored by the volunteer-run Maritime
Radio Historical Society and the National

by James Careless
A century of radio history was marked
on July 12, 2005, when ex-RCA coast
station KPH returned to the airwaves 100
years after first transmitting Morse Code
traffic from San Francisco.

Morse on America's airwaves.
"After this year's broadcast, we were
deluged by letters from people from
around the world, who had been waiting
with their earphones for KPH to return to

to these folks."
Seven years before RCA founder and
then-CW keyman David Sarnoff tuned
into the Titanic's Morse Code distress
calls, KPH began Morse Code service
from San Francisco's Palace Hotel
(hence the PH in its name).
Displaced by the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake and fire, KPH's operations
center moved to anumber of locations

Two 1940s vintage Press Wireless PVV-15 transmitters recovered
from Globe Wireless transmitter site south of San Francisco.
the air," says MRHS secretary and chief
CW operator Richard Dillman. "Many
wrote and said they used to listen to
KPH's ship-to-shore traffic for years, and
never ever expected to hear it again after
the 1999 closing.
"Hearing KPH alive again means alot

Steve Hawes checks the frequency of an exciter for a PW-15 transmitter.

WEVS
Continued from page 22

1950s vintage RCA
set originally used in pointto-point service, later converted to Morse operation.
In its heyday, the ex-RCA station was
part of aglobal network that relayed CW
(Continuous Wave) messages between
ships and shore, providing a reliable,

Parks Service.
Since 2000, the MRHS has staged
annual "Night of Nights" Morse Code
broadcasts to revive the romance of

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface
• perform unattended remote broadcasts
• DTMF operated controller with relay outputs
• fully programmable output on any key press

1

• momentary and/or maintained relay outputs
• four logic inputs with programmable output
• balanced audio input and output with ALC

40

Sine Systems ,

615.228.3500 ,
www.sinesystems.com

the installation.
The antenna radiation center is at 15
meters above ahospital roof. We have to
control angle tightly and level the radiation from the antenna. Shively supplied
the four-bay 6810 in radomes. The bays
are half-wave spaced and directionalized.
The H/V ratio is unequal, with V dominant.
A polynomial feed is used. With this
feed method, less power is fed to the end
bays. The feed minimizes the energy
radiated at low angles from the antenna.
The RFR level on the entire roof is well
below the uncontrolled access exposure
limits. There are no cases of interference
to hospital electronic devices or to other
users on the roof.
Combined
The transmitter at this site is a BE
FMi-201 operated in low-level combined
mode. The same transmitter is in use at
WEVO as the HD transmitter, though
feeding aseparate antenna there.
Control of the site is via aBurk GSC3000 I/O 16 and voice interface. The
audio processing has been an Aphex
2020 Mk III as we waited over 120 days
for the delivery of another brand of
processor. Backup audio is via aComrex
Matrix rackmount. There is an FM
receiver for an additional backup. It does
require acavity bandpass filter to receive
WEVO.
As an afterthought we found an STL
path from an existing STL repeat site and

until settling into Point Reyes in 1946.
Today, the site is part of the National
Parks Service's Point Reyes National
Seashore.
Meanwhile, KPH's transmitter and
antenna site remains at Bolinas, Calif.,
See KPH, page 25

are working toward an STL feed also.
The penthouse room for WEVS is climate-controlled. The Mitsubishi "Mr.
Slim" split HVAC is backed up by athermostatically controlled fan with dampers.
The electrical service is from astepdown
transformer from the hospital 480VAC
distribution. We have an LEA TVSS on
this service panel. Grounding for the
electrical and for the tower and dish are
derived from building metal in an existing penthouse (per the NEC). Grounding
connections to the tower and dish are
cadwelded.
Since WEVS has been operating, we
have been working hard to remove all of
the "unintentional listeners." The NCE
portion of the FM band is about exactly
half the frequency of Channel 7. There
were cases of interference to TVs in the
"blanketing interference" zone as defined
by the FCC. Most of these cases of interference have been resolved.
We find that the tubular (inline) notch
filters manufactured by Communications
& Energy Corp. work well. They are
slightly more than one third of the cost of a
similar product from another manufacturer.
We are not required to resolve cases of
interference where apole-mounted preamplifier is involved. However the cost
of having legal counsel respond to acomplaint through the FCC, even if it is not
our fault, will greatly exceed the cost of
having an outside contractor adjust the
notch filter in most of the pole mounted
preamplifiers. In two cases the preamplifier has been replaced.
John C. Huntley, CPBE, KK7IW, is
director of engineering for New
Hampshire Public Radio. Reach him at
jhuntley@nhpr.org.
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where it has been since the early 1920s.
It is located at the old American Marconi
Company facility for trans-Pacific pointto-point communications, which was
established in 1913.
From 1905 to 1999, KPH was known
as "the wireless giant of the Pacific."
Twenty-four hours aday, 365 days ayear,
CW operators manned their keys, sending out commercial messages from shore
and receiving replies, status reports and
distress calls from sea.
Officially, KPH's radio turf was the
Pacific Ocean. However, when shortwave
propagation conditions cooperated, "its
signals could be heard around the world,"
says Dillman.
During its history, the wireless operators at KPH saved countless lives as they
heard and responded to ships' SOS calls.
The "Den of Thieves," as the operators
within the crowded KPH operator room
were known, were the best; "able to copy
the worst fists" — incompetent CW operators — "and the highest speeds on the
air," states the historial society's site
www.radiomarine.org.
When U.S. commercial Morse signed
off on July 12, 1999, it was asad day for
the station's crew and fans, among them
Dillman and MRHS President Tom
Horsfall, who were in the room when the
final Morse message was sent from Half
Moon Bay.
Two years before, KPH's Point Reyes
center had been shut down. As atribute
to the operators' decades of careful listening, KPH Station Manager Jack
Martini didn't turn off the room's radio
receivers. Instead, he left them running,
maintaining a silent vigil over the
Pacific's airwaves.
Reborn
A few years after KPH had been taken
out of service, Horsfall and Dillman
returned to the station. Having successfully restored a4U Radiomarine console
from the World War II Victory ship Rider
Victory/KQTK, the men were eager to
keep KPH from decaying into history.
"We managed to talk our way past a
security guard, and get into the
Operators' Room," Dillman recalls. "As
we approached it, we could hear the radio
receivers through the door. They were
still on, just as Jack Martini had left
them. Meanwhile, the room itself was a
time capsule: It was intact, just as if it
had been abandoned only five minutes
earlier."
The same could not been said for
KPH's transmitter hall.
"Moisture and salt from sea air had
gotten in through the vents, and windows
that were no longer sealed," says
Horsfall. "Many of the 1950s' vintage
RCA transmitters were damp inside from
condensation."
Despite these obstacles, the MRHS
decided to tackle KPH's restoration. With
the active support of the National Parks
Service, Horsfall, Dillman, broadcast
engineer Steve Hawes and former KPH
operator Denice Stoops ( KPH's first
female operator), they cleaned and
weatherproofed the transmitter hall, then
started restoring the station's equipment.
"Wherever possible, we used original
parts to do the repairs," Horsfall says.
"Fortunately, KPH's engineers kept abig
inventory of replacement parts in stock."
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Repairs were also made to the station's
extensive antenna farm; a task that
required much restringing of wires.
The big night and beyond
KPH's return to the airwaves on July
12, 2005 was atriumph for the MHRS on
many levels. Not only did abig crowd
turn out for the event — "the largest
we've ever seen for the Night of Nights,"
Horsfall says — but the station received
lots of CW responses from ships and other shore stations.
"One of the ships who contacted us in
Morse wanted to know if we were available to actually relay messages, just like
the old days," Dillman says. "Meanwhile,
Coast Guard communications station
NOJ in Kodiak, Alaska, replied to us in
flawless Morse, even though the Coast
Guard stopped using it in 1993!"

Also on air for the Night of Nights
were WLO, Mobile, Ala., and KLB
Seattle, plus the Coast Guard station
NMC which is co-located with KPH.
In addition to bringing KPH back to
life, the MRHS launched KSM, the first
commercial CW station to be licensed by
the FCC in decades.
"KSM's purpose is to keep commercial Morse traffic alive in the U.S.," says
Horsfall. Although KPH's owners Globe
Wireless have been very supportive of
our efforts, they are increasingly using
KPH's channels for data communications. This is why KSM needs to exist, to
ensure that channels are always available
for CW traffic."
Co- located with KPH, KSM is
licensed to operate on 426, 500, 6474 and
12993 kHz. For actual on- air times,
See KPH, page 25

Peace of Mind

Front panel of 1942 Press Wireless
PVV-15 transmitter in operation on
KSM 12_993 MHz frequency.

What do you call it when acompany
spends more money on k&D perfecting
their digital automation systems (Scott
5532 and Maestro) than all other

...is knowing
dMarc
has
your back.

automation companies combined?
We call it dMarc. Nothing gives you more
confidence and peace of mind thon knowing
that you've got RevenueSuite,'" the only digital
automation solution that drops cash straight to
your bottom line, and Diagnostics'," the
industry's

leading

hardware

monitoring

software.

With all that R&D,
you can't go wrong.
Relax...with dMarc.

1-888-438-7268
www.dMarc.net

SeatStewed

Maestro

Scott Studios and Maestro are Product Lines of dMarc

680 Newport Center Drive, Suite150,Newport Beach, CA 92660
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minority so small it would not be pmdent to base a transmission standard
upon it. It is my belief that the data presented in Fig. 1represent the majority
of radios available to the AM listening
made with a modulation bandwidth
public.
Pre- emphasis Response Distortion at
Ialso have little argument with
(-1dB) of 20 kHz; 640 Hz was arbiTransmission End Can Compensate for
trarily chosen as the reference frequenthose who propose a dual bandwidth
system - wideband ( 10 kHz or highcy. For radios with tone controls, the
Listeners' Poor Radio Bandwidth
er) for daytime ground-wave propagacontrols were set at mid- rotation.
by George W. Woodard, PE
Radios with multiple bandwidths were
tion, and narrow- band (- 5 kHz) for
receiver cost factor would not have
nighttime sky- wave propagation been solved by this action, and in fact
set at the highest bandwidth. Averages
were computed using RMS ( power
except the wideband daytime bandIhave long been an advocate of AM
would have reversed.
width still will not gain the listener
To offer some support for my posisummation) techniques.
bandwidth restriction to approximately
The data seen in Fig. 1do not paint
much because of the arguments and
5 kHz - long before the recent trend
tion, Fig. 1shows frequency response
a pretty picture for analog AM. Even
data presented in Fig. 1 - i.e., the
data Irecently performed on nine AM
and well before digital IBOC and/or
overall system limitation is caused by
DRM came on the scene. The genesis
the typical listener's receiver.
for my advocacy for a restricted AM
BldB)
C(dB)
17(dB)
Modulation
There is, however, something that
bandwidth was based upon the realiza(Average
(Average of
Frequency
(Worst)
(Best)
can be done at the transmission end to
tion that the majority of AM radios,
of All)
All minus
(Hz)
compensate for the listener's poor radio
portables, tabletops, clock radios, autoWorst and
bandwidth, and that is pre- emphasis
mobile radios and even semi-profesBest)
response distortion.
sional receivers all had poor higher
Pre-emphasis has been used on the
frequency (h-f) response bandwidth.
+3.5
-1.3
75
-15*
-0.8
AM band for years, ever since the
Ifirst noticed this quantitatively in
+2.8
-0.1
-0.1
150
-10.5
NRSC recommended a modified 75 uS
the late 1950s and early 1960s. The
-1.2
+2.1
+0.7
320
+0.7
standard in 1985-86. This pre-emphasis
typical AM radio high- frequency
640
o
O
o
o
recommendation
yields approximately
response was about - 12 dB, or worse,
1.9
1.4
1000
-1.1
-0.9
+10 dB boost at 10 kHz and a +5 dB
at about 4-5 kHz. Little has changed in
1500
-2.2
-5.2
-2.8
-2.5
boost at 4 kHz. A different and more
the ensuing 45 years.
2000
-6.9
3.4
-3.6
-3.8
-13.0
5.2
-6.0
2800
-6.3
pronounced pre- emphasis could be
Although Ican offer no proof, it has
-7. I
-16.5
-6.0
-6.1
3200
used with arestricted 5 kHz bandwidth
long been my belief that AM radios
6.9
-9.0
-20.0
-9.2
4200
standard to achieve dramatic improvehave limited high- end bandwidth
-9.1
-13.7
5000
32.0
-13.3
ment in the AM system bandwidth because of cost and the fact that
-12.2
-19.2
6400
-40.*
-17.9
"system" being defined here as includrestricted bandwidth reduces the occur-27.3
50n
-14.1
8000
-22.3
ing the listening receiver.
rence of nighttime skywave adjacent10000
50n
-16.5
-34.3
-25.5
A pre- emphasis curve peaking at
and next- adjacent- channel interfer50n
-20.1
45.1
12000
-29.4
15000
-50n
-26.0
-49.7
-35.4
approximately + 9 dB at 4 kHz, folence.
lowed by a "brick wall" filter with a 5
kHz cutoff could dramatically improve
Frequency response data
*Means Approximate, and n means "noise" (-50.0 dB used in calculations)
the overall AM " system" response
My advocacy of restricted AM
while still preventing adjacent-channel
transmitter high- end bandwidth
nighttime skywave interference.
enforced the concept of "less can be
radios Iown. The data are divided into
the "best" radio in the table, atabletop
The Ts and Ss and other consonant
more." That is to say, if the transmitter
four categories: A, the worst radio ( in
model circa 1970, is still -9.1 dB at 5 sounds would return to the AM band
bandwidth on the AM bands had been
kHz. While Idid not make measurespoken word. Music, while not high
restricted to 5 kHz many years ago it
terms of h-fbandwidth); B, the best
ments on the two automobile radios I fidelity, would at least be better would have allowed the receiver manuradio; C, the average of all nine radios;
and D, the average of all radios minus
own, my ears tell me the AM radio
noticeably better than it is now.
facturers to increase receiver bandresponse is very poor - typical for car
Nighttime sky-wave interference would
width while still maintaining acceptthe best and the worst.
able adjacent-channel interference. The
The RF signal generator was homeradios for as long as Ican remember
be made acceptable.
GUEST

COMMENTARY]

5kHz Bandwidth Restriction Suits AM

KPH
Continued from page 25

check www.radiomarine.org.
"Ultimately, we want to keep CW
alive as a form of wireless communications," says Dillman. "After all, it is very
bandwidth and time-efficient, and able to

cut through atmospheric conditions that
foil voice and modern data communications. We also think that it just makes
sense to have radio communications that
still uses actual human operators. For this
reason alone, Morse deserves to be preserved."
James Careless is afrequent RW contributor. He wrote in the Nov. 9 issue
about the MusicToGo service.

e

T

he data do not paint a pretty picture

for analog AM. Even the 'best' radio

in the table, a tabletop model circa 1970,
is still -9.1 dB at 5 kHz.

- compared to the quite acceptable
cassette, CD and FM modes.
The human ear is remarkable, having approximately 100 dB dynamic
range from the threshold of hearing to
the threshold of pain. Hence, the ear
could easily "respond" to an h-fsignal
that is -20 dB, -30 dB or less. But that
would not correspond to the typical
engineering definition of "response,"
which is typically - 1, -3 or, in some
cases, -6 dB. Nor it would it fit the
standard definition of "high fidelity."

Upstairs transmitter gallery showing vintage
RCA transmitters and more modern Henry units.

Pre-emphasis distortion
Ihave no argument for those who
claim there are radios out there with
excellent h-faudio response. They may
indeed exist. However Ithink Ican say
they are in the extreme minority, a

And, for those few high- quality
radios out there, the " treble" might
have to be cut a bit. They do this successfully in regions of the world where
the AM band channel spacing is 9 kHz
as opposed to our 10 kHz spacing and
where the European Broadcasting
Union and Asian Broadcasting Union
establish the transmission standards.
Of course digital, whether IBOC or
DRM, is now around the corner and
requiring its own and new transmission
standards. But as long as analog AM
exists, Ithink the discussion above is
valid.
George Woodard is the former vice
president of engineering for Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty. He resides in
McKinney, Texas.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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The world's best-sounding POTS codec.

At Telos, we're obsessed with quality audio. We were the first to marry DSP with
broadcast phone hybrids to achieve clean, clear caller audio. We invented Zephyr,
Earth's most popular way to send CD-quality audio over ISDN. And now our DSP
experts have built the best-sounding POTS codec ever — Zephyr Xport.
Instead of proprietary algorithms, we chose MPEG-standard aachus®, the same
coding used by XM Satellite Radio, Digital Radio Mondiale, Minnesota Public Radio,
Apple Computer and many others to deliver superior audio at low bit rates. (
An
optional ISDN interface lets Xport connect to Zephyr Xstream with Low- Delay MPEG
AAC, or with nearly all third- party ISDN codecs using G.722.)
There's no need for a studio-side POTS line. Your studio's Zephyr Xstream
receives Xport's POTS calls via its existing ISDN line, eliminating the cost of a
second POTS codec and delivering smooth, clear digital audio to your listeners.
And Xport makes unexpected modem re-training extinct thanks to custom DSP
algorithms that extract stable performance from even marginal phone lines. Xport
gives you surprisingly clean 15 kHz remote audio at bit rates as low as 19 kbps.
No wonder clients tell us Zephyr Xport is the world's best-sounding POTS codec.
But don't take their word for it — hear it for yourself.
Zephyr Xport: It's all about the audio.

Two- input mixer with sweetening by

Ethernet port isn't just for remote

Xport's

Omnia, switchable Phantom power,

control: feed PCM audio right into

and send / receive headphone mix
make life on the road easy.

the codec from

MPEG AAC deliver superb fidelity.
G 722 coding enables connections

any WindowsT"

laptop. Great for newsies on the go.

aacPlus and

Low- Delay

with 3rd- party codecs, too.

Xport

lets

you

easily

send

and

receive audio using a cell phone
headset jack. Gives a whole new
meaning to the phrase " phoning it in."

AUDIO INETWORKS
telos-systerns corn

Telos, the Telos logo, Zephyr and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. aacPlus is a trademark of Coding Technologies, Inc Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corp
All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. 0 2005, TLS Corporation.

AM Antenna Solutions
LBA Technology . Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units
phasing systems. multiplexers AM
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level

RF Components

LBA Tunipole
Folded Unipole Systems

We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide to --

AGC-Auto Network-MarkersZoom-Import/Export MP3

Reach further sound better!

Fast, Rock- Solid
Voice- Phone Editing:
Control,News and
Production Rooms

Diplexer, Tnplexer and
Phasor Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

Available at your
roadcast distributor
206 842 5202 x203
w.audionlabs.com

Since 1963

Teficinc, Diaf-Up Remoie Control

raduga.automation
Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required
NEW! Just Released v3.8
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand

CucultWerkes
Sicon-8
Introducing the First Totally New Talking Remote Control Design in Over a Decade!!

D•

Voice recordable technology

Up to 5alarms per channel

D

Internet capable

Cell-phone interface

•Complete Automation Systems Available

8channels metering, status, & control

Audio pass-through

•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $ 259

Expandable up to 16 channels

•For AU Stations, All Formats
•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations
•Plays All Audio File Formats

•Music Libraries Available

D

...Did we mention FREE SUPPORT

Raduga Software

Download your FREE Demo Today
nnew.raduga.nethw.htm
(513) 887.0714

LBA

3400 Tupper Drive Greenville, NC 27834
800-522-4464 252 757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@LbaJroup.com / www Lbagroup corn

Low as S149* Buyout

D

Free GUI software to monitor your
site & program the Sicon-8

2heavy-duty SPDT relays per charnel
Self-calibrating, auto- ranging meters

D x-10

capability for additional control

Learn how the Sicon-S can help you

cw

take control at wwwcircuitwerkes.com
CircuitWerlegs Inc. - 2805 NIVV 6th StrFEL Gaine5ville. Florida 32609. LtStk.

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

352-335-6595
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LPFM Finds DJ in Automatronix

29

program has six hot keys you can program in sound effects, jingles or anything else you want. Even though we
don't use this feature, Automatronix
can be set up for satellite reception.

WJTW Likes System's Auto-Repeat, Auto-Random
Modes for Rotation of Music, Station IDs, Promos
by Tom Boyhan
President
WJTVI/ILIn
This article was to appear in the
automation Buyer's Guide, Oct. 26,
2005.
JUPITER, Fla. When Iwas planning
the construction of WJTW(LP), Iknew
Iwouldn't have a chance of operating
the station successfully without some
kind of aradio automation program. In

A

promos and spots. The event window is
the portion of the program that allows
you to do this. For instance, you can set
your spots to run at acertain time once a
week, once aday or once an hour.
You also can set up random files,
which is a great feature because it
allows you to rotate spots, sweepers or
station promos. For instance, we have
about 30 station promos and we put
them into arandom file. When it's time
to play one, the computer reaches into
the file and selects one at random.

nother nice feature is the internal silence
sensor. You can set a time from one

second to 60 seconds. If the computer stops
playing, the silence lasts for whatever time
you've set. It then triggers the next song.

that respect, Iwasn't unique. Few lowAnother nice feature is the internal
powered FM stations can afford to pay
silence sensor. You can set atime from
a full-time staff or muster the necesone second to 60 seconds, and if the
sary volunteers to run on a full-time
computer stops playing, the silence
basis. So when Istarted planning in
will only last for whatever time you've
earnest, Iknew the automation system
set the sensor. It will then trigger the
was going to be perhaps the most
important component.
As Ibegan researching systems, I
decided that whichever one Iselected, it
was going to have to be easy to run, flexible enough to make the station sound as
though it were live and inexpensive. The
Automatronix
system
from
JT
Communications satisfied each criterion.
Ilooked at anumber of other systems,
from the extremely inexpensive — under
$100 — to the extremely expensive —
$15,000. Obviously, the more expensive
the system the more features it has. But
Automatronix had the most bang for my
buck.

People
News

Download and go
I am not a technical person, so
many of the systems Itried to use
turned out to be far too complex. And
honestly I almost gave up on the
Automatronix system in the beginning,
because before you can run this program you need to make a simple
change in the Date, Time, Language
and Region Options of your computer.
But in a call to Jim Trapani at JT
Communications, he talked me
through it in two minutes.
After that, running the program was
easy. Download your music to the hard
drive and you're up and running. The
system comes with alittle program that
allows you to tag your songs, so the
computer knows when asong has ended
and triggers the next one.
Being able to play music is great, but
you also need to be able to play your
station identifications, sweepers, station

Tell us about your job change or new
hire. Send news and photos via e-mail to
radioworld@ itnaspub.com.
Joe Torsitano was promoted to director of engineering for syndicator Talk Radio
Network
in
Central Point,
Ore. He joined
TRN in July as
a staff engineer
after leaving
Educational
Media Foundation ( K-LOVE
Joe Torsitano
& Air 1 Radio
Networks) in June.
Gary Bluhm was named director of
engineering
for WCPN(FM)
in
Cleveland.
NextMedia Group Inc. hired Wes
Davis as corporate engineer. He had been

Kathy Greene, production supervisor for WSW, and the Automatronix system.
next song.
There are many nice features in this
program that give you flexibility. You
can run the program in Manual, Live
Assist, Auto-once, Auto-Repeat, AutoRandom and Talk Show modes. Irun the
program most of the time in either AutoRepeat or Auto-Random.
In the Auto- Repeat setting, it will
play your song list from beginning to
end, then go back to the beginning and
start over. In the Auto-Random, it will
do the same thing as Auto- Repeat,
except that when it gets to the end it
scrambles the songs and then goes back
to the beginning and starts over. The

I've found the Automatronix program
to be not only easy for me to use, but
easy to teach to others. When you have
to rely on part-time volunteers who
come and go, such asystem saves aton
of time. Most people are shocked when I
tell them we run the station 24/7 with
just myself and two or three part-time
volunteers.
With a limited budget on which to
build our low- powered FM station,
Automatronix was abargain at $399.
For more information, contact JT
Communications in Florida at ( 352)
236-0744 or visit www.jtcomms.
corn.

chief
engineer
with
Cumulus
Broadcasting.
Broadcast Electronics appointed Rex
Niekamp product manager for BE
Transport Products. He had been in
charge of tower and antenna equipment
for Dielectric Communications.
360 Systems appointed Philip Cox as
executive vice president. Prior to joining
the company. he worked for CalAmp,
Signal Technology and M/A Corn where
he held senior
management
positions.
Paul Miraldi
was named VP of
marketing
for
Clear Channel's
Online Music and
Radio Division.
He had been director of marketing
for Clear Channel
Paul Miraldi
New
York's
WHTZ(FM) Z100 and WAXQ(FM)
Q104.3.
Prophet Systems Innovations promoted Diana Stokey to market manager. She joined the company in 2000,
and has worked as marketing coordinator and later assistant marketing
manager.
Paul Harvey received the Presidential
Medal of Freedom. President Bush honored him and 13 other recipients at a
White House ceremony Nov. 8.
Patrick Conde joined Burk
Technology as director of operations. He
had been district manager of customer
service at Imag,istics International.

Beth
Webb
was promoted to
director of Portable People Meter
Research
for
Arbitron. She
had been manager
of PPM methods
and analysis.
Harris Corp.
added three district sales managers
to
its
Domesic Radio
Field Sales Team.
Lynn
Turner
manages sales
within the midAtlantic region.
Lyle Garrison
serves customers
in Texas and
Oklahoma. Andy
Cole manages
sales within five
states
in
the
southern U.S.
Todd Johnson
was appointed
director of corporate quality assurance for ERI. He
had been director
of technology and
was responsible
for new process
implementation at
Hydro Aluminum
facilities in the
U.S.

Patrick Conde

Lynn Turner

Todd Johnson
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Expand your skills, knowledge and resources

as a

Christian Communication Professional
working at astudio, radio or TV station...

Media Pastor

pulling together weekly productions, or

Producer

developing programming content...

Senior Staff juggling the challenges of amedia ministry and watching the bottom- line...

NRB Exposition

eScbealf-if/e
Thursday, February
7:00pm

The Convention is only half of the attraction. NRB's
award-winning Exposition is avibrant marketplace of
nearly 300 vendors. Browse 140,000 square feet of

6

exhibit space and find the vital tools and services you

Reach 2006 Conference

No one brings together equipment manufacturers for sideby-side demonstrations like you will see in the NRB TECH
LAB! The new NRB Technology Committee in partnership
with noted systems integrator TV Magic brings you another

need to expand your ministry.
Friday, February 17
9:00am - 5:00pm

Reach 2006 Educational Sessions

9:00 ni - 9:7.0 pm

Women in Christian Media
Conference

year of Tech Lab with some great new features. Participate

BOOT CAMPS

in three days of hands-on product demonstrations, industry
specific labs, Q&A panel discussions with respected ministry

Saturday, February 18

leaders, plus get connected with other staff from some of

9:00am - 2:30pm

3oot Camps

the largest media ministries in the country.

12:00pm

Women's Luncheon

3:00pm

iNRB Group Meeting / Mixer

4:00pm

iNRB Al Sanders Paper Presentation

for you! Each year NRB hosts full day "Boot Camps" that

your own facility and bring you up to par with today's

4:00pm - 5:00pm

First-Timers Orientation

dig deeply into the details of asubject that you need to

demanding production requirements. From production to

5:00pm - 6:30pm

Industry Awards Reception

know more about. Topics this year include:

editing to new distribution models, discover what is new

7:00pm

Opening General Session

and how advances may enhance what you are offering and

9:00pm

Receptions: Radio, TV, International,
Church Media & HNRB

TV/Fil m:

See side- by-side comparisons of cameras, video editing
suites, and other system components that will enhance

improve your position in ministry.

e
7

2006

Innovative Media Corference

4111
el."
.
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An exciting new event that will co-locate with the annual
NRB Convention. It's all about ENCOUNTER—bringing you
face to face with the plans, projects, and people who are
shaping the media world for the next generation. During
an intense three days, we'll explore issues like culture
change, innovation, production, international broadcasting, strategic thinking, perception, and developing media
leaders for apost-modern culture.
A separate Reach 2006 registration is required. You can
register at www.reachconference.org or add this to your
Full NRB Convention registration at adiscount.

INNOVATION
EXCHANGE
Aprobiem solving dialogue

Have you ever attended alecture and been frustrated
because one hour is just not enough time to really
understand asubject? Then NRB 2006 is the right place

9:30am

Worsh p Service

12:03pm - 6:00pm

Exhibits Open

12:00pm - 6:00pm

NRB Tech Lab

1:00om

TV Program Showcase

3:00pm - 5:00pm

Job Fair

8:00pm - 1ODOpm

Aspire 2006

Monday, February 20
9:00arn - 6:00pm

Exhibits

9:00am - 6:00pm

NRB Tech Lab

9:00am - 10:15am

Educational Sessions

10:30am - 11:45am

Educational Sessions

12:00pm

Innovation Exchange

'_) pen

2:30pm - 3:45pm

Educational Sessions

4:00pm - 5:15pm

Super Session

6:00pm

Numerous Affiliate Everts

7:00pm - 9:00pm

iNRB Student Awards Banquet

Radio/CMB:
Internet:

Exhibit-;

9:00am - 4:00pm

NRB Tech Lab

9:00am - 10:15am

Educational Sessions

10:30m - 11:45am

Educational Sessions

The peer- led session features dozens of small groups meet-

12:00pm

Global Media Alliance
Luncheon

most pressing issues facing communicators and ministry

2:30pm - 3:45pm

Etfucational Session

leaders. It's brainstorming with acapital B, and you don't

4:00pm - 5: 5pm

Super Session

want to miss it. Come with asituation, leave with asolution!

7:00pm

Banquet

Shaping Your Station's Image

Extreme Makeover: Tips and Tools To
Enhance Ycur Web Ministry

All day Monday and Tuesday you will have over 40 educational sessions covering awide spectrum of topics to
sharpen your skills and knowledge in communications.
Here is just abrief sampling of what we have in store
for you:
•Ten Things Before You Launch A Media Ministry
•The Power Of Pitching: Makng Your Dream
Their Dream
•Christian Ra dio - The True Alternative
•Before Yo .1Roll Tape - The Brains Behind the
Camera
•PR Makeover: Using Creative Techniques to
Increase Your Visibility
•Branding Your Identity For Broadcast
•Management Buckets: The 20 Key " Buckets"
That Guarantee Organizational Success
•Radia: Spreading the Word Without Busting
Your Buddet
•THIS IS NOT ATEST! When Disaster Strikes
Your Market

Open

This is ahotbed of lively discussion and innovative thinking!

Documentaries - Storytelling Faith Testimonies

Educational Sessions

Tuesday, February 21
9:00am - 4:00pm

ing around aspectrum of topics relative to some of the

Beyond Hollywood: Independent
Filmmaking from aFaith Perspective

Churcl Mec la:

Sur day, February 19

(
l
- each

Full Day Intensive Boot Camps

•

or Aiftlier details or to register, visit www.nrb.or

cony or call- 703-330-7000
-
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Create Video
For the Web
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casts as part of their membership. As a
result, there's no longer any question as to
whether consumers will pay to get the podcasts they want, Meier said: "Some con-

Is There aCase for Podcasting?
Commercial and Public Radio Stations
Hope for a Bigger Payoff Down the Road
by James Careless

Page 34
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mances and artist interviews.
For example, on the Web site for New
• »Mows Punçatchei
Now that the initial glow is wearing
York's WHTZ(FM), Clear Channel offers
41111111111ffl» Qâ X Pultcat h
off podcasting, more broadcasters are
interviews with Sean Paul and Ricky
e4et Puticiecuu. tít P HURf
asking about the business case for this
Martin. In line with the company's online
•
KCRWS podc a
also availate oirecdy ¿ la Wu
new tool. Is it possible to make podcaststrategy, these interviews are offered as
Here is a direct lux
t(CRItrs drums Podcast page
ing pay? Or is it just ahigh-tech black
downloads, streaming audio and podcasts.
hole that drains cash from abottom line?
Despite this multifaceted approach to
KCRIN ofters podcasts
sessions perfonnel by ursagned and
Vie mg we
independent artists on «wrin g eincom,, ideate Now podcastirg kale Ead. Ai
Not surprisingly, various people and
online distribution, Clear Channel does
aOw Video Wed
Nor1r Lir.
r aid Gang of Four.
companies have different answers.
see podcasting as "avery unique proposiPodcast it from ague or copy thrsiln. fir% irlo yourpo•casi pwagram
Broadcasters, it seems, are feeling their
tion," said Gerrit Meier, senior vice presiKCRW Podcasts feature
way around the business case for poddent and general manager of Clear
the savviest and sassiest
voices in broadcasting and
casting, trying to divine the approach that
Channel Online Music and Radio.
ioumalism From the 2004
will make this phenomenon profitable.
"We can take the business model that
and 2005 Pulitzer Pare
winning critics for
we've already developed for on-air and
automobile and film
Bullish
online, and simply adapt it to fit a rnticisrn to weekly political
analysis by four pluggedan
Clear Channel knows that Web fans
portable time-shifted format. This means
pundits on Left. Right &
Center From 2005 LA
want more than what's available on air;
that we can insert ads into the content,
Press Club entertainment
otherwise they'd be sticking to live radio.
and sell those ads to sponsors." At preMoreover, "The number of people listensent, Clear Channel stations are selling KCRM site invites visitors to install apodcasting application: You can download
ing to radio online has grown fivefold
"pod spots" by themselves or packaged
KCRW's very own Pubcatcher, which gives you one-click subscription to any of
over the past five years," stated Clear
with other media.
our podcasts and comes with adirectory of other public radio podcasts."
Channel Radio John Hogan ayear ago in
Clear Channel isn't the only radio
acorporate news release, so "it's time to
media group selling pod spots; so is
Cridland, Virgin Radio's head of New
sumers already are." The trick will be to get
step up our programming."
Virgin Radio in the UK.
Media strategic development. As aresult,
them to do so for awide range of podcasts.
he said, "all our podcasts are profitable."
Pod spots may be just the beginning;
Selling the package
e can take the business model that
the popularity of the Clear Channel podLike many news/talk stations,
casts posted on Apple's iPod-centric
WTOP(AM) in Washington is offering a
we've already developed for on-air
www.itunes.com — over 4 million downmix of news headlines and short interloads in a recent four- month period —
views on its podcasts. Although only
and online, and simply adapt it to fit a
has inspired the radio group to start
available for afew months, "these podthinking big. We're not just talking sponcasts have gained enough popularity to
portable time-shifted format.
sorships; Meier believes that podcast
get the attention of the sales department,"
consumers will actually pay for the consaid Steve Dolge, director of Internet
— Gerrit Meier
tent they want.
operations for Bonneville International
Clear Channel Online Music and Radio
"Absolutely," he told Radio World.
Corp., which owns WTOP and three oth"What remains to be worked out are the
er DC radio stations.
deals with the music industry. They still
"If we can begin to make money off
This explains why the company has
"We have monetized podcasts from our
have to decide what they want to charge
podcasting, it won't be such a novelty
been posting special content for the more
very first podcast, with ` podvertising'
for this content."
anymore."
than 400 Clear Channel stations that offer
from large brand names like MasterCard,
In fact, paid subscribers to the Rush
WTOP's plan is to aggregate all of its
audio streaming, such as in- studio perforthe UK government and Bose," said James
Limbaugh Web site get access to Rush podSee PODCAST. page 32
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Ever wish you could just move the post?
Program logs can't map out the surprises in your broadcast day. But serving your listeners means
getting severe weather bulletins, Amber alerts, and other breaking events on the air immediately.
Audio Time Manager lets you insert important, unplanned content into a network show and still
have it end on time. No more make-goods. No more returning '
already in

progress.'

content. No listener whiplash!
If you can press two buttons, you can make extra time
when you need it. With audio quality so transparent
it will amaze you.
Move the post instead of crashing into it.
Contact us and take Audio Time Manager

e-

•

10:51:1
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for a test drive.

25- SEVEN SYSTEMS, INC. BOSTON, MA • ( 888)-257-2578 • WWW.25-SEVEN.COM

No loss of
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Infinity's Podcasting Laboratory
'Open Source' Station in San Francisco Finds
Lots of Content, If Not Yet Many Listeners
by James Careless
It's been more than a half-year since
Infinity Broadcasting converted San
Francisco's KYCY(AM) to KYOURADIO, dumping its syndicated news talk
format in favor of listener-submitted podcasts.
Since then, Bay Area listeners and
surfers who log onto www.kyouradio.com
have been hearing an eclectic range of
programming, all of it produced for free
by podcast enthusiasts.

Manager Stephen Page. "But now I've
gotten to the point where Ican pick and
choose, sometimes by asking people who
have submitted good shows in the past to
do more, sometimes by stumbling across
creative podcasts and asking their producers if they want to get involved."
And then there are those shows that podcasters submit directly to the station site; at
last count, Page estimated that he had "over
9,000 people signed up to listen to the
online stream and about 2,000 offering to
produce content."

when it should be played," Page said.
KYOURADIO also has a staff of
lawyers and screeners who audition the
podcasts for legalities and content.
The process starts with the lawyers in
Washington: "They listen for libelous/
defamatory content, and items that could
cause problems with the FCC," Page
said. Once the podcasts get legal
4.
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between music and spoken-word

programming, but the balance soon tilted

THE LINEUP
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shorter, the nights longer and the
holidays will be upon us soon: It's
as good a time as any to sit and take
stock. For me this exercise usually
requires a trip up to Public Storage
to see just exactly what I'm paying
for every month. My storage
problems aside, Ifeel this is also a
on recent developments that have

p:TÇPOL
e

Part of the logic behind an all-podcasting station is to minimize staff costs, and
Infinity has certainly accomplished this at
"KYOU." Besides Page and an assistant
who integrate the podcasts into acoherent broadcast day — supplemented by
some paid infomercials on the AM to
help pay the bills —KYOURADIO's
staff consists of "seven board operators
who make sure everything gets played

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
fle11111wx-er

Many Happy Returns.
"Your promotions work great for us, it's a real easy way to pick
up extra revenue & they sound great!'" ( IL)
"So far, we have sold 29 packages at $ 500 each. When our clients
are happy, we are even happier!!! The best investment we have
made...has been with Grace Broadcast Sales." ( FL)

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
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Last Spring when we launched
''OURADIO there were a number of
unknowns In play. Of primary
concern was the amount of
Now Playing:
Information people would be willing
11 31 urn
to give up during the registration
process. As a rule Idon't like to
register for anything so why should
you be any different? Besides, how
many passwords can one person be
expected to remember? With that in

4.14
Playing Next:
12 00 pm
ntgrmaggnell
[

mind I'm hoping you'll appreciate
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approval from Infinity, they are shared
among three "screeners" who work out of
their homes — two in San Francisco and
one in New York.
"The screeners act as another set of
ears and review the shows for me, to
tell me what they think works and what
doesn't."
Should apodcast pass these two hurdles, Page has the option of scheduling it.
Music rules

When Page came to KYOURADIO
after 20 years in radio and seven
in online music, his goal was to strike a
50/50 balance between music and spokenword programming. However, the balance

.

MAT

To say the least, the music lineup is
varied. On the day this article was written, for instance, it included world beat,
rock, Celtic, Japanese hip-hop, jazz and
Latin, to name afew.
This said, KYOURADIO/KYOURadio.com does have some interesting talk
shows, at least judging by their program
notes.
For instance, Dan Klass' "Bitterest Pill"
podcast features "The tale of aman, his
trusty broom and avicious marsupial,"
while Rowland Cutler's "DarkCompass"
features aLondoner "who records commentaries as he heads to and from work,"
Page said. "It seems to ramble at first, but
See KYOU, page 33
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www.gracebroadcast.com

G> Digital

Maims SenseMakes Dollars, too.

It's that time of year. The days are

good time to bnng you up to speed
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Sound Ideas for Building Businessw

cline

taken place at KYOURADIO.

heavily in music's favor.

Not all of the shows have been by
unknowns; for instance, the music history
podcast "Rock 50 With Mike Stark" is
co-hosted by Black Sabbath drummer
Bill Ward, described by www.playlistmag.com as being "a good deal more
articulate than Ozzy."
"When KYOU took to the airwaves, I
initially had to take what Icould get,"
said KYOU/KYOURadio.com Station

1117.1e1)
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Lts TEN tiVE
age expected to strike a 50/50 balance

soon tilted heavily in music's favor.
Today, he estimates that only 20 percent
of KYOURADIO's podcasts are spokenword.
"It is much easier for someone to sit
by a microphone and say a few words
punctuated by their favorite songs,
than it is for them to simply talk into
the mic and say anything that is of real
interest to anyone else," Page said.
"This is why we are doing so much
music programming; which we pay full
rights for, by the way."

• Accurate weather forecasts 24/7
• Totally automated - no dubbing
• Works great with satellite or
voice-tracked stations
• Perfect for local sponsorship
For information
visit www.digitalweatherman.com
or call 800-391-5726

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio WorldS readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Claudia at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Podcast
Continued from page 3I

podcasts into a single advertising package, then sell the sponsorship to asingle
exclusive advertiser.
"The sponsor's name and message
will be at the opening of every podcast
we do," said WTOP Business
Development Manager John Meyer. The
cost would be $7,500 a month for the
entire package. To put this price in perspective, "a rotating banner ad on our
Web site goes for $ 1,500 aweek," Meyer
said. To sweeten the deal, WTOP intends
to include access to its audio archives on
its podcast page.
"The sales department is really excited about this package," Meyer said. Time
will tell if sponsors feel the same way.
As a non-profit NPR affiliate,
KCRW(FM) in Los Angeles has adif-

ferent take on the podcasting business
case. Managers see it as a way to
increase access to potential listeners,
which could eventually boost fundraising revenues.
"It takes an average of three years'
listening to public radio before someone
is persuaded to donate money to the
station," said KCRW Assistant General
Manager Jennifer Ferro. With KCRW
delivering 100,000 podcast downloads
daily through www.kcrw.com and
iTunes, Ferro is hopeful that many podcast listeners will stick around for the
long term and one day start supporting
KCRW.
"What really made the difference to
our numbers was when we started to be
posted on www.itunes.com," she said.
"It's not just amatter of reach; thanks to
iTunes, we're no longer being marginalized as 'public radio.' People are paying
attention to us because of our content,
not because of who our network is." •
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Arbitron 's Big Secret:
Ken and Linda
by Ken R.
Well, they paid us; but they didn't pay
us much.
Just a couple of crisp George
Washingtons for my wife and myself. But
if you ever wondered who filled ut those
Arbitron diaries upon which careers can
skyrocket or crash, now you know: Ken
and Linda.
My adventure started with aphone call
from a polite woman who wanted to
know if we would participate in aratings.
survey in our area, Toledo, Ohio. We are
the 84th largest market according to the
Arbitron Web site.
My first question to her was, "Do you
care if Iwrite for one of the leading radio
publications in the free world?" But
before Icould elaborate on the universal
domination of Radio World, she told me
she absolutely did not care, as long as I
didn't work for aradio station or advertiser. Very well!
She told she would send us two
diaries. Then she stressed how important
it was that we write down everything we
listened to and return the postage-paid
surveys.
After Iagreed, we got a letter from
Arbitron telling us how important it was
to send in our diaries. Then aguy called
to make sure we were going to send in
those diaries. Three days after Imailed
them in, we got apostcard telling us to
make sure and send in the diaries.
Do you think Arbitron might have had
some teensy compliance issues in the
past?
Compared to high-def TV shows starring the talented Jessica Simpson and cell
phones with ring tones featuring rappers
shouting " answer the damn phone,"
Arbitron's methodology is surprisingly
low-tech. Iknow Arbitron continues to
test the space-age Portable People Meter,
but for now pencil and paper are all that
are required.
The diaries arrived at our house within
afew days. My wife and Ifilled them in at

KYOU
Continued from page 32

after awhile it gets hypnotic. You feel like
you're sitting next to him in the Tube:'
Results
When it comes to podcast content, Page
has an unlimited supply available to him.
But what are his resources like when it
comes to actual listeners? That's something
else.
Based on hits at www.kyouradio.com,
"We've got anywhere from 300 to 400 people listening at atime," he says. As for onair audience? At press time Page was waiting for the summer ratings to come out, but
admitted that he wouldn't be surprised if
KYOU didn't show up in the book.
"That itself would not be abig deal,"
Page said. "KYCY(AM) didn't show up in
its last three ratings sweeps:'
Page said Infinity relied on word of
mouth and occasional media coverage for
promotion of the station — due not to tight
budgets but afear of alienating the podcast
community by promoting KYOURADIO
aggressively. However, he said, "Iam start-

the end of our week; we just didn't have
time or energy to do it daily. Inoticed that
Linda was not good with call letters but
was excellent at remembering dial posi-
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go. It just doesn't get any simpler.
And, becaw.e it's HHB,
doesil get any bette

Lion, as that is what is visible on her car
radio display. Iwrote down call letters and
air personality names. While Iam sure
Arbitron will look at all the data we
entered, Iwanted to make it easy for them.
In addition to requesting our listening
habits for aweek, Arbitron asked several
"nosy- noodle" extra credit questions
about our age, income and several other
topics. Because our names were not on
the diaries, Arbitron couldn't tie the
information to us directly.
We filled in everything completely,
trying to be good citizens. It felt good to
give credit to our favorite shows and talk
hosts.
Ithink this experience must be alittle
like going to the polls at election time.
We may be only two of the 350,000 people living in Toledo, but every vote
counts.
And yes, we mailed the darned diaries
in.
Ken R. was paid four dollars to fill out
his diary, which is coincidentally exactly
what he earned per hour during his early
radio career •
ing to get e-mails from people who tuned
across the AM band in San Francisco,
become intrigued with aparticular podcast
and then stuck with us:'
Fortunately for KYOU, the money
brought in by its remaining infomercials is
enough to keep the station marginally profitable. This means Infinity has time to figure out how "monetize podcast content"
over the long term, said Page.
Also, as aresult of this station's podcasting experience, he said, KYOURADIO
"has become an R&D laboratory for
Infinity stations in general. For instance,
the podcasts that are now running on
Infinity's talk stations are adirect result of
lessons learned at KYOURadio.com. Now
we're doing the same kind of groundbreaking work for other Infinity stations. It has
got to the point that, when an Infinity programmer has aquestion about podcasting,
they give us acall."
Page is optimistic about the operation's
chances, given the continually expanding
popularity of podcasting.
"When Apple started linking podcasts
on their iTunes web site, it really pushed
the medium up anotch:' he said. "Now
that Yahoo is offering adirectory of podcasts, it's leaped up alevel again."

e

•World's first digital recording
microphone
• .1GB flash :memory records over
18 hours of audio
•High qua
Sennheiser
omri-directi Dnal concenser
micipophcne capsule
•Stra ghtfcrward, intuit ' eopera
with ea ;y USB transter of data to
PC/Mac far editing
•High-quz Ity ' Wear or MPEG
recc rding 1128-384 kbps)

2

•Greater than 6hours battery life
fron

2 X AA

cells

•LCD dis Dzy fortime. evel and
status informeion
•o - -oseconds adjusta Die
pre- record buffer
•Switchable high pass fi'
•Record tine remain ng indi`
with low time warning
•Rugged constriction quality

Di.rtributed in the JSA and Len An-erica by:
Sennheiser Etectro ic Corp,.
JSA • T. I: %0-434-419) • Fax: 860-43.-1759 • ww.v.hhtusa.cont
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Get Video to the Web in aFlash
by Joe Dysart
Used to be, creating Web video was a
laborious process requiring deep technical
knowledge, great patience, aflair for tweaking and hours — if not days — of production time. Consequently, many businesses
shied away from adding video to their sites,
concluding that while the medium represented apowerful communications and

Visual Communicator Studio 2, by
Serious Magic (www.seriousmagic.corn)
($279): A few years back, Visual
Communicator set the standard on quickand-easy Web video, and it has never
looked back. Wmner of multiple awards, the
software can be used to shoot and upload a
simple video to the Web in about 10 minutes once you get the hang of it. One of the

ished video. Some basic background graphics are included with the package.
Ultra 2, by Serious Magic (www.seriousmagic.com) ($495): An add-on product to
Visual Communicator, Ultra 2 is acollection of elegant virtual background sets you
can use in videos shot with agreen screen
backdrop. You've seen the effect on TV,
people appearing to be reporting anews sto-

iLife ' 05
Suite,
from
Apple
(www.apple.com/ilife) ($79): For posting
quick videos to the Web, you'll be most
interested in the iMovie HD component of
this suite.
Essentially, the module enables you to
load in raw video, which automatically adds
transitions between your video clips, and
will lay down amusic soundtrack as well, if
you'd like. A selection of background music
is available from the packages iTunes
library. And if you want to spend alittle
more time with your piece, you can add
additional effects, modify transitions and
add additional sound and/or music.

Visual Communicator 2
Inform
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marketing tool, the learning curve was too
steep.
No more.
With the latest round of Web video
authoring programs available under $500, a
person with abasic knowledge of the PC
can shoot and upload aprofessional-looking
video to aWeb site in about 10 minutes.
As you might imagine, the implication of
this ease of entry is substantial. For the first
time, an everyday PC user at astation can
now shoot and post Web video talent messages, press releases, breaking station news,
company exec speeches, employee orientations films, worker safety tutorials and any
number of other audio/video media that
until now has simply been too cumbersome
for most.
Plus, there's agood chance you'll find
Web video will add more to your station's
site than just flash. Chances are, people will
notice, and get more excited about the station.
"We usually see agood response on the
phones when we post avideo on the Web,"
said Nick Upton, digital media program
manager for Jefferson- Pilot stations
KSON(FM) and KIFM(FM) in San Diego.
"We've been doing it for about ayear." The
company's KBZT(FM) in the same market
has posted videos of in-studio appearances
by top hands.

W

KBZT(FM) is adding sizzle to its
site with videos of in-studio
performances by top bands.
o-
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KYSR(FM) posts videos of DJ clowning.

reasons the software is so fast is that once
you're done with aproduction, you can simply save it as aWindows Media or similar
audio/video file, highlight that file and
upload the finished video onto your Web
site.
Another reason the software is easy to
use is its onscreen teleprompter. Instead
of fumbling in front of aPC camera with
apaper script, you can load your script
into the software, and read what you have
to say off an onscreen teleprompter in

e usually see a good response
on the phones when we post

a video on the Web.

— Nick Upton
Clear Channel's KIIS(FM) in Los
Angeles had been experimenting with the
medium, featuring videos of some on-air
clowning by DJ JoJo; its KYSR(FM) in
Burbank offers more DJ clowning. Infinity
AM station WBBM in Chicago offers video
clips from CBS 2News.
If you're looking to experiment with
your own videos on your station site, here's
asampling of the latest software tools that
will help you to make it happen:

ShowandTell Pro 3.2, from Soj7'V
(www.softv.net) ($499): ShowAndTell was
designed with one purpose in mind: to
enable non-technical users to combine a
PowerPoint slide presentation with audio

It_4417a

Serious Magic provides software
designed to create and upload
video to the Web in minutes.

camcorder to your PC, this is another barebones, get-it-to-the-Web as fast as possible
product Dazzle come with its own software
package — Pinnacle Studio Quickstart —
which enables you to put together basic
videos in minutes, and upload those miniproductions to the Web.
You may want to use this product in
concert with Blaze Media Pro
(www.blazemp.com/blaze_media_pro.asp)
($50), a video format converter that
enables you to convert digital video into
most of the formats used on the Web.

real time. The software also comes with
hundreds of customizable graphics,
effects, titles music and templates you
can use to give your production a finished look.
Another major perk is the software's
background replacement module. With this
feature, as long as you shoot with the manufacturer-supplied green screen as abackdrop, Visual Communicator will let you
drop anew, virtual background into the tin-
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At WBBB visitors can download
up-to-the-minute news videos.

ry from the moon when they're actually
standing in astudio in New York.
Ultra 2enables you to achieve the same
sleight-of-hand, using its virtual background
libraries. For example, if your office furniture is looking alittle dingy, you can use
Ultra 2to drop in the backdrop of aFortune
500 comer office. The package comes with
three background set libraries, which
include ahorrendously well-appointed conference room, complete with city skyline; a
set of amajor network-like TV talk show;
dramatic inside shots of aworld-class museum, and the like.

voice narration that can be published to the
Web in minutes. No post-production is necessary. The software can be programmed to
keep PowerPoint slides moving in sync with
your voice.

Additional Resources: If you'd like to get
afeel for the spectrum of Web video on the
Web, check out podcast Alley (
www.podcastalley.com). It's asuper-directory of Web
video representing virtually every interest
area. Podcast Alley will list any Web video
in its directory, including company news
and/or marketing messages.
Another resource is asmall directory of
video-to-Web software that is maintained by
Vlog It, by Serious Magic (www.seriousRealNetworks (
www.realnetworks.com/
magic.com) ($99): While still in development, this product promises to be the perproducts/mediapublisher/index.html). As
fect solution to companies looking to add a one of the Web's major audio/video formats, RealNetworks has avested interest in
little video to their corporate blogs. Vlog It
will essentially be astripped-down version
showing non-technical people how to get
video up to the Web as fast, and as effortof Visual Communicator 2. You won't get
lessly, as possible. Thus this heads-up direcas many frills and special effects, and for the
tory.
purposes of your corporate blog, you probaJoe Dysart is an Internet speaker and
bly won't need them. Vlog It will specificalbusiness consultant based in Thousand
ly target corporate communicators who
need to get information and breaking news
Oaks, Calif E-mail him at joe@
joedysart.com.
to the Web in minutes.
Found a useful online resource that
Dazzle DVC90, by Pinnacle Systems
would benefit fellow readers? Tell RW
about it. Write to radioworld@
(www.pinnaclesys.com) ($ 79): A highimaspub.com.
speed video cable that connects any video
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Political Lessons for Radio Ws
It was boring, so Izoned out. A politician had come to agroundbreaking event at
my synagogue. He was agood speaker but
the material was dry. How many things can
one say about constructing abuilding?
However, after his speech, he began circulating through the crowd. Ifound this
part fascinating.
I'm watching an incumbent U.S.
Congressman taking time out of what must
be an incredibly busy day to focus on individuals who may not even be affiliated with
his party.
Iwaited my turn to have the experience
of speaking with him. When he approached
me, he shook my hand firmly, introduced
himself and waited politely to hear my
name. Then, with totally believable interest,
he used my name at least once during our
60-second conversation. He did not take his
eyes off me even though there were others
standing by to speak to him.
Ithanked him for attending and asked
him where he was off to next. He replied,
with abig smile, that he had three more
similar events to attend that Sunday afternoon. Saying goodbye to me, he moved on
to the next person.
Inever mentioned that Iworked in
media, nor did Igive him any reason to
think that Iwould even vote for him.
The experience blew me away. Why?
Because Ikept thinking about disc jockeys.
Jocks could learn a lot by watching
politicians work acrowd.
Let's start with politicians' main objective. What is it? They want to be liked and
remembered by whoever's around them.
This isn't so different than trying to get a
crowd to remember your station and "vote"
for you by filling out your call letters in an
Arbitron diary.
Crowds are won over by speakers who
are poised and articulate, who take the time
to mingle when possible.
You can also bet that when politicians
address the public at even asmall event,
they are prepared. Politicians don't show up
not knowing the crowd, the background
about the event or the points they're supposed to make. Unfortunately, DJs often
know little about the event they're working
or what the crowd may expect of them.
Some blame goes to promotion departments and program directors who send
their jocks somewhere without abriefing.
Great promotion departments do event
prep-sheets that detail everything about an
upcoming event, including what the DJ
should wear. And if the talent would take
the proactive route and ask for this information even when it isn't handed to them, it
would make for better business all around.
A politician would never go to abig
event and then hide. DJs commonly find
excuses for not mingling. Too often I've
found DJs hanging out backstage when
they should be out working the crowd.
Iworked with ajock who would spend
his assignment at ashow walking up to
people who were wearing station shirts or
hanging out near the broadcast booth, introducing himself and acting like he was the
host of abig party.
Self-isolation can also happen at small
sales appearances. Instead of being available to yak with listeners or with clients
who are fans of your format, D.% will often
relax in aback room or ensconce themselves behind acounter when they're not
behind aink. What awaste of time.
Many folks believe that working asmall
crowd also is awaste, but evidence points to

the contrary. Interacting with small groups
and knocking on doors gets politicians
elected. Word of mouth spreads fast among
people with whom DJs leave a good
impression.
Politicians rarely leave without trying to
close the deal. The speech or interaction
typically will end with them encouraging
you to vote for them in the next election, or
they'll talk about how you can become
involved in their political party or community activities.
DJs should do the same when leaving
their place in front of acrowd. They should
think of away to encourage people to listen.
If this doesn't come naturally to aDJ, someone from management should prompt him.

Promo Power

Speaking of acting naturally: Most of my
advice presumes that adisc jockey can relate
to people face-to-face. Irealize some just
can't handle live situations. They're comfortable behind amicrophone; take them out of
the studio and they become introverts.
However, there is hope. Many can
improve their performance through coaching, practice and observing professional
crowd-handlers.
Personal connection is everything when
it comes to the ballot box. Get your jocks to
connect with the crowds and those Arbitron
diary votes will come rolling in.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. E-mail him at marklapidus@
yahoo.com.
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Available now.
Enhanced data on your FM, HD Radio and Internet streams can
make your station more competitive. Only BE offers broadcasters
complete, fully functional and affordable data solutions. The Radio
Experience' is ascalable set of hardware, software and services
that make it easy to feed branding, program information, traffic
and weather... even content associated text ads and promotions.
Whether you want basic " now playing" RDS text, playlist related
e- commerce on your vvebsite or any of the dozens of data
possibilities, BE's got you covered!
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à Program Generation &
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Broadcast Electronics Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, IllinoÉ 62305-3606 U.S.A.
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcastebdcast.com
BroadcastElectronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks, and the radio experienŒ ar,c1 Total Radio Guar::ntee

are trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiguity Digital Corporation.
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What Got Your Neighbors in Trouble
Our Intrepid Legal Eagles Peruse
Recent FCC Fines Against Radio Stations
by Harry Cole and
R.J. Cluianzon

the side of the road. The FCC proceeded
to whack the licensee for $5,600 for the
fence violation.

also to be well painted and visible.
As one Alabama FM licensee has
learned, "well painted" and "visible" are
qualities that may vary from one observer
to the next. An FCC inspector checked
out the licensee's tower one day and concluded that it was neither well painted

Expensive fence
Robert Frost gave us the classic line:
"Good fences make good neighbors."
And the FCC takes that notion to heart.
We all know that transinision sites are
supposed to be securely fenced in, to
keep vulnerable and oblivious passersby
(or, worse, nuisance intruders) from
undue RF exposure. So you can understand the FCC's chagrin when acommission inspector called the contract engineer for an AM in Puerto Rico to advise
that the inspector would be stopping by
the transmitter later that day.
No problem, said the engineer; if you
need to access the tower, there's agap in
the fencing that you can slide through.
The admission that the fence was less
than secure may have been abad idea but
the issue became moot when the inspector arrived at the site and found the fence
gate completely removed and lying by
STATION

Photo by hob Kovacs

Schadenfreude.
According
to
Webster's it's a German term meaning
"enjoyment obtained from the troubles of
others."
We aren't ones to suggest that readers
get their kicks at the expense of colleagues; but often, valuable lessons may
be learned from travails of those less fortunate ... plus, sometimes it is pretty funny to read about the stuff that happens to
everybody else.
With that introduction, and with apologies and condolences to readers who may
have suffered the indignities described,
we offer abrief glimpse at some of the
fines and forfeitures issued by the FCC
over the last several months.

In asimilar though less extreme vein,
the commission fined a Richmond, Va.,
AM station $4,200. These folks at least
still had agate that was connected to the
rest of the fence, but they neglected to
include alock, making the site accessible
to the world at large.
The licensee argued that the lack o'
lock was limited to afour-day period, a
time frame so short as to not warrant any
penalty. The commission disagreed (and
then threw in an extra $ 2,400 fine
because the station had failed to reduce
nighttime power).
Clean record, faded paint
The FCC expects towers not only to be
protected from the great unwashed, but

nor properly visible. According to the
report, the orange and white paint was
"faded and chipped."
The licensee disagreed, pointing out
that the inspector's observations had been

0

should have registered it.
They check the FCC's database, find
no record of this particular tower and
write the licensee up for a $ 13,000 fine.
(Note that open or non-existent fencing
— exposing an unsuspecting public to
the horrors of excessive RF — triggers
fines in the $5,000 range, but afailure to
do the necessary paperwork with the
FCC, well, now we're talking serious
public interest problems worthy of twice
the fine. Go figure.)
This story, however, has ahappy ending, at least if you're the licensee in question. The station engineer rode to the rescue with an astute observation.
Sure, he acknowledged, the tower sections are each 10 feet in length — but
they interlock, with 3.5 inches of each
section nesting comfortably into the connecting section to keep the tower snugly
secure. So the total height of the tower
was not calculated by multiplying 20 (the
number of sections) by 10 (the number of
feet). Rather, the correct calculation produced aheight of 197 feet 5 inches, and
registration was not necessary.
A nifty save worth 13 grand.
Fines vs. files
On aless happy note, there's the story
of the licensee of more than two dozen
radio stations who inadvertently failed to
file for renewal of an earth station license
that it used as part of its operations.
When the commission focused on this
lapse, it fined the licensee $4,000 despite

ne astute engineer saved his station
a $ 13,000 fine by noticing that the

inspector had made a 31-inch error in the
calculation of a tower height.

SERVICES

Ken R. Offers 1981's
'History of Rock and Roll'
Stations can obtain the 1981 radio documentary "The History of Rock and Roll"
from Ken R. LLC. The company said the program is available on acash, nonexclusive basis and can be run repeatedly with no time limit. Purchasers are responsible for ASCAP and BM!
payments.
The 36-hour program originally was produced by
Drake Chenault and voiced
by programmer Bill Drake. It
includes hours dedicated to
artists like The Beatles, Elvis
and Elton John.
"This is not an aircheck or
ascoped program; it includes
full versions of the original
hits interspersed with freçopyri ght 2005 Ken R LLC
ytr#w
rockandroll net
quent short interviews with
.
the artists that made them,"
the company stated. Ken R.
also is acontributor to Radio World, which is not involved in the project.
The show is delivered on CD without commercials; each hour is 53 minutes long
to allow spots or other content. The show can be aired as individual hours, all at
once or in any order.
Details of each hour including artists and segment lengths are available at the
company's Web site, along with a13-minute demo and downloadable artwork.
For information call the company in Ohio at (419) 537-0011 or visit www.historyofrocicandroll.net.

made not from apoint immediately next
the licensee's argument that it had diligently renewed its full- service station
to the tower but from 100 feet away,
licenses and adozen or so auxiliaries.
using binoculars. And since the weather
Let's end on an upbeat but still cauon the day of the inspection was overcast
and rainy, the inspector apparently didn't
tionary note.
In January, the FCC inspected atower
even get out of his truck. The licensee
in Florida and found problems. In April,
argued that the inspector's distant vantage point did not enable him to make a it sent the tower owner anotice of apparreliable determination about the condient liability for $ 10,000 and advised the
owner that payment had to be made withtion of the tower's paint job.
The commission was not moved;
in 30 days.
Seventy days later, the FCC sent aforapparently 100 feet is an "approved disfeiture order to the tower owner demandtance" for such observations as far as the
federales are concerned. Total damage:
ing full payment and noting that if the
payment was not made, the matter could
$8,000 due to the government (reduced
from an original $ 10,000 fine because of
be turned over to the Department of
Justice. The only problem was that the
the licensee's clean record).
Not only does the FCC want licensees
payment had been made, on time, 40
to keep their towers locked up nice and
days earlier.
Once the commission was, er, remindsecure and vividly painted, but it also
ed of that payment, it backed off.
wants to make sure that those towers are
While this tale worked out well for the
registered properly. And woe be unto
licensee, it underscores the wisdom of
those who don't mind their registration
keeping your files in good order so that if
"Ps and Qs." A West Virginia AM
the FCC does try to doublebill you (poslicensee almost learned this the hard way.
As you probably know, not all towsibly because its own files are not kept in
apple-pie order), you can easily demoners have to be registered; but those that
strate the error of their ways.
are 200 feet or taller do. So out come
Harry F. Cole and Raymond J.
the inspectors and they check this guy's
Quianzon are attorneys in the firm of
tower and they count 20 separate 10foot sections and they do the math and
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth PLC. Reach
them at ( 703) 812-0400 or via e-mail to
they conclude that, since the tower is
200 feet tall — that's 20 sections times
cole@fhhlaw.com
or quianzon@
10 feet per section — the licensee flzhlaw.corn.
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involved, and it doesn't cost much.

MANAGER

Do You Air Enough Local News?
by Ken Hawk
Radio news is the lifeblood of any
small-market radio operation, along with
local sports. Yet some station managers,
especially at AMs, feel morning drive is
enough. They offer little, if anything, past
noon. Why?
Radio news is unlike any other medium. Breaking news can get on the air
immediately, with full details.
The local paper will have the story
tomorrow; if TV thinks it's worth covering, you'll have to wait until 4, 5, 6or II.
With local radio, if it's happening now

little, if any fanfare. Miss a breaking
news story later on in the day, guaranteed
— it will be on the front page of tomorrow's paper, and they will make ahuge
deal of it. Let's not forget the stories they
have that you don't or may seem to be
old news. Read between the lines; you
can sometimes find astory within another story.
"Not Enough Manpower" — This is
where your support staff gets the chance
to shine. If you have trouble keeping
part-time help around long enough, offer
your receptionist, administrative assistant
or maybe even asalesperson an extra $ 15

to $25 to cover a meeting or event that
evening. Give them a tape recorder to
collect sound and have them write astory
for your newscaster to use the following
morning, or better yet, if they're knowledgeable in the production studio, have
them produce afull wrap story.
If you're strapped, and you think it's
worth covering, put yourself into service.
I've seen broadcasters who keep
recorders in their cars for breaking stories
that they come near.
Another good idea is offer the listener who calls in with the best newstip of the week a check for $ 10 or
$20. It's a great way to get listeners

"No Sponsorship" — Believe it or not,
Ihave spoken with broadcasters who
don't air newscasts in morning drive
because they can't get a sponsor for
them!
If you want to keep the sponsors that
you have, you'll offer morning news at
least once an hour, every hour in AM drive. Don't make your listeners suffer
because aclient doesn't want to pay for a
sponsorship. Listeners are not afraid to
get local news elsewhere.
Be creative. Make that 6a.m. newscast
avalue-added sponsorship for acurrent
ROS or sports client.
"There's Not Enough News Going
On" — Really? Who says the news
See NEWS, page 38
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elieve it or not,
Ihave spoken

with broadcasters
who don't air
newscasts in
morning drive
because they can't
get a sponsor.

you can hear it now.
Thus, consumers can "read it tomorrow, watch it tonight — or hear it now."
Which do you think your listeners would
rather do?
Consider the arguments explaining
why broadcasters skimp on their news:
"We Have No Competition; Why
Bother?" — Just because you're the only
radio station in the market doesn't mean
the competition doesn't exist. Even if you
have a story that the newspaper and a
regional TV station are willing to cover,
they won't have the story to the viewer or
reader faster than your listener on your
radio station. When you promote a
"News First" policy, you're engraving
your call letters into the minds of listeners and potential advertisers.
"It Cuts Into the Music" — You can
air local news every hour all day without
it so much as making adent in your TSL.
Air full newscasts during noon and both
drive periods, with the remaining hours
for a 60- second news brief. If you air
network news during those hours, why
not put aminute-long local brief in there
with five-line versions of earlier stories?
End the newscast with atease to the next
full newscast, so that listeners know
when to tune in. It's also agreat way to
update them on what's happening during
the day.
"The Paper Comes Out in the
Afternoon" — Therefore your stories
from this morning are all old, right?
Wrong! Your stories from that morning
may appear on the front page, but with
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DIGITAL RADIO IS
IN OUR FUTURE.
WE'RE CHOOSING
MOSELEY Ti SU.
Introducing the Starlink SL9003T1
Whether you're
rolling out HD Radio" or
planning astudio move,
look to the name you've
trusted for over forty
years to now provide the smart choice in Ti STLs.
The new Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 has all the payload
advantages of digital—including, bi-directional program audio;
Ethernet LAN/WAN extension; transmitter remote control;
plus, telephone voice channels—delivered over asingle Ti link
or license-free Spread Spectrum radio.
And consider this, the Starlink is priced nearly a third less
than the competition.
How can a Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 possess so much
capability and still save you money? Just ask our industryrecognized experts Dave Chancey or Bill Gould for the details.
Starlink SL9003T1 Digital STL.
Good choice.
Dave Chancey
Bill Gould

www.moseleysb.com

805 968 9621
978 373 6303
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Terms for the Network Trade
Audience Composition The demographic

Arbitron recently released a presentation

in [ems of the actual number of exclusive listeners or as apercentage of the total cume.
Audience Estimates Approximations of the
number of persons listening to or hearing anet-

called " Network Radio Today, 2005 Edition"

Affidavit A signed or verified document

or socioeconomic profile of a network's or

work radio commercial, network program or syn-

for the use of agencies, advertisers and net-

from the affiliate station states if and when

national syndicated program's audience in

dicated program. Audience estimates are not pre-

works. Included in the material was a glos-

specific programs and/or commercials have

terms of makeup, usually including the per-

cise mathematical values and are subject to

sary of " terms for the network trade." A radio

been broadcast. Accurate and timely comple-

centages of the total audience that constitute

statistical variations and other limitations. For

network here is defined as an organization

tion of the affidavit is arequirement of affilia-

each segment. These reports may express

radio networks reported in RADAR, audience

that provides programs, services and commer-

tion contracts between the station and the net-

audience characteristics such as age, gender,

estimates represent radio listening as reported by

cials to local affiliate stations.

work or program syndicator. Completed

location of listening, Census region, county

respondents in Arbitron diaries matched with

affidavits can be returned to the networks or

size, household size, DMA markets, educa-

commercial clearances as reported by affiliates in

syndicator in printed form or by the Internet.

tion, household income, ethnicity, race, work

affidavits. For non- RADAR networks and syndi-

status, and presence of children in the house-

cated programs, estimates are based solely on lis-

hold.

tening as reported in Arbitron diaries and do not

The definitions are below. While some of
the terms are specific to the company's
RADAR service, many of the ternis are more
general, and the list thus may he useful to
readers working with network radio.

Affiliated Station A radio station that has

take into consideration commercial clearances.

a contract with a network or syndicator to

For a copy of the report, which includes

clear national commercials in exchange for

Audience Duplication The amount of one

The estimated average number of impressions per

statistics on Americans use of network mdio,

programs, services and/or compensation. Also

network's cumulative audience that also lis-

quarter-hour of persons in the radio audience

visit wwwarbitron.com, go to National Radio

called an "affiliate."

tened to another network within the specified

within aspecified time period (e.g., adaypart) to

daypart. Duplication can be expressed either

and click on Free Studies.

anetwork broadcast as reported in RADAR,
expressed in thousands.
Average Audience Rating The estimated
average audience during aspecified quarter-hour
or adaypart, expressed as apercentage of the
population of the target audience. Usually, carried

Experience Total Immersion in Surround Sound
At the litkà3dréeCe6 5.1 Audio Pavilion

one place past the decimal point.
Average Daily Cume The estimated average
of cumulative audiences for each day of the week
(e.g.,Monday- Friday). This represents the aver-

See the Latest Surround Technolo
Hardware and Software

age number of different persons reached per day.
Broad Dayparts Dayparts with multiple
component dayparts ( e.g., 6AM-7PM, 6AM12Midnight).

April 24-27, 2006

Clearance An airing of anetwork commercial or program by an affiliate station. A station's
confirmation that acommercial has aired at a
specified day and time. It reflects commercial car-

In the Central Hall of the
Las Vegas Convention Center

DK -TECHNOLOGIES

(adjacent to the Panasonic booth)

riage information and is reported back to the network or syndicator via the station's affidavit.
Commercial Load The amount of commercial time or the number of units in agiven period,
usually stated on an hourly basis.
See NETWORK. page 39

5.1 Surround Sound Audio is asignificant
technological development for broadcasters in
Calling all Companies in Surround
Take advantage of this special opportunity to display your
surround sound hardware and software to more than 100,000
potential buyers by exhibiting in the NAB2006 5.1 Pavilion. If
you are already exhibiting at NAB2006, your cost is only
$5500; non-exhibitors pay $7000. Cost includes aturnkey pod

both television and radio. It holds the promise
of making DTV pictures "look better" as well as

or visit www.nabshow.com.

Continued from page 37

enhancing the programming that radio stations

always has to be bad? A simple blood dri-

deliver to today's tech-savvy consumers.

community-based promotion for your sta-

ve from the local Red Cross can be agreat
tion as well as a nice feature story on
blood needs for local hospitals, which —

and extensive pre-show and on-site advertising package. Also
available: The Car Package for $7500, which includes a10x20
demo area and spotting fee for vehicle ( round-trip). For more
details, contact NAB at 202-595-2051; email: exhibitfeenab.org

News

Learn how to gain the competitive
edge with Surround Sound — make
plans now to attend NAB2006 and
visit the 5.1 Audio Pavilion.

all together now — spend lots of money
on radio.
You get public service announcements
in the mail almost every day. Story ideas
are out there. There should never be any
down time in your newsroom.
Put some of these ideas into effect and
start collecting those state and national
broadcast organization awards for "Best
Local Newscast." And make sure the
paper knows it.
Too many hometown stations these
days are becoming irrelevant in their own
communities. So be the hero. If you
won't, someone else will. Cash in on this

Exhibit space is limited, so reserve yours today!

philosophy.
What's news now will be history at 6 or
11, or worse, tomorrow morning.

The NAB 5.1 Audio Pavilion is produced in partnership with
IMAS Publishing Group. publishers of

Ken Hawk is director of programming
and promotions at Renda Broadcasting
station WCCS(AM) in Indiana, Pa. Reach

Kübiéte—ÑÈ151 À
r;eggla oTeli-GGIGQ;

him at ( 724)763-9545.
Got a smart tip for managing radio in
smaller markets? Write to radioworld@
imaspub.com.
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Continued from page 38
County Size Definition A system of catego-

RADAR clearance information. Ai bition

Fall). Provides local DMA market radio lis-

for the sample station are recorded with
broadcast programs and commercials tran-

rizing U.S. counties by population into five categories (i.e., AA, A, B, C and D). It was devel-

organization receives reports on its affiliates'

oped by Nielsen Media Research, except for the
AA distinction, which is from the Arbitron
RADAR service.

reliability that allow the networks the opportunity to address an affiliate that might not be
completing its affidavit correctly.

Coverage The percentage of the total U.S.

Multi-Daypart Networks RADAR net-

Persons 12+ population contained within all of

works whose broadcasts can air across component dayparts (e.g., 6AM-7PM).

"Percent Coverage."

Nationvvide Arhitron's national radio audience survey issued twice a year ( Spring and

samples network affiliates for one week, each
month of the year. Selected periods of times

scribed. Affiliate affidavits are checked
against the monitored record. Each network

the DMAs where an affiliate's signal can be
received. Also called "DMA Coverage" or

work or national syndicated program during a
specified daypart for at least five minutes in a

during the development of commercial schedules for specific advertisers and during the
negotiation phase of abuy.

gates to Total U.S. A broadcast entity that can
provide programs, services and/or compensation to affiliated stations in exchange for those
stations airing national commercials.
Network

Radio Research Council

Post Analysis or Post Buy An analysis of a
network commercial schedule aller it runs based
on affiliate affidavits to compare the projected
audience estimates to the actual audience delivery. Requests for network posts are agreed to
during the negotiation process.

(NRRC) An organization of researchers from
networks reported in RADAR dedicated to
improving the quality of national radio measurements.

RADAR Arbitron's syndicated measurement
service providing audience estimates to cleared
network radio commercials for networks that

Parts An application within the RADAR

released four times per year and are based on an

PC 2010 software package that allows analysis of commercial schedules based on daypart

annual sample of more than 90,000 diary
respondents.

placement. Estimates include Average
Audience and Rating, Gross Impression, as

Reach The estimated number of different

subscribe to the service. RADAR estimates are

National Advertising Advertising placed on
70 percent U.S. coverage. Differs from national
"spot" in the number of markets and percent of
coverage.

well as Reach and Frequency. Usually used

See NETWORK. page 40

clock quarter-hour. Also referred to as "cume."
Designated Market Area (DMA®) DMA is
the main geography for television measurement.
The DMA is composed of sampling units (counties or geographically split counties) and is
defined and updated annually by Nielsen Media
Research, based on historical television viewing
patterns. A county or split county is assigned
exclusively to one DMA. Network radio as
reported in RADAR includes only the DMAs
located in the contiguous U.S., excluding Alaska
and Hawaii. Arbitron's Nationwide service
reports radio audience within DMAs, including

N EW

Xtreme-digilinkl
Live On Air
Hard Disk Music
Satellite Automation

Alaska and Hawaii. Almost all radio network

mer 100 shipped
since April !!!

and national syndication buys are based on
DMA.
Effective Frequency The concept that acertain amount of exposure (often three exposures)
to an advertising message is necessary before it
is effective.

NEW

No down payment

Features

Return at any time

Exclusive Reach An audience that can only
be covered by aspecific network or program.
Full-Daypart Networks Networks whose
broadcasts are found in all or virtually all component dayparts Monday- Sunday 6AM12Midnight.
Full- Inventory Networks Networks with
more than 1(X) minutes of commercial inventory.
Limited-Daypart Networks Networks
whose broadcasts are found in only one component daypart (e.g., 6AM-10AM).

Free Factory training

Music Scheduling

Free Telephone support

... with Logic

Free Software upgrades

Live Remotes by phone

Limited- Inventory Networks Networks

Free PC and Network setup

use third party music

schedulers or the powerful internal

grams with logic and play them

tory. A list of stations reflecting affiliates con-

back like a virtual satellite feed.

tractually obligated to clear the commercials
associated with anetwork or national program.

in by cell phone and interrupt pro-

While the lineup is updated regularly, new affiliates can be added at any time and some stations

Free Hardware upgrades

and much more...

scheduler. Record multi- hour prowith less than 100 minutes of commercial inven-

Free Hardware support

Long Form Recording

New...

Call

gramming with a Live update.... and
much more

ONLY $ 100 PER MONTH
Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We
supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment
tnere is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free

may disaffiliate. Every affiliate on the list is not
necessarily obligated to clear 100 percent of all

system configuration and training you receive the help you need

commercials scheduled. By contract, certain sta-

to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hard-

tions may clear asingle commercial more than
once or may not clear all of the commercials due
to special circumstances.

ware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means

Long- Form Programming See "Syndicated

you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hard-

Programming."

ware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you

Media Rating Council (MRC) An independent body established to evaluate audience
research services and ensure credibility. To

with that too... also for free.

obtain MRC accreditation, arigorous evaluation
of the methodology and processes of aproduct
is performed on ayearly basis.
Monitoring A supplemental service
offered under Arbitron's RADAR umbrella,
Monitoring verifies the accuracy of the

39

tening data for national programs and aggre-

networks or syndicated programs with at least
Cumulative Audience The estimated total
number of different persons who listen to anet-

Radio World

GM JOURNAL

come to our FREE school!

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

over 100 shipped !!!

e.)
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GM JOURNAL
of pretabulated RADAR data in several report

Network

formats including rank and trend reports, audience composition reports, program and daypart
audiences and audience duplication.

Volume 1 Data Within the RADAR ser-

cated programs are estimated using Arbitron's
Nationwide service and can be based on day-

vice, areport of national radio listening that

parts or on expected commercial clearance
times, but are not based on actual clearances.

includes estimates for total radio listening,
network-affiliated stations' listening, AM and
FM stations, and other characteristics. Volume

Continued from page 39
persons in the audience of a specified advertising campaign, station, network or syndicated program.
Response Rate The proportion of originally
designated sample persons who provide usable
data for the survey. Response rates are determined by dividing the total number of in-tab
(usable) diaries by the total estimated Persons
12+ in the designated sample. Usually expressed

System to Optimize Radio Network

PC 2010 software package that allows analy-

Schedules (SOS) An application within the

sis of commercial schedules based on specific

RADAR PC 2010 software package that
allows the development of an optimal network

Volume 2 Data Within the RADAR ser-

radio schedule by maximizing the number of

vice, reports listening for the specific RADAR-

persons reached or minimizing the costs
required to achieve aspecified reach.

reported networks for all commercials aired on

commercial placement. Usually used as part
of apost analysis. See "Post Analysis."
Standard Daypart Networks Networks that

for specific radio networks.

network-affiliated stations whether they are
carried within or outside of program's.

broadcast in most component dayparts.
Targets An application within the RADAR
Syndicated Programming Nationally distributed programs that stations are contractually

as apercentage.

1does not contain cleared audience estimates

Spots An application within the RADAR

Volume 3 Data Within the RADAR ser-

PC 2010 software package which allows the

vice, reports listening for the specific

user to create custom electronic ratings books.

obligated to broadcast. These programs have
Run of Schedule ( ROS) ROS commercials
are scheduled to run across multiple dayparts
within abroad daypart parameter.

commercials associated with them that are usually aired within the programs. The length of
these programs can be as short as aone-minute

Scan An application within the RADAR PC

feature to as long as amultihour holiday special.
The content of the program can include music,

2010 software package suite that allows analysis

talk or sports play-by-play. Audiences to syndi-

Total Radio Audience estimates to all radio
stations, commercial and noncommercial, AM

RADAR-reported networks for commercials
aired on network- affiliated stations within
programs only.

and FM.
Weekly Cume The estimated average
Unit One commercial message regardless of
length.

number of different persons reached in one
week ( i.e., Monday- Sunday 6AM-6AM).

Products & Services

COMPLETE CONTROL WHEREVER YOU ARE
RELAX — YOUR SYSTEMS ARE IN GOOD HANDS
System downtime costs you money. But however
far you are from your transmitter or studio, you

monitors and controls your equipment giving you
complete confidence in the integrity of your
transmissions.

FJ-500 FlipJack

•Reduce Costs

CELL

PHONE

INTERFACE

•Remotely manage

can stay in control with the Davicom MAC
telemetry system from Comlab. It remotely

The Simple Cell Phone
Interface Solution

your assets

Connect To
Standard
Telephone In
Event Of
Poor Cell Phone
Connection

•Flexible monitoring
•Rapid failure
identification
•Alarms via IP/phone
fax/email

And if things do go wrong, you and your engineers

•Totally Scaleable

will know about it immediately, meaning reduced
costs and maximum efficiency.
In the USA contact:

e.SCMS
e

In Canada contact:

INC,

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RA0101

t: 800/ 438-6040
t: 704/ 889-4540
www.scrnsinc.com

davicom

CONEX

t: 418/ 682-3,380
t: 418/ 682-8996
www.davicom.com

ELECTRO -SYSTEMS

Call For More Info
800-645-1061
www.conex-electromm

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
In- Stock- Available for
Immediate Delivery
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Price USS2700.00
2Towers
Will operate with any remote control equipment.

(1111.1H1111:1
»
•

-
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Price US$2100.00
2Towers
For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (.5% or better on ratio and .5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 •

FAX 740-592-3898

www.gorman-redlic h.com/jimg@gorman-redlic h.com

ett,

I

Radio World's Product & Services Showcase
pages are agreat place to promote your business.
To advertise contact
Eastern United States:
Jelin Casey 330-342-8361
idcasey@cnmduserye.com

Western United States:
Dale Tuner 916-721-3410

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

IJ

AcousticsFirsr
°24:7888-765-2900

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

Digilink Systems, 4-Digilink DL2
with DL4 Software and 18 GIG
Hard Drives. 4-Digilink DL4 Audio
systems
and
2-Digilink
CD
Controllers, Lots of Extra New
Parts, Switchers, Hard Drives,
Power supplies, etc. 12 Pioneer
PD-TM3 18 Disc Cd Players
available. All Digilink equipment
$2500.
John Franks 740-5228771 sales@wnko.com
Crown Air/Force/Starplus 96EX Air
force automation system (?). The
Starplus 96 Ex expansion KSU. Part
SP4002-00 is some sort of audio
processor.. . 1think. Make offer. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

AM Ground Systems

REMOTE

Enco DAD 486 Need Workstation
with all cards, etc. in good condition
for parts. Call Chuck 814-837-9711

1-877-766-2999

CART MACHINES

LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's.
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625

MICROPHONES

Some record, some play only lots of tape carts-Will sell cheap! make offer - Call 580-265-4496

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights,
call after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Otan i MX5050 Two available in
good condition. Price $350 each
plus shipping. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
FM Exciters
Zephyrs
FM Power Amps
POTS Codeos STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment
If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (
800) 438-6040
s "You Know We Know Radio"

a

WANT TO SELL
Marti Digital Cellcast - Perfect for
remotes, 4-channel mixer internal,
operates on cell or phone line, 120volt power or cigarette lighter
adapter. $3300 when new. Price
$2500. Call Matt at 864-621-6230

WANT TO BUY
WANT TO SELL

&

MICROWAVE

WANT TO SELL
Beautiful Studio Furniture! Used
Harris Studio Furniture Package.
Call for Details 702-304-9566

Z11111 Online.csal

WANT TO BUY

Reliable, On- time Installation
I
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
ERI 10 Bay FM Antenna on the
ground- Ready for Pickup. Call for
pictures $2500. Visa/MC Bob May
860-885-6141

FURNITURE

WANT TO BUY
Marti RPU Equipment. Continental
Communications 314-664-4407 contcomm@sbcglobal.net

WANT TO SELL
Stream your remotes over the
internet!
Cheap,
reliable,
automatic with our software. Visit
www. blockweb .
corn/freeman la bs/
autostream
or
call
512-461-8233
STATIONS

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs

ACCESSORIES/

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

Your # 1 Source

Television & FM

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com

International Datacasting Flex
Route, Digital Audio Receiver Make
offer. Call Jerry Evans 775-8848000

Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326

Member of BBB

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISE!

WANT TO SELL
WANT TO BUY
31./8" And 15/8" Coaxial RelaysContinental
Communications
314-664-4497,
Contcomm
@S!)cglobal.Net
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
CBI
SEP 400A
1PMC-300A.
spectral Energy Processor and
Peal< Modulation Controller. $500 Cal Jerry Evans 775-884-8000
dbn 288A Mic/Preamp Processeor
$1M0. Visa/MC Bob May 660885-6141
Orlan 2000 Digital Audio Processor
In serv;ce 16 month-works perfectly.
Wid pay shipping. $2400 Visa/MC
Bob May 660-885-6141

WANT TO BUY
BE 90-A - the 90-A is the last
model BE made. Call Tom Niven
973-839-1500
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

s

WANT TO BUY

/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

WANTED: Diecast AMPLIPHASE
logo from top front of 1955-1966
vintage RCA 50kw AM transmitters
BTA-50G, BTA-50H or 50H1. The
logo is cast aluminum or stainless,
about 3feet long. Also if you have
the RCA ' meatball' logos ( each TX
had two, one on either side of the
AMPLIPHASE name) I'm Mterested
in those too. Please coruact Bob
Savage, WYSL 1040, Sox 236,
Avon, NY 14414-0236, ( 585) 3463000, savage@wys11040.com.

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" S

CONSOLES/MIXERS

EQUIPMENT
VVANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode. set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopment.net and
click 11 RADIO AUTOMATION for
screeq shots. The software is free,
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.

Arrakis TMR 8D - Very good
condition. Used as newsroom
console. Two mic channels, 3
others. Also have a 20-channel
Arrakis frame. $450 - Call Jerry
Evans 775-884-8000
Ramco XL82S Stereo Mixers for
FM Stations refurbishedOlots of
features. Call 580-265-4496 for
details. $700 OBO
WANT TO BUY
Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-6876357.

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVE RS
WANT TO SELL
Yaesu FTC 1123 Twc 5 watt
handhelds with FTS-6 Ton board
in one, NC- 5charger. Complete needs memory battery. $25 each.
Call Peter Russell 207-833-5473

Broadcast Tools SS8.2 dual stereo
audio switcher. Brand new, never
used. Lists for $739. First $650
offer gets it with free shipping. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT/
HYBRIDS
WANT TO SELL
Gentner SPH-4 Telephone hybrid
w/manual- $ 100. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000

Circuit Werkes HC-3Time sync Make offer. Call Jerry Evans 775884-8000

TEST- METERINGMONITORING

DBX 150 Type Inoise reduction
system. Two available. Make offer.
Call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

WANT TO SELL
BK Precision 1476A
10 Mhz
Oscilloscope. Make offer. Call Jerry
Evans 775-884-8000

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS

All

1
.
^

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
5KW
25KW
5KW
6KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

1983
1984
1982
1995
1988
2001
1978
1991
1980
1982
1986
1990
1982

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW
50 KW

1999
1983
1985
1982
1986
2000
1985
1986

Radio Wedd.
Equipment Exchange

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

For more information,
call Claudia Van Veen at
703.998.7600, ext. 154.

Yaesu FT- 209 RH 2 meter
handheld, mint with FT&6 Tone
Board. Charger and new battery
$30. Call Peter Russell 207-8335473

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER

WANT TO SELL
AUTOMATION

1101110N MICPAINIS
RAN ROOMS,
new 8 rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CC_A, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Electric Works AS- 28 Switcher,
Must be in clean, operable, good
shape.
Call Tommy Yarbrough
931-967-2201 or 931-703-2277
wcdt@bellsouth.net

STUDIO

BUY - SELL - TRADE

or

PATCHING,
DISTRIBUTION
WANT TO BUY

Se/eerier- Boreadeezet etedees

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: salesebaycountry.com

SWITCHING,

Top 100 Market NEast AM
daytimer, low dial position, low
expenses,
good
population
coverage.
Stick value
$495,000. salesgroup@beld.net
or 781-848-4201.

SUPPORT

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

Stanton 310 - Turntable amp Two available. Make offer. Call
Jerry Evans, 775-884-8000

Profitable Small City 25kw FM
NEast in Canadian border area.
Nice
facility,
good
upside
$595.000. salesgroup@beld.net
or 781-848-4201.

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Or call and we will fax it to you.

Pioneer CAC - V3200 - 300
compact Disc autocharger. Two
available $300 ea. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000

BE FM 1.5A
Continental 814R-1
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
BE FM10A
Henry 10,000D-95
Collins 831G2
Harris HT 20
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Continental 816R-513
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

Used AM Transmitters
Omnitronix 1000A solid state
Harris MW1A Solid State
Continental 315111
Harris MW5A
Harris MW108
Nautel XL12 Solid State
Continental 317 C2
Harris MW50C

Exciters
New 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Continental 802A Exciter

New TV Transmitters -Analoo and Digital
10 W to 10 KW
Special Discount Pricing On:

VHF and UHF
TV SIL

TV Antennas

Used TV Transmitters
5 KW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid State
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30-A, CH 50

Used Misc. Eauiornent
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, SOS
Denon 72011 Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our website for current listings.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
www fmamtv com • E-mail transcom(a)fmamtv com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•1
E.C. Applis ations and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-EPTV
•EMC Test tab- FCC and Lori wean It (

EvANs
•

s s

s s

651-784-7445

Fax (651) 784-7541

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 56126

C
DMMUN1CATIONS TECHNOLOGIES 'N(

Scientific Broadcast
Technical Consultants

AM, FM, TV coo ,:,,e

Sinee1970

Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation •
construction permit and license
r
,, ,gineenng
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi
PO. Box 1130

Tel. t856)985 -C,

Marlton, Ni 08053 Fax: (858)885-81;
WWW.COrnmtechrf.com
R. MORGAN BURROW. P.E.

& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

F
M. TV LP1 1 .t
•
AM
•
FM

NEU WIIIK AIPECAUIT
Di ecliorvil
&TV teld ifilfeb;r
antenna adjustment & arm measurenirni
i
.
trrasuiement & proof • facility inspections to
•17ADRAZ mersure.
Pulciwelinsurarre
,j,v,
pier
:'
ire Testing
ELECTFIOACOUSDCS
OSHA measurements

Search

FROM STOCK
210 S Main St Thiensville, WI 53092 ( 2621 242-6000. FAX ( 2621 242 6045
http , www evansassoc corn
Member AFCCE

•Real lime 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

Vr

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Serving Broadcaster,
Since 1948

Mullaney

9049 Shady Grove Court
rethenburg,MD 20877
(
3011921-0115

Member WC!

rne1laner,rnullency.com

ngineering, Inc.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

Fax (3011590-9757

e-mail: link esurcom.com web: www.surcom.com

VISIT li' OIl Mr Will .0 ww. tatlot,oft cool
1.olort,XI Of•mcar,t (. 4 rob fill 1,81,

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TWLPTVIDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

FROM STOCK

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Coverage slaps $69
812-738-3482
kreising Ootherside.coin

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

FASTER._

The Coverage Map Store

REALcoverage.corn

o ft

High Performance Engineering

030•03113113,3.31.11......

oftware for your PC

for Maximum Coverage

(800) 743-3684
www. v-soft.corn

M Celenza
Communiwtions Consultants
FM-AM-TV-LPTV-LPFM
Applications, Amendments,
Upgrades, Frequency Searches.
Directional Antennas
Field Work ( Station Inspections)
631-965-0816 or 516-429-8340
celenza@prodigy.net

A

Upgrades, Frequency

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN

ifelecommusebeatIon Consultants

ALLOCATION MOWS
1
1 Wet tacililv,
site reluralm, f
Mievyade iaylw

41 Kathleen Crit.cent. I ', tram Ni

FM Engineering - FCC Applications

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proot

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
infocfm.lene,

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Are You a
Distributor?

,soe4 ?white 7
)
idosio.44s!

ADVERTISE HERE!

For more information, including rates &

Space is available

deadlines, fax Claudia Van Veen at

Call 703-998-7600

+1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

I
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Radia Wmold

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations
For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only. Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
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TEL: 800-532-6626

POWER
REBUILT
TUBES

ECONCO
NEW

TUBE

BEXT

FROM THE TALL
TO THE SMALL

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLÓ. ESPAÑOL

S
OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs -

Transmitters
and Antennas

TUBES & COMPONENTS

cØ

Woad Loader

D

MA - FIN
Tramitters

"iseetkewr 3141)ear"

Studio & Test Equipment

AM I FM PrsOwed
Butts IiStock

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

AU Povisis • IlAssubelures • Instils:11m Books
•Spores & Memel,

S "You Know We Know Radke

C Electronics

Tubes
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

Or Call Rob Atalany, National/Intl Wee

at 321-960-4001
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FM
Tiansmitters. New. 2004 models.
Closeout prices. Full warranty.
Bert Inc, 619-239-8462

Bauer 5KW Transmitter taken outof-service 8/04. Brand new crystal
relays, parts. Great back up or
pr -mary xmtr. Turned to 1300. You
pick up or ship. $ 1000. Call Jerry
Evans 775-884-8000

Marti RPT-25-R Transmitter g
455.850 and 450.850. Older modeldon't know if it works. Also have a
RPT15 for $200. Call Jerry Evans
725-884-8000

RCA BTA 1R1 500-1000 WT, 2
Crystals, 1370/1110, rebuilt, works
good, you must pick up near Ada,
OK Make offer Call 580-265-4496
Sligle Phase 30 kw Plate
Transformer. New $2000 or make
orfer. Carl Haynes 601-573-2445

Phasors, Phasor Parts, Phase
Monitors, Rf Switches.
Am
Transmitters Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
contcomm@sbcglobal net

EEV

USA DISTRIBUTOR

see Pees

GELECO

Price $850
Phone: 416-421-5631
Fax: 416-421-3880

P

»
ik.

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

ouri
or%

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español
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3089 Deltona Blvd.

www.rwonlIne.com

Spring Hill, FL 34609
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WHAT DO OUR READERS CALL THE
MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS THAT
DON'T ADVERTISE?

352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

BEST SERVICE
www.d.wkelealroaks.com

EIMAC TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
Motorola Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors'

--THEY DON'T!
CALL CLAUDIA AT 703-998-7600 EXT 154
FOR ADVERTISING DETAILS.

Look no
further,
you're in the
right place!

Pro-Tek®

ntel

New 80 AMP
RF Contactor
For Sale
From

WANT TO BUY

Looking to buy or
sell used equipment?

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

www.besco-Int.com

Marti
STL-8 Transmitter and
Receiver. One set on 949.875,
other on 950.125 mhz $ 1200 or
make offer - Carl Haynes 601-5732445

Retired Wall Street Executive
with 25 years as media liaison,
looking
for
home
studio
production of commercials or
books-on-tape voice-over. David
405-948-1280

NEW & REBUILT

Visit our Websrte:

CSI
T- 1-A 1000 watt AM
Transmitter. Good Condition On
Air. $ 1200 or make offer Carl
Haynes 601-573-2445

VOICEOVERS

An International
Distributor of RF Components

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

ies.beXt e

619-239-8462

FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

TRANMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS VVTS (Cont.)
WANT TO SELL

INTL: +1-530-662-7553

Se Habla

Espanol

•

800-737-2787
ail: If.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmnfing tubes &
sockets/parts new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent at
402-493-1886
da2
or
night,

rts.com

We Export

Web: www.rfparts.co

12
went,' ellulte.cem

Call today for
current rates &
deadlines!
703-998-7600,
ext. 154
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POSITIONS WANTED
Radio Station Manager with over
30 years in broadcasting, nearly
half of that time in management,
seeks G.M. or station manager
position at CCM station in the
continental US. Please send details
about
your
opening
to:
radiomanager@charternet

High
fidelity,
eclectic,
enthusiastic vocal man.
Avid
news writer, producer, sports
personality, commercial writer,
voice over, passionate for music.
Marcell Williams 214-941-1463
mdwilliams75@yahoo.com Willing
to relocate.

Bilingual broadcaster.
Very
ieliable and dependable, energetic
hard worker with good personality,
.ind excellent boards.
Takes
direction very well. DAN Area.
Julio Penaloza 469-223-5072
tannyadelapazgyahoo.com

Hip Hop R&B DJ/Sports Anchor.
Extremely professional, great
leadership skills, terrific sense of
humor.
Creative
commercial
writing, board-ops and production
talent. Temyia Polk ( 817-6805957) tpolk02@yahoo.com

Bilingual, dependable, energetic
and outgoing! Seeking aspot for
evening/weekends in production,
promotions or on-air in the D/FW
area. Ramon Rodriquez 972-2379831 dazzamgcomcastnet

New announcer trained for on-air,
production,
and
news and
commercial writing.
Willing to
travel and work any time. Jasmine
405-850-0108

Fresh ABS grad ready to make my
mark in radio. Hardworking, fun,
dedicated and eager! My energetic
personality will put positive waves
running through your station.
Jamie 580-541-6115

Passionate about my work. With
passion comes success.
Fun,
energetic great female Radio/TV
Personality. Excellent copywriter.
Ability to perform voiceovers.
Octavia Whitlowe. 214-282-4500.
BLUSTONENT@YAHOO.COM

Run your
employment ad
on our web site
for only
$2 per word!
Call Claudia

all the details at
703-998-7600
1

for

Retired Wall Street Executive with
25 years as media liaison, looking
for home studio production of
commercials or books- on-tape
voice-over. David 405-948-1280
Spontaneous, witty female, hot,
on-air personality and great boardops. Ready to work in the radio
broadcasting
industry.
Will
relocate. Dustie 405-601-9348
Recent ABS graduate looking to
get into the work of Radio. Have
learned a lot, but willing to learn
more.
Hardworking
and
Professional. Carlos 405-410-7801
Brand new announcer ready for
my first gig. Trained in commercial
and news writing and production.
Willing to work hard and relocate.
Jasmine 405-850-0108
Excited and Ready to work hard at
your radio station!
Production,
voices, and comedy are my
specialties, but will do anything. Eric 405-482-5864 or
bigmanpacetkegyahoo.com

Hardworking, easily motivated
broadcaster with numerous years
as Mobile DJ. Music knowledge,
on-air announcing, plus digital
production. Contact me at Jaue'
Patrick JauePatrick@gmail.com or
817-676-8297
Motivated Announcer. Dependable, hard worker, with strong
work ethic, and driven to
accomplish goals. Great writing
skills/Cool Edit. Willing to relocate.
Heath
Davis
817-637-2468
betterthanheathgyahoo.com
Reliable, dependable, hardworking rookie grad of ABS seeks
employment in radio. Willing to
learn and get feet wet. Stephanie
Pera 405-659-1734
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar NABER Certified two-way
radio technician, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst. CE FIT, PIT Contract,
AM/FM, Cable, W. Contact: Mitchell
Rakoff, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
718-969-5224

PROMOTE YOUR
MINUS!

1""

comPain

To advertise,
call 703-998 -7600
ext. 154
or e-mail:
cvanveeiVitimaspub.com
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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www.25-seven.com

31

25-Seven Systems, Inc.

12

2wcom GmbH

8

Armstrong Transmitter Co.

39

Arrakis Systems Inc.

5

Audemat-Aztec Inc

28

Audion Labs

28

Autogram Corporation

9

Axia - ATelos Company

17

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

35

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

21

BSI

23

BSW

28

Circuit Werkes

40

Comlab, Inc.

www.2wcom.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.audemat-aztec.com
www.audionlabs.com
www.autogramcorp.com
www.axiaaudio.com

www.bsiusa.com
www.bswusa.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.davicom.com

Comrex Corporation
Conex Electro - Systems

4

Electronics Research, Inc.

40

Gorman Redlich Mfg
Harris Corporation

www.henryeng.com

Henry Engineering
HHB/Sennheiser USA
Inovonics Inc
LBA Technology, Inc.

6

Logitek

37

Moseley Associates

www.eriinc.com
www.gorman-redlich.com

14
16

www.conex-electro.com

www.broadcast.harris.com

33
28

Iagree wholeheartedly on your editorial of recognition of engineers ("But What
About the Engineers?", Sept. 28). Ihave
spent 20+ years in the industry and "the
forgotten engineer" has been areoccurring theme throughout.
However, Ihave spent the last eight
years at acompany that excels at recognizing all involved, including the engineers. Nassau Broadcasting President
Louis Mercatanti and Senior Vice
President of Engineering Tony Gervasi
have always treated the engineers as a
valued part of the team in all aspects —
money, praise and access to and involvement in decision-making.

www.comrex.com

7
40

1

Unsung Heroes

www.sennheiserusa.com
www.inovon.com
www.lbagroup.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com

30

National Religious Broadcasters

13

Omnia - ATelos Company

10

OMT Technologies/Media Touch

28

Raduga USA

15

RCS

3

S.C.M.S.

19

Sabre Communications

25

Scott Studios Corp./dMarc

www.scmsinc.com
www.sabrecom.com
www.dmarc.net
www.sinesystems.com

Sine Systems
Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

11

Tieline Technology

48

Vorsis

Broadcasting has
gone about treating
us engineers decently
and with respect.

— Dave Brown

www.omt.net
www.raduga.net

27

way Nassau

www.nrb.org
www.omniaaudio.com

www.rcsworks.com

24

I am proud of the

www telos-systems.com
www.tieline.com
www.vorsis.com

2

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

47

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

Ihave never responded to an editorial
before, but Iam proud of the way Nassau
has gone about treating us engineers
decently and with respect. Too bad other
operators don't see the value of including
the whole team, and not just the selected
and favored few.
Dave Brown
President, LeChard Marine
Contracting
Vice President, Nassau Holdings
Manahawkin, N.J.

Kahn, Out of
Context

read Radio World and
RW Engineering Extra all the time.
Irely on these publications to
keep up to date on technology
and trends in radio.
Steve Tuzeneu
WNEB-WVNE Manager-Engineer
Blount Communications Group
Technology Manager
Worcester, Mass.

Shown: Heil PR40 Large-Diameter Dynamic Studio '

•

•••--

As astation owner and developer, Ihave
watched the comments filed by various parties in Docket Number 99-325 with interest.
Iwas astounded to see the treatment of
comments filed by Leonard Kahn ("Good
Digital Deal ... or Deal Breaker?", Sept.
28). Radio World quoted only aportion of
the Kahn comments, which without more
information suggest that Kahn questioned
whether Ibiquity IBOC would destroy
nighttime AM service. Anyone who has
followed this proceeding knows that Kahn
has argued forcefully against nighttime
operation of the Ibiquity system.
When Kahn's comments are read in their
entirety, it becomes clear that Kahn's statement — "there is some possibility that
Ibiquity IBOC will not destroy nighttime
AM service" — is used in arhetorical
sense, because Kahn thereafter provides a
caveat to the statement that proposes very
broad restrictions on nighttime IBOC operation. Radio World published only aportion
of the comment, omitting the subsequent
caveat. This was done without any indication that subsequent text was being omitted.
Looking at this story under conditions
most favorable to Radio World, this is a

case of poor, sloppy analysis and reporting.
In the worst light, it could be construed as
an attempt to deliberately misrepresent
Kahn's position in this important issue.
The issue here is not whether you support or oppose Kahn or Ibiquity IBOC
nighttime operation. Rather, the issue is
whether the industry can look to Radio
World as acredible source of information.
The treatment given to the Kahn comments
in this issue indicates we should look for
credibility elsewhere.
D. S. Tacker
Tulsa, Okla.
Editor in Chief Paul McLane replies:
The author raises a valid point about the
story in question. Please see my column
in the Nov. 23 issue for more on this
question. That issue also includes the full
text of Kahn's filing.

Radio Not Much
Fun Anymore
I've been agrateful RW subscriber for
more than 10 years.
Istarted listening, before Iwas 5 years
old, on portable transistor radios, stereos and
CBs in the early 1970s. Ilater graduated
with adegree in electronics from ITT. I've
worked for radio manufacturers like
Grundig and Sangean, and obtained aham
license ( KF6OZU). Ihave been anovice
radio announcer/DJ. Ihave worked on satellite communication payloads for Loral
Space Systems.
But what Ireally am is abig radio listener. Or should Isay "was"?
Sure, Isometimes listen when doing service work on areceiver, or in the car when I
don't want to fumble with CDs. It's usually
tuned to Radio Disney, because there are
few commercials. Why do Ilisten alot less
now? Because the "radio" isn't much fun
anymore. The commercials are excessive,
annoying and sometimes atad insulting. I
listen to music on CDs because there are no
commercials.
When Istarted listening to the radio more
than 30 years ago, it was wonderful. Happy,
polite radio announcers and DJs were a
delight to listen to. AM was popular, FM
was playing rock in stereo. Entertaining,
simple, great! Yes, there were commercials,
but there weren't as many. Isometimes listen to airchecks from the '60s and ' 70s and
see — hear — what we've been missing.
But the thing that ticks me off the most is
not only have we let programming go and
get sloppy, but now we have decided narrowing bandwidth and adding digital interference will help things. Please.
For the eggheads who need to receive
digital data, connect your computer. Don't
pollute my airwaves.
Robert J. Polhamus
San Bernadino, Cale.

Letters
Send letters via e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com, with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World, P.O.
Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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Zeke & EGOR: What's in aName?
Read with agrin your article on naming automation systems ("Radio Terms of
... Endearment," Oct. 12).
Automation systems were not the only
things to be named, by fan We are ahigh
school public radio station with aremote
control system, and we never had problems
with it so we never seemed to name it.
However in the early 1990s Iinherited a Moseley TV remote control
from WPBY(TV) in Huntington,
W.Va. This thing consists of two huge
clunky boxes of buttons and stepping
relays that apparently gave them trouble most of the time. Stenciled on the
front was "Three Mile Island Remote
Control."
It still sits in my garage. Ishow apicture
of it to my remote control every once in a
while to let it know it can be replaced
should it give me problems.
Vernon Stanfill
WFGH Public Radio 90.7
Tolsia High School
Fort Gay, West Va.
Reading Ken R.'s story reminded me of
my time at KCBS(FM) in San Francisco
1971 on the 32nd floor of Embarcadero
Center. Long before most people ever heard
of voice tracking, KCBS was totally
"tracked" using asystem made by IGM of
Vancouver, Wash.
The machinery included six or eight
(best Ican recall) cart carousels that rotated
to reject and add carts as needed, as well as
numerous multiple-cart machines and two
reel-to-reel decks. These decks held the
day's voice tracks, which were recorded as
much as aweek ahead of time.
We recorded our tracks with the help
of aunion engineer who added the necessary 50-cycle tones at the beginning

a ... mane
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and end of each track. The jocks were
given alog of the tunes we'd be playing.
with talk- up and fade-out times so we
could talk over the segue and work the
music just like a live jock. Istill think
that group of jocks, including good ol'
Buddy Scott, made that station sound
anything but canned.
Unless, of course, Murphy reared his
ugly head.
The IGM was programmed using IBM
punch cards. Remember those? Every song
in the playlist needed a stack of punch
cards prepared for it. We had one of those
big sorting machines that took the previous
day's cards and separated them by song, so
the programmer could then assemble
another day's music. So far, so good.
Enter static electricity.

Igot into radio at age 15. It was asmall-market AM/FM combo. The AM was
live and the FM was running aSono-Mag automation system they called "EGOR."
EGOR routinely blew no-longer-produced parts during electrical storms or if someone zapped it with
a jolt of static
electricity. The
CE had purchased
all the spare parts
he could get his
hands on when
they were being
discontinued.
When the parts
were gone, so was
EGOR.
Before that day
came, the station
went with the RDS
Phantom for both
stations. EGOR
was scrapped for
office space. I
remember that system well and the
days I had to
babysit and work
with it.
Chris Erwin
Olive Hill, Ky.
Chris Erwin and EGOR

Even though the automation room had
special carpeting, static would occasionally
build up and afew carts would fire off at
the same time, or the voice reels would spin
ahead (or back) afew tracks. Ihave hours
of air checks of myself, taken off the air in
my apartment on Union Street, with me
introducing the tune Iplayed three songs
ago, or three songs later. Segues were even
better, naming two songs while playing two
different ones.
It would go on and on until someone
called the station and one of the engineers
from the AM station came down the hall
and hit the reset button.
The automation system didn't acquire a
special name, although it was called quite a
few things during that period.
Jack Mindy
Operations Manager
WGMC(FM)
Rochester, N.Y.

Ihaven't been in radio broadcasting in
years. But back in the 1970s when many
automation systems were crude cantankerous contraptions, Iwas the CE at
WPXY(FM) in Rochester, N.Y. The
jocks all called our automation system
FRED, which was an acronym for
Friggin' Ridiculous Electronic Device.
One dark day, our GM asked me, "Can
you build us an automation system for
the AM? Because we really can't afford
to buy one." Ihomebrewed a simple,
relay- based, four- device sequencer to
semi-automate arack of reel-to-reel tape
decks and give the AM jocks time to do
other things.
What "other things" they would do
was never really clear, but Idigress.
This simple device, programmed using
several three-position toggle switches,
was ALFRED — Another Lousy
Friggin' Ridiculous Electronic Device.
A popular name for program automation systems used to be Otto. Full name:
Otto Mation.
Dave Matthews
Reston, Va.

Ken R.'s article about automation systems brought back some fond memories.
My first, and last, hands-on experience with a mechanical automation system was
with "Zeke."
Zeke and Ibecame acquainted in 1979, when Ireported for duty at 93.7 MHz,
Virginia Beach, Va. The calls at the time were WMYK(FM), aka K-94. The station
was done on ashoestring by Barbara Benns and her sons Robert and Bill.
Zeke was acollection of adozen SMC 350 stereo carousels distributed among six
equipment racks. The racks were bolted together on a 12- inch riser centered just
about in the middle of everything in the building. Zeke even had his name in lights,
courtesy of astation fan who worked at aneon sign shop.
All of K-94's audio passed through Zeke — spots, music, voice tracks, everything.

D

oor Zeke could not always hear the
difference between a stop tone and aux

tone, which tripped the next event.

When Zeke worked, everyone was happy. When Zeke acted up, it was obvious why the
station was built in acinderblock bunker with no windows. Those walls stopped many
aFidelipac cart hurled in disgust at nothing particular.
Zeke was purchased used and had turned over afew miles before he began cranking
out the AOR at K-94. Carts would tray in and crash into the tape head if anything upset
the carousel rotation. Because of Zeke's age, most of his capacitors had dried out. Poor
Zeke could not always hear the difference between astop tone and aux tone, which
tripped the next event.
You can imagine the effect this had on air talent, when Zeke made them look like
fools by getting the voice track cart out of sync with the play list. Also, in those
days, acouple seconds of dead air was an emergency.
Art Williamson once got so frustrated with Zeke that he grabbed the rack assembly and began shaking it. Wynn Evers walked in the door and immediately froze in
horror when he saw Zeke (all six racks!) rocking back and forth to about 20 degrees
off vertical. The racks were apastel green, but should have been bright blue from
the verbal abuse hurled at this electromechanical monster.
The decision was made that Ishould take Zeke off-line and the station would go
live until Icould rebuild the circuit boards.
Then acurious thing happened. The station picked up acouple points in the book.
Zeke's fate was sealed; he never went on-air again.
Zeke was left in place. Itook the best five carousels, built asequential controller
and put Zeke to work playing hard rock on an FM subcarrier, which was sold to
movie theaters and bars in the Norfolk, Va., area. No doubt he's been replaced by a
computer by now.
Walt Lowery
Associated with
RF Specialties of Washington
Mukilteo, Wash.
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Radios Should Get Smart

FORUNI•

A notable benefit of the software age is our ability to improve devices by applying an update, patch or firmware upgrade. For the most part, though, consumer
radio designs do not offer this capability.
The NRSC-5 standard has taken an arduous effort by Ibiquity, the CEA, the
NAB and others. But even Ibiquity would agree the technology is far from perfect
or "finished."
Meanwhile, most receiver makers, it seems, have decided to wait for big
changes to stabilize, and for the FCC to make the IBOC standard official, before
they start mass-producing digital radios. We suspect they would be more comfortable with their commitment to HD if they built radios that could be updated easily
via software later.
The industry long has considered the basic radio receiver to be alow-priced
electronic consumable. New features are built into the next model. If aconsumer
wants those features, he or she is forced to buy the new model and abandon the old.
The HD Radio system could shift this paradigm. We undoubtedly will see
improvements that will make IBOC more appealing: 5.1 surround sound, better
codecs, time-shifted programming, enhanced data content and improved interference mitigation, especially for AM-HD. But if we force listeners to buy replacement radios every year or two, we could cripple the success of this technology.
Radios should endure the average lifespan of any new car, about 10 years.
Also, radios increasingly are becoming integrated into the computerized navigation, control and monitor systems in car models. Such receivers are not as easy to
replace by after-market units. In such an environment, it's even more desirable that
future radios be upgradeable, or "smart" — especially new models that will
include both satellite and terrestrial services.
The public is becoming more accustomed to the notion that software upgrades
can improve products beyond PCs and PDAs. Lowend Walkman and tabletop
radios may not be candidates for "smart" technology; but why not car radios,
higher-end portables and component tuners?
The technology to support smart radios is well developed and is common in a
host of devices and applications. Such updating could be applied via various methods, including an integrated CD player, aUSB port, replacement of aUSB plugin memory stick or internal Flash EPROM chip — someday perhaps even
directly, over the air.
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. But any upgrade procedure
would have to be easy for dealer service centers and even consumers to perform. It
must be durable and troublefree.
We are pleased to see aUSB service port on the feature list of Radiosophy's
soonto-ship Multistream HD receiver, for instance, and we encourage the electronics industry to give further support and promotion to the concept of smart
radios that can accommodate feature set additions and enhancements via software
updates in the field.
—RW

COMMENTARY

Transmitters for
Emergency Relief
by Kent Koselke
Crown Broadcast IREC recently completed two relief efforts for areas devastated by Hurricane Katrina and the
Pakistan earthquake. Teamwork enabled
these efforts, and Crown Broadcast is
honored to have been able to participate.
Responding to a request from Tom
Kerber of Kerber Applied Research in
Ontario, Canada, Crown Broadcast
donated a 250- watt FM transmitter to
help restore communication to New
Orleans. The transmitter is in use
onboard the ship Hope, operating out of
the town of Gretna located on the
Mississippi River in the center of the
New Orleans metropolitan area.

The Canadian Navy helped in
unloading Galcom radios as well as
the relief supplies that Blessings for
Obedience had on its truck.
The Hope is operated by Friend Ships
Unlimited, and is dedicated to helping
people in times of need and encouraging
others to do likewise. The organization
works through the collection, delivery
and distribution of food, medical supplies, clothing and building materials,
and by providing medical services and
trade school education.
This all started due to Tom Kerber's
dismay regarding the situation in New
Orleans and the entire Gulf area.
Kerber Applied Research is a major
supplier of key transmitter components to
Crown Broadcast. When Tom contacted
us with his idea to put together aturnkey
package of transmitter, antenna and other

necessary components for putting atransmitter on the air, we could not have been
happier to participate.
When we asked for assistance. organizations such as HCJB World Radio's
Engineering Center immediately pledged
whatever support or hardware needed to
make it happen. Tom even arranged to have
800 fixed tune solar powered receivers from
Galcom sent to the area; these units are normally used in mission environments overseas.
Once the package was complete and
ready to ship, Kelly Coleman of Blessings
for Obedience in Midland, Texas, arranged
final transport to the disaster area. Kelly also
was instrumental in acquiring atemporary
license from the FCC to transmit legally in
the New Orleans area; this constitutes the
first time we know of the FCC has given
such permission to aprivate organization.
Turnkey turnaround
Crown Broadcast then responded to an
urgent request to provide turnkey transmission systems to the earthquake-devastated
region of Kashmir.
The request from Sachel Technologies of
Karachi Pakistan was straightforward: to
provide them with two complete transmission systems in ashipping case that will be
pre-wired to operate as afull FM broadcast
station when it arrives in the earthquake
area
The problem was that although Crown
Broadcast is atransmitter manufacturer, we
sell through broadcast dealers who assemble the packages of equipment for the end
user, so we do not normally have the
resources to put together aturnkey package.
Icontacted two of my dealers for assistance: Steve Ellison of Broadcast
Connections and Wray Reed of RF
Specialties. Iquickly found that Iwould not
be able to get the components quickly
enough to build this system in the timeframe needed to get these systems out the
door. In order to help, Steve was happy to
provide me with ashopping list to find a
local vendor.
Luckily we found one who could get the
components to us immediately. Thanks go
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out to Tim Franco and Justin Huffman from
Guitar Center in Mishawaka, Ind. They
really saved the day by finding and having
ready for pick up the components for this
special need.
HCJB Engineering Center in Elkhart
provided the broadband antenna systems
and feed line, completing the package. The
components were installed in some roadie
cases we had and were sent on their way to
Kashmir.
These are excellent examples of how
great this industry is in helping others in
times of need. Inever encountered any hesitation from any of our suppliers or dealers.
We work in aspecial industry where all
competitive business principals go out the
window to work for the greater good in a
time of need and crisis.

Other transmitter companies have emergency products — such as Harris' "Flyaway"
system and Armstrong's 1kW emergency
radio offering — which is great. The more
these products and services are available, the
better the opportunity for people to get them
in the time of their greatest need.
Our response is adirect reflection of our
primary mission statement set forth by our
retired president, Clyde Moore. Clyde's
main directive in our mission statement is
to honor God, serve people and develop
excellence while upholding Biblical principals. We at Crown Broadcast are pleased to
honor that commitment and continue the
legacy Clyde began.
The author is sales and marketing
manager for Crown Broadcast IREC in
Elkhart, Ind. to
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CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

The NEW
AUDIOARTS
D -75 DIGITAL

RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on-air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all

completely modular.

A TRUE plug- and- play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!

/JO/OARIS ENGINFFRING
sales@wheatstone.corn

tel 252-638-7000 Iwww.audioarts. net
Copyright 0 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation

This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
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The Vorsis AP-3digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around amulti- band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP-3
replaces awhole rack of dediicated
units. VORSIS pre-conditions your
signal ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4-band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero-overshoot peak limiter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP- 3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle 11.1-45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3units.
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AILOR THAT SOUND ViateÁ/lp
tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / Lvvvw. iorsis.com
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